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Secretary Daniels Already Has Austrians Are Driven From
Taken Steps to Hurry ConStrongly Entrenched Posistruction Work on the Retions and Fighting is Remaining 48 Warships,
ported Still Going On.
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OTHERS ABOARD IS NOT KNOWN
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m Germans Claim
Made Available
Money
Capture of
Naval Appropriation Bill tor
Allied
Unwounded
191,454
and
Additional Destroyers
Prisoners Since March 21;
Submarine Chasers.
French Advance Lines.

Vessel Llandovery Castle, Returning From Halifax to England
for Wounded and Sick Soldiers and Displaying the Cus,
tomary Lights to Designate Its Character, is Victim of
IRABtB
JOURNAL
'
(('minted War I .cad by the Associated
Teuton Torpedo Seventy Miles From Nearest Land; Sub-- t
Washington. July 1. Slops to ex
Press.)
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Success has apparently crowned
marine Commander Said He. Sank the Boat Because She
vessels. Including battle
cruisers and superdreadnnughts,r of tli" offensive of the Italians In the
Was Carrying American Aviation Officers and Others in
mountains north of the Venetian
tho l!i(S authorized in the
naval building program, approved by plains.
The attack Saturday lias
Fighting Service of Allies, and Added Later That She Was AMERICAN TROOPS
GASOLINE SflDlILD
congress two yeurs ago, already have gained heights where the enemy a as
War
Not
Worth
tno
been taken by
navy auparneni.
Carrying Munition Stores Because of an Explosion Which
Thla was disclosed tonight by Sec- strongly entrenched and the fighting
Costs
What
still is going on. Vienna admits a rereview-Inin
statement
a
Daniels
Aft.
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1Wf Morning Journal Special Lrnm-Wire.)
was a Canadian hospital ship returnBULLETIN
London, July 1. One of the boats ing from Halifax with no wounded
of the hospital ship Llandovery Cas- aboard, the- tale of crime reveals
tle, containing twelve nursing ulsters, wanton deliberation on the part of
was seen to capsize, according to the submarine commander and allatest Information. The slSters were most suggests the hope that he would
find her full of injured and helpless
drowned.
men.
"The Llandovery Castle, R. A. SylLondon, July 1. A German submarine, seventy miles from the Irish vester, master, was chartered by the
coast on the night of June 27, Canadian government to convey their
hospital ship sick and wounded from England to
torpedoed the 11,000-to- n
Llandovery Castle, chartered by the Halifax.
Canadian government and in the servHad 258 Fcn-onon Hoard.
ice of carrying wounded and sick from
"The
Castle had on
England to Canada. The ship was hoard a Llandovery
2.18
total of
persons, includthen on her way to England. She had ing eight Canadian
army medical
on board 258 persons, eighty men of corps men and fourteen
female
'' the Canadian medical
corps and four- nurses. One boat,
containing twenty-fou- r'
teen women nurses.
survivors, has reached port so
Only twenty-four- ,'
Including the far.
captain,- - ara tepurted ai'eil.,' The . at
was during the night of June
"iat:if was wunuut warning.
27, toward 10:30; that the crime ocwho
The submarine commander,
curred.
The
Castlo.
ordered the captain, several of his of- steaming on her Llandovery
course
fourteen
ficers and Major Lyon of the medical knots, showed the usual atnavigation
corps aboard, said he sank the ship and regulation hospital ship lights.
because she was carrying American Under the overcast
she was
aviation officers and others In the to see and could notskybe mistaken plain
for
service
of
allies.
ad
the
He
fighting
but what she was a ship
ded later that the vessel was j carry mythlng
Immune by every law of war and
Ing munition stores, because of an ex peso from attack or molestation.
plosion which occurred aft.
"No one on board saw the wake of
AH LlglrtM Were Iliirniiur.
the torpedo. The first intimation of
All lights were burning when the he presence of a submarine was
Castle was torpedoed. Jar and the roar of an explosion from
Llandovery
These Included a' huge electric cross aft. Then the lights went
out.
over the bridge and strings of white
"AH that followed, save when a dim
mm Riwii iiguin ui wimer Blue, ine light was obtained
from on emergred crosses on the sides of the vessel ency dynamo. Just before the ship
were Illuminated.
took
foundered,
place In the darkness.
According to Red Cross lnforma The engines were rung once to stop,
tion many were killed in the engine then full speed astern. But from the
room. There Is hardly any doubt of engine room came no answer.
Rehearsed Routine Holds Good.
mis, as mere was no response to Cap
lain Sylvester's signals from the
"The rehearsed routine of the ship,
n
bridge after the torpedo struck. As however, held good. With the
.. the enginemen
were either killed or
enemy one must be prepared for
leit tneir posts, there was no one to every emergency like this, and along
snut off the power, and the ship kept the darkened decks the crew groped
on ner way, notwithstanding the to the boat stations and stood by for
great holes torn bv the torncMo. now orders to leave her.
"From the bridge the captain's
beginning to slow down until the wa
ter rushed into the boiler room, ex megaphone, loud in the night, bade
hold until way was off the ship.
them
tlngulBhing the fires.
this added to the confusion In The carpenter was aft making an exmum-mume uieDoats. mere was amination of the damage.
"In the wireless cabin the Marconi
no panic. By the time the
ship lost operator
was trying In vain to transit
ner momentum most of the
boats
were over the side. Many were una the ship's position. His key gave no
the spark was gone.
me to reach the boats, and the
ship response;
"The carpenter's report was that
wo. miming rapidly. They Jumned
4
hold
No,
aft was blown In and that
into the sea and a few were picked
the ship could not remain afloat. The
order was given to lower away the
Itircatencrf l.cnni t 1..
According to Information received boats on both sides and abandon ship.
"The officer commanding the Caby the Canadian Red Cross here,
Maj. t. Lyon, from the Llandovery nadian medical corps on board rethat his people were out. This
tn ported
0 Stanl
nnnl,nW.a8
Is
in view of the fact that
nl"l11t0Wlfr' desPite an Injured no important
boat but the captain's has been
.
Rtrtnu .,,i
picked up.
Most Everyone Got Away.
Insisted hat Major Lyon was an avla- "Save for any of the ship's comui r, notwithstanding the of pany
or. the engine room who may
fleer's strenuous denial.
have been killed by the explosion of
mans even threatened to shoot
Major
Lyon, contending that he was an of- f Continued on rave Two. I
"0t
cal officer.
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the provisions of the $1,600,000,000 naval appropriation bill recently
passed by congress and to wnicn
President Wilson today attuched his
signature.
"Tho hills," said the secretary,
"makes It obligatory to begin convesstruction of all of Ihe forty-eigsels of tho Ui6 vessels comprising the
throe-yra- r
program, authorized in the
tt, the construcact of August 2fi,
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War is Promoting a Good Understanding Between the
Two
Countries, Admiral
Sims Tells the Audience.
lay MORNiNa jouhnal special liamo wirki
London,
July 1. All American
troops in the London district were
i

entertained

at the , Palace theater

were
Addresses
Buntlay evening.
made by Vice Admiral Sims und T. J.
MucNamura, parliamentary secretary
to the admiralty.
"The war Is promoting a good understanding betweon the two countries," said Admii.il Sims. "The British people have not always understood
us perfectly and the same is true of
what we knew about the British, but
We now believe the Britisher is a pretty good fellow."
said Mr. Mai'Namnra,
, Posterity,,
would declare that Ihe determination
of the American people to draw the
wrote
the
sword
overwhelmingly
word
"guilty" against Germany.!
America came into.the struggle with
profound and simple purposes. Her
soldiers were the new crusaders.
"The lights of liberty," he added,
"will be burning more brightly when
her soldiers leave us than when they
came.
"The rulers of Germany believed
the submarine would finlnh this country before America could get going
and It was announced to the relchstag
seventeen months ago that the submarine would be the means of a swift
victory.
History will record Germany's barbarism and desperate misThe submarine has not
calculations.
given Germany a swift victory. It will
not give her a victory at all. Between
Great Britain and America has been
created a covenant standing for Justice, freedom and Immunity from all
the horrors of war and the dreadful
consequences of lust of conquest and
power."
SKono.
Liquors In
El Paso, Tex., July 1. Liquors may
zone
be brought into tne
.Bone
fixed by the original
law. It was announced here today In
a telegram received from Attorney
General Freellng at Austin. He ruled
that the statewide prohibition taw, ef
fective June 26. superseded the
zone law which prohibited the
shipments of liquors Into a
zone surrounding army "amps,
Ton-mil-

ny.
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Amsterdam, July 1. Discussing sympathetically in the Berlin
Tageblatt tho recent pamphlet
written by Viscount Grey on "tho
league of nations" Gen. Count
Mux Monteglus says that the only
war aim worth the Immense sacrifices involved is the prevention
for all time of n repetition ot tho
four years, of terror which the

1
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Washington, July 1 .Secretary
linker diHClOKed today that somo
American troops from western
eastward
camps are moving
through Canada. He said a convisit of
a
would
pay
tingent
courtes-- to Ottawa and would be
reviewed by the governor general.
It was announced from Montreal Saturday that an American
battalion hnd been reviewed there
'
by the governor general.
i

HUNS ACTIVELY
FOR

ANOTHER DRIVE
Resumption of German Offen-- ",
sive Is Expected Momentarily; All Reports -- Show In'

The Morning1 Journal's Tobacco
Fund, fori the Boys in France,
Total Now Amounts to $363.70
.

On June 2, 1918, The Albuquerque
Morning Journal, officially
appointed to collect and receive funds to purchase tobacco, cigarettes,
etc., for "Our Boys In France fighting alongside of the British, French
and Italian Soldiers to Free the World from Kalserlstn," reported a
total collection of $829.70. Since that date this paper has received
$34.
This money will be sent today to this paper' representative,
Ralph R. Mulligan, New York City, with Instructions to make proper
distribution. The last list Is as follows:
Mi
C, R. Trueheart, 918 West Sliver, Albuquerque, N. M.V...$ 10.00
A. F. Morrlssette. 21
8.00
North Ninth, Albuquerque, N. M
Mrs. B. Myer, 622 West Marquette, Albuquerque. N. M
1.00
Mrs. George H. Keep, 1121 South Edith, Albuquerque, N. M....V
1.00
O. M. Post, Albuquerque, N. M
l.Ofl
L. B. Mitchell, New Mexico University, Albuquerque, N. M
a.OO
J. D. Eakln, 1002 West Central. Albuquerque, N. M
2.00
Fred Turnbull, 21T South Fourth. Albuquerque, N. M. .
1.00
J. M. Doolittle, 1018 North Second, Albuquerque, N.
1.00
A. B. Loken. SI 6 North eleventh, Albuquerque, N. M...
1.00
Tho. K. D. Maddison, (28 South Arno, Albuquerque, N. M. . . . . 1.00
S.BO
Charles Bralnerd, 802 East Silver, Albuquerque, N. M.
Mrs. N. Woods, 918 South Walter. Albuquerque, N. M.,
.SO
.
"
Mrs. Elizabeth Braden. 60T South First, Albuquerque, N. M...'..
.50
W. O. McCoy, Sliver CIty,.N. M. . . . . .
.
9.B0
,i
1.00
Cash, from a Bluewater contributor
.. J.00
Cash, from a Socorro contributor
Mian Lenore M. Edelen, Isleta, N. M, .... . . , .
.. . . , ' 1.00
. .
C. B. Piper, ' Box 84, Douglas. Kana.
1.00
i
.'.
Total
24.00
,"..r...
S2t.70
,
Previously reported .
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.... .....
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Grand total collected by The Momlnr Journal.
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Washington,
July 1. Resumption
of the German offensive on the west
is
front
expected
momentarily by
army officials here. General Pershing reports us well as French and
show
British advices
Increasing
enemy activity day by day, Indicating
Germans
are preparing for
that the
another assault.
There is great stir and movement
among the Germans before the American lines around Chateau Thierry.
Part of the drive may be directed
against this front In a renewal of

the thrust

at

Paris

through the

If so .an army
Compiegne gateway.
corps of American troops stands
to
shoulder with the French
shoulder
again to block the road.'
Secretary liaker disclosed today
that organization of the first army
corps, under Major GeneYal Hunt
Liggett probably had been - completed,
although ha made . no announce..
ment.
;
"I suRpect," the secretary said, in
reply to a question, "that several of
our divisions are operating together
as an army corps under command of
Whether another
General Liggett.
army corps has been created 'and a
tentative commander chosen, I have
"
not heard."
,

.

Bank Pays Dividend.
Santa Fe, July 1. The 'First National Bank of Santa Fe, today paid
a
dividend of 10 per
cent, setting aside at the same time
10 per cent for' federal and other
tax payments' during the coming
fiscal, year. It was the thirty-fift- h
dividend to be dec!: jj by the Bank
"
li l' 1 Jtoiyj .
semi-annu-

al'

--
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Washington, 'July 1. The UnlteS
Slates fuel udmlnlc trillion, through
Murk I Kcqua, director of the oil division, has lavited the following atata
ment In regard ,to gasoline.
"I'p to the present time there has
been sufficient supply of gasoline to
meet all requirements; but In order to
ho prepared for any shortage, should
it urise, plans are being considered by
the oil division of the fuel administrawith automobile
tion, in
iiniiiHtry and the national petroleum
war service committee, for the purpose of determining the most satisfactory method of gasoline conservation.
"It is not expected In' any event that
it will bo necessary to restrict normal
consumption for freight vehicles, and
provided there is a reasonable conservation by ail concerned, It may not he
necessiiry to seriously Interfere with
passenger cars and motor boats.
"It must be borne in mind, however,
that tho paramount use for Rasollne
is for war purposes, all of which
will be supplied. The volume of this will largely govern the situation.
"It seems possible that rational conservation by the public will render
government action unnecessary."
Tho National Chamber of Commerce
is
with Mr. Hco.ua und
W. Charnplln Robertson, director of
oil conservation, to help In this conservation movement.
While there Is need for saving, there
Is no official suggestion of any necessity for curtailing use df passenger
cars on Sunday or any other day, nor
the Issuance of gasoline cards to limit
the amount to be sold to each individual owner.
War interests will come first, but
as Mr. Requa Indicates, with rational
conservation
by the public, there
should b eample for general needs.
Mr. Robertson says the production
of gasoline in 1917 was 85,000,000 barrels, of forty-tw- o
galloons each. The
first quarter of this year the production was 17,384,000 barrels, as against
13,700,000 barrels for the same period
of 1917. On April 1 there wore
barrels of gasoline in storage.
Every motorist should conserve gasoline in every way. The following
methods are suggested:
Do not use gasoline for cleaning mechanical parts.
Studiously avoid leakages and evaporation.
Do not let engine run when car is
standing.
Have carburetor adjusted to give
largest possible mileage per gallon.
Adjust brake hands so they do not
Jrag; keep all bearings well 'lubricated and tires fully Inflated.
Keep spark plugs clean, have Ignition correctly timed and drive with
spark well advanced.
Do not accelerate and stop quloklv;
avoid high speed; stop engine and
coast long hills.
Avoid aimless and unnecessary Use
of cars; do a number of errands on
errands in one trip; carry purchases
home in the car to reduce purchases
by stores.
Combine with neighbors and friends
In use of cars.
.
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May Not

Consumption

American Troops
Moving Eastward
Through Canada

t

Restrictions

Government

world is experiencing.
"Of one thing I am certain,"
he continues,, "and that is that
many of those who went out in
August, 1914, with imperialistic
desires have been taught to realize that the power und welfare
of the nation are not increased
when million of Its subjects are
torn intp bloody fragments or,
crippled 4y iKwtls; when billions
of its national fortune arc destroyed or wasted on work of destruction; when the birth rate
fails and when the death rata and
crime steadily Increase. Even the
Inexperienced rye must see that
In war such as It has beeomo in
our time, one side may indeed
gain victories but neither can
win."
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creasing Enemy Activity.
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; FORECAST.
' Denver
Colo., July 1. New Mexico:, Tuesday and Wednesday Dartiy
cloudy with local Thundershowers
east portion Tuesday;
not much
;
change In temperature.
Arizona:
Tuesday partly cloudy
with local thundershowers; Wednes
day generally fair.-- ' Not much change
in temperature.

ing at
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Ing describes the cruel treatment of
Major Lyon and declares that the
mi aiirr sinning the vessel
shelled an unknown
target which the"
report Intimates might have been the
missing boats.
The captain's boat, containing the
survivors, waa picked up by the de- sireyeri Lysander, the commander of
wnicn reported that he found no
trace of the remaining five boats.
The Admiralty Statement.
awful debt to the
"Germany'
world continues to grow. Another
hospital ship has been torpedoed, this
time seventy miles from the nearest
land, and her people turned adrift In
their boats to sink or swim as best
,
they might.
"And although, as It happened, she

-

L

tion of which has not previously specifically been directed to be begun.
I am keenly Interested In the early
execution of this program and have
regretted that lack of facilities duo to
the big demand for destroyers, transports and cargo ships rendered It
to somewhat abate the fine
progress that was being- made. However, I requested that- tho act be
worded In this mandatory way, for It
is my earnest desire and expectation
to carry It out and I have already
taken steps to expedite' construction
' '
us much us' puowui.lo.
for Additional VcwuMs.
t Mimpy
for
"Money Is not only provided
procompleting the big three-yea- r
gram, but an additional $100,000,000
is made available for additional torpedo boat destroyers, submarine chasers, and other naval craft ns the exigencies of the war muke make necessary,
"The outstanding feature of the
bill Is the permanent increase In the
enlisted strength from 87,000 to 131,-4men. Many new ships have been
permanently added to tho fleet and
many more will bo commanded In
1019, and this increaso in personnel
to provide the officers and crews for
these permanent additions.
"The bill authorizes on increase to
75,fiOO in tho marine corps from
There are no better fighting men
in the world than the .marines, as recent events in France have empha
sized, and congress wisely provided
ror an Increase In numbers and for
Increased training stations where men
can bo prepared.
30,-00- 0.

FLOUR MILLERS

MUST 0 SCORE E
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MORNINO JOURNAL
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Washington, July 1, Klour millers
who made excess profits during the
last fiscal year, as charged by the federal trade commission, In Its report
Saturday to the senate, must return
the amount of such profits to the
government In tho form of milled
flour, under regulations made public
today by Food Administrator Hoover.
The
federal
trade commission
charged that the millers had made
a profit of 46 cents a barrel on flour
despite the food administrator's regulations limiting the differential to 25
cents. It develops that the commission's report was anticipated, as the
administration's regulations were sent
out last June 17. Millers whoso profits at the close of the fiscal year,
Juno 30, are in excess of the maximum permitted are required to credit
the amount of the excess to the fund
to be liquidated by flour to be sold to
the army, navy, marine corps and the
food administration's grain corporation In New York at $1 a barrel.
Tho millers' books will be balanced
as of June 30 and again as of July 1,
to show the amount of the excess
.profit.
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GUARD AND ESCAPE
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El Paso. Tex.. Jnlv 1. Assaultinar
the guard at the prison base hospital
Privates John McCell. William Kern
and Sidney Footo. who were . being
held as prisoners on charges of de
sertion, escaped late last night and
are now at large. One., of the mer.
asked the guard for a match, then
struck him over the head, all ' three
prisoners making their escape. Border patrols were notified to watch th
fords for the deserters today.
Kern was the American soldier who
operated a Mexican federal machine
gun against Villa's attacking force at
14.' 11V,
Ojinaga, November
afyr
deserting front the troor at- PrestCA. ,
Texas.
i.

to
"prepared positions,''
Which is the expression used in official statements to mean that an enemy blow has gained
Important
ground.
After three days of struggling tha
Italians s.iil are hammering hard at
the most powerful and threatening
positions of the enemy. They not only
have gained ground, but have held ft
bV
against desperate counter-attack- s
the
which were
mown down by artillery fire and completely checked by the Italian Infantry.
Locations Are Not Clear.
Detail maps of the area in which
the fighting is going on do not show
distinctly some of the places
in the official statements. . Tho
Vienna admission that the new Austrian line runs through "Stemple
wood" Is, therefore, without significance, but as the positions held by
the Austrians hatora. the Italian at
tack began wore aoove the forest line.
it would seem that the enemy has
been ousted from the higher ground
he formerly held nd thus placed at
a disadvantage in the fighting to
come.
i
The Italian attack waa seemingly
planned with care. On the right flank
of General Dial' forces Is the Bren-t- a
river, which affords protection
ngalnst a flanking attack. On the left
there are two deep valleys which also
lend themselves to the tactics adopted
by the Italians.
The British hospital ship Llandovery Castle, bound from a Canadian
port for B:ngland, has been sunk sey
enty miles trom lund without warn.
So far only
Ing by a submarine.
twenty-fou- r
of the 258 persons on
board have been reported safe. The
fate of those missing Is unknown. '
An official
German statement
claims that 191,454 unwounded allied
prisonors have henn tnwvA .inn.
March 21. Of these 94,939 were British, 89,099 wore French and the rest
were Portuguese, Belgians and Americans. Six allied generals and 1,200
officers are said to have been taken
by the Germans.
Local Attack ln France,
.
In Trance there have been local attacks at various points north of the
Marne on the west side of the salient
driven into the allied lines by tha
German offensive that waa begun
May 25. The French have advanced
their lines north of the Cllgnon river
once more and have passed the roll
road line running from Chexy to
Vlnly.
Austre-IIungarla-

mert-Hon-

JOURNAL

-

durjn
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drove ten down out of control.
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COL. J. W. CLINTON

TAKES HIS OWN LIFE.
MORNIMO

JOURNAL RACIAL

LRARtR

WIW

'

San Francisco, Calif.,
Juiy
vvith a bullet wound
tha
heart, the body of Col.through
James
W.
Clinton was found here today In tha
apartments of his physician, where),
he was a guest. Colonel Clinton
to have killed
supposed
himself
shortly after the physician left for
h.s office. The motive for the aeV
has not come to light.
Colonel Clinton
returned 1
from trance, where recently
he was

ws

'

.

WCIAL LI. RIO WIRCI

Chicago, July 1. An I. W. W.
speech was delivered before Federal
Judge Land Is at the trial of 101 members of that organization on a charge
of violating the espionage laws.
8am Scarlett, one of the defendants, repeated a speech entitled "The
Trsgedy of Transportation." It was
his story of the Harriman railway
strike of 1911. In part he pointed out
the futility of one craft striking while
other crafts In the employ of the
same company sought to defeat them.
W. H. Marcusson. who' was chairman of the strike committee of the
I. W. W. at Aberdeen, Wash., last
summer and as such got out daily
bulletins showing the progress of the
strike and reporting that not one act
of violence was committed by the
strikers, was another heard

ed

Further north the French have
taken strong positions along ridges
to the east of
forest,.
There have been no unusual
en-- !
gagoments along tho British or Amarv
Ican fronts, but therei is a tenseness
along the whole line from Tpros t
Rheinis and even to the east,
along
tho French and American
sectors
there is expectation that the breaking
of the storm may come. In front of
Amiens this feeling Is
marked. There the Germansespeciallya
great bombardment but have began
sent their infantry into action.not yet
There was intense activity in aerlar
J0n Sunday- - The French
brought down or put out of action
twenty-on- e
German
while
the British shot down airplanes
twenty-tw- o
and
Vlllers-Cottere-

tRY
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Santa Fe. Juiv i

urn of

assigned.
ins rrrncn rorcesv- H. wm

'nt.
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.

$3,939,50
representing
A.miB aobs conectea dunnr

Juno were today paid Into the stata
treasury by the state corporation
commission, in. addition tn
surance fees received ' during th

itu

month.

i
Numerous Forest Fires. San Francisco, Calif., July 1. '
More than a half score large fires la

'

timber districts of northern Callfor '
ala were burning today, according ta
- t
telesTaohto. sdvlcaw WAlml a
office here of the United f ct-- f- 's
"

service.
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VALUABLE STORES
Is Declared

at the

Archangel Where,
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Arctic

of Kola, Much

War Material is Stored,
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nish white guards to, reasert their
their claim and to seize the railroad
which affords the only means of communication In winter between the entente allies and America on one side
and Interior Russia on the other,' as
Archangel, also on the Artie in Ice
bound tor more than six months of
the year. Possession of the railroad
by the Finns would snnn cause the
loss Of the supplies at Kola and It is
expected that a small hut mtenRe campaign will develop if this Finnish
movement Is continued. The probable
attitude of the bolshevik government
t Moscow, In the event that a Finnish
Invasion f Carelia is in progress, can
only be conjectured and it is possible
that the 'crisis may develop the real
position of the Bovlet and cause the
allies to regard It as either
or friendly.
--

Roll 'of Honor
American Casualties
(V

SHOAL LBABBD WIRBl
July 1. The army
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Washington,
casualty list today contained forty- nine names, divided as follows:
Killed In action 5; died of wounds
4: died of accident and other causes
6; died of disease 7; died of airplane
accident 1; wounded severely 26;
missing In action U
Teh list: .
Killed In Action.

.

ISAACS IS '
Lieutenants Norborn R.' Gray,
GERMAN PRISONER Louisville. Ky.; Carl Adolph Johnson,
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Corporals
Frank A, Morgan, Litchfield,. Conn.;
WISB1
LBASCD
SPBCIAL
tlV MOSNINS JOUBNAL
John J. Slmcoe. Philadelphia; PriEdou-ar- d
vate Richard J. Weiss, .Philadelphia.
Washington, July 1. Lieut.
V. Isaacs, IT. 8. N., who was taken
Died of wounds. ...
submarine
German
the
byprisoner.,
Privates Alfred Bruno, Yonkers, N.
which Hunk the American transpoit Y.;: Jesse L. Dixon, Blackshear. Ga.;
President Lincoln, hus been located ' Ellec Jackson, .Clarksvllle, Ark.; Mora prison camp in Germany. A tele- ris G. Russell, Armory, Miss.
gram received by the American Red
plod ot Disease.'
anCross : here from Switzerland
Sergeant Charles C. Foust, Dayton,
nounced that Lieutenant IsaacB was Ohio;
Corporal Glenn H. Counts:.
at Karjsruhe and well. The InformaArk.; Privates John A. Dodds,
tion was. Immediately forwarded to
Ills.; James Jackson, Cordcle,
Lieutenant Isaacs' wife at Portsmouth, Decatur,
GarTJeremiah S. Lynch, Brooklyn, n.
Va,. but dispatches from that place Y.i James Palmer,
Vance, S.
said that fche had left, thero for- Iter
H, Whittemore, Nashua, N.
former home at Fort Huachuca, Aria. Franklin
II.
Died of Airplane Accident.
mexican' bandits
T.
O'Loughlln,
Lieutenant George
'
Racine, Wis.
Died of Accident nnd Other Cause.
Corporal John Henry Dormnn. Jr.,
1ST MOSNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LKASSO WISB1
East St. Louis, 111.; Joseph Gallagher,
Houston, Tex., July 1. Four Amer- Cahsalnor, Ireland. Privates Herbert
ican citizens were killed by Mexican P. Hayson, Kansas City. Mo.; Monte
bandits near Tamplco, Mexico, Satur- Purvis, Sumner, Mo.; Louis Williams
the I.exa, Ark.
day while carrying the payroll Itof was
Mexican Oulf Oil company,
asserted at the company's general WARNING AGAINST
offices here today. Leslie II. Millard,
'
of Beaumont, Tex., assistant cashier,
JEWISH AGITATION
and L. 'A; Dunn, R, M. Cooper n&
adhome
whose
E.
Alfred
Ksparcla,
fpty WORNIN0 JOURNAL BPICIAL LSAS0 WIRBl
dresses are not known here were the
Moscow, Tuesday, June 2R (by the
bandits' victims.
Associated Press). Widespread
, Few details are known.
propaganda and the danger
' Hall hi McsilUt Valley.
have
outbreaks
of
extraordiLas Cruces, N. M., July 1. A hail prompted the
storm swept the Meal 11a. valley near nary commission' for the. suppression
a warnYado, N. M yesterday morning, nam- - of counter revolution to Issue
" The comaging fruit trees and hay fields, ue ing against the agitation.
propacording to farmers who came hero to mission says that
dav from that part of the valley. The ganda is a favorite method of reacdiscreate
to
storm swept over a tract one mile tionaries who are trying
wide and knocked much of the fruit order by inciting one part of the population against the other.
from tho trees.
It declares that ony attempt to proh
outbreaks or agitavoke
tion against other nationalities will be
Beautifies rigorously suppressed and the partici- '
,
pants executed.
PRICES BOOSTED BY
LIEUT.

.'
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Santa Fe, July 1. That New Mexico despite drouth, winds, heat and
rather untoward .conditions will contribute more heavily to the national
larder is apparent from the Monthly
Crops Reporter received from Washington today, the increase being due
to a large extent to the propaganda
by the state council of defense for increased crop production and tho assistance it has given farmers in supplying seed and providing markets.
The winter wheat crop is estimated
at 2,872,000 bushels as against 1.340,-00- 0
bushels last year or almost double
the quantity; the winter wheat mop
at 1,670,000 bushels as against 1,242,-00- 0
bushels last year; the oats crop at
1,653,000 bushels as against 1,350,000
last year; barley 419,000 bushels as
against. 364,000 bushels last year; hay
513,000 tons as against 412,000 last
year; apples S69.000 bushels as
peaches
against 657,000 last year:OO.O'OO
bushels
bushels as against
last year; pears 64,00 bushels against
46,000 bushels last year; and all that
despite the fact that aha average of
crop conditions is only 94 per cent ns
against 102.9 per cent for the entire
United Stales and as high as 117 in
slates liko Indiana. In fact there are
only four states below New Mexico's
year: Rhode
average thus far this 91-Nevada
Nebraska
Island 91-62,-00- 0

The
Piave, which is the
scene of the great Austrian re- as
hard to pronounce
treat, isn't
as some of the war naines, but
is still puzzling.
Here's the way to prouonce it: 4
PEK-AIIwith tile uccent Ch
the second syllable and the final
silent"o"
"S
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journal sfscial lbasio wirbi
Minneapolis, Minn., July 1. Three
Minneapolis papers, the Journal, the
News, toEvening Tribune and Dally
day Increased the price of the papers
IS from one to two cents. The Minneapolis Morning Tribune recently Increased Its price from one to two
:.!- .,i
cents.
'j
The Sunday Issues of the Journal
Ind Tribune will be six cents instead
'ft tlv cenU herKaftaf, ' .
otv aeimiM

in
u;

v

1.

July

President

Wilson today nominated Harry Ted-roof Denver ns federal attorney for
the district of Colorado.
James H. Holehan of Ran Francisco
was nominated as United States mar
shal for the northern district of Cali
fornia.
was
Alonzo G. Pack of Colorado
nominated as chief inspector of loco
Commotive boilers for the Interstate
merce commission, vice Frank
resigned.
w

Ticket Koctcd.
Juarez. Mex.. July 1. An
ticket was elected as officers of the
Chihuahua City foreign club last
week, it became known here today
when passengers from tho state capi
tal arrived hero. An effort was made
by the Herman and Austrian members
of the club to elect a ticket including
and
Hermans
Austrian.
several
all-alli-

George Johnson, tin American banker,
was elected president of the club.

New Lady of

the Camellias

5.

SIQUX CITY TURNS
'
TO BURYING

DEAD

.1
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Sioux City, la., June 1 Work of
the dead In the Ruff
Identifying
building was practically finished toof the thirty-eignight, thirty-sevebodies being recovered.
names
new
added to the death
The
roll are:
EMMA CR1TMMINE.
V.T.S MARION CAYLOR.
CHARLES ROOSLER.
MRS. JONATHAN OSTLE.
JAMES McLAIN.
Search of the ruins was abandoned
today and the task pf burying the
and endeavoring to fix the
dead
blame for the disaster taken up.
Many persons allege that the disaster
was due to an explosion nnd others
assert that the collapse of the Ruff
building was duo to- the remodeling
operations.
j
.
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"R. A. Sylvester, captain'; L. Chap
man, second officer; u. u. Barton,
fourth officer; H. M. Evans, purser;
Lamp Trimmer Davies; Painter Scott;
O. S. Hunt, able bodied seaman Murphy, Schroder, Goodrich, Ward. Tredl
P. McVey; Fireman
gian; Fireman
Deck
Moupsf'y; ' Trimmer Heather;
Steward Savage; Assistant- Steward
Abrahams; Ward, attendant of the
Canadian army medical corps. The
the following
boat also contained
"Malor JP. Lyon. Sergeant Knight and
Orderlies Taylor, Hickman, Pilot and
'
Cooper.
Shaves Lifeboat Narrowly.
"Major Lyon was interrogated,
after protesting as a medical officer
and ordered back into the boat.
The captain also was allowed to go.
The boat wAs cast off, and pulled
away from the submarine.
"The submarine began to circle
around the wreckage at full speed.
Several times it shaved the boat narrowly, once swirling past within two
feet of It. Onoe It stopped and again
took the second and fourth officers
,
aboard and questioned them.
"Ry this time the submarine commander Invented a new excuse. He
stated that there was a big explosion
aft as the vessel Bank, and that.
therefore, she must have been carrying ammunition. The second officer
explained patiently that this was the
explosion of the boiler and the falling
of the funnel, uney were auowea
to return to the boat, which then
made nail and proceeded.
"Again for a while the submarine
circled and threatened her by swooping close to her; then moved off and
seemed to come to a stop. From this
position, says tne captains oinciai
statement, she opened fire at an unseen target, firing about twelve shells.
"It is perhaps too early yet to
guess what the unseen target may
have been. Possibly the other boats
when they are picked up can furnish
evidence on this point.
"The captain's boat had been towed
for some distance while alongside
the submarine.. Nothing was to be
seen of the others. Since no wireless
was sent out there was no hope of
assistance arriving from the north.
The captain, therefore decided .jto
make for the Irish coast to send help.
"After sailing and pulling for about
seventy miles- they were picked up
by the destroyer Lysander, which
Immediately sent a wireless that a
search should be made for, the other
survivors, and carried the occupants
of the captain's bot into vlueens
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Hephzibah 12. Ken d rick Is the hew
If you are troubled with pains or aches Inthe bark, feel tired In the mornlncr, head- ."Lady' of the Camellias"' for the
ache, IndlgeBtlon, Insomnia, painful or too troops going from the vicinity of
frequent passage of urine, Irritation or stone Richmond to the war In Europe, The
In the bladder, you
lll almost certainly
original "Lady of the Camellias" gave
rind nutrk relief in dOOLD MKDAl, ilaar-decamellias ' to Union soldiers in the
Oil CRnaules. This ts the good old remedy that has stood the test for hundreds of Civil w.ir. The daughter of the first
years, prepared In the proper quantity and gave them' from tne Sams'
garden td
convenient form to take. It la Imported direct from Holland laboratories, and yen can men who went to war against Spain,
Your money and now a third, of the family gives
Set It at any drus star.
promptly refunded If It does not relieve you. them from the same garden to the
But be sure to set the nenulne GOLD MEt-Anfcn agldieri.
brail. la box, Ikrat Ussa,

Shipments of meat have been going
the allies for some, time at the rate
of 16,000 pounds a minute. As the
shipments are kept up during a ten
hour day they amount to 9,000,000
pounds 'dally. The meat goes to sot
dler of tho United States and tho allies and to the civilian population of
an the' countries at war with, Ger
many.
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in the
industry
lias

country
p 1 ay e d a
more important part in
helping to' win the war
than the Anierican livestock and! meatpacking
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industry.'
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Washington, July 1. Nomination of
Miss Karhryn Sellers, a department of
state law1 cleric, aS Judge of the Juvenile court here, was sent to the senate today ty President Wilson." It 1
the first time a woman has been
named, for a Judgeship la the District
' '
V
ot Columbia, v ' Ll

an

nw

were; made by a prominent representative of
the United States Food

,

WOMAN NOMINATED
JUDGESHIP-

tei

T hese statem ents
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One Hog Out of Every
Four Being Sent
Abroad,
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State
Santa Fe, July
Auditor A.. J. Fischer has resigned to
He
accept a commercial position.
was succeeded
today by Deputy
Traveling Auditor Earl T. Wiley.
Oilberto Mirabal of the state land
office, taking Mr. Wiley's place as
deputy, traveling auditor. J. Wight
Olddlngs, formerly of the state Jand
office, and at one time lieutenant
governor of Michigan and editor, of
the Santa Fe New Mexican and later
of the State Record.
today took
charge of .the DeVargaa hotel,,.
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For more than
years. Hsarlem Oil. the
famous national remedy of Holland, has been
as an Infallible relief from all
reeoicnlzed
forms of kidney and bladder disorders. Its
very sue Is iroofthat It must Uave unusual

vl,

i 5,000 POUNDS
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AmeriWashington, July lj The
can destroyer Cassln, which was
Octoon
pedoed in European water
ber 16, has been repaired, at a British
yard and has returned to the American destroyer forces, the navy department today announced.

LIVES

f

CASSIN

DESTROYER

lar mosnino journal special liasbd wissi
Cleveland,- O., July 1. Bugene V.
Debfcs, charged with violation of the
espionage act' In a speech at the socialist state convention at Canton,
Ohio, June 1G, pleaded not st'illy to
all tan counts of the indictment when
arraigned before Federal Judge D. C.
Westenhaver this morning.
Judge Westenhaver fixed bond at
$10,000 and tentatively set the date
of trial for July 30.
Dohs received many telegrams of
condolence this morning from all
parts of the country.
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NOT GUILTY PLEA IS
MADE BY 'GENE DEBS

who had not yet spoken.
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and Oregon 93-The great Increase In production In
New Mexico, of course, will mean
prosperity all around, for banks, merchants, tradesmen, all will share in
tho money put In circulation.
92-- 5

winter's
Coal Now.

In reply to the captain's questions he
motioned over his shoulder with his
field glasses northwards.
"The following survivors rrom tne
eaptaia's beat are the only ones acNOMINATIONS ARE
counted for up to tho present. Eleven
MADE BY WILSON of them were picked up from the

3;

anti-Jewi-

ic

In command,

liext

.

.

offi
watching the Canadian medical
cer being roughly hauled on ooara
and thrust along the deck. This was
done so violently and withsguch plain
intention to injury the Canadian, Ma
Canadian army
Don't neglect the "Two-Bitjor T. Lyon of the ne
medical corps, tnat
actually nau Crms Club. Join today.
a small bone in his foot broken by
the handling he received.
"There was another German offi
cer in the conning tcwer, th second

"pi:k..hv."

Store your,

ud-ju- st

-

answer.
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Mr. Rossiter virtually was draneci
Into the government service, accordHuring to a statement by Chairman
ley, Ho has been given time to ashis private business and will
sume his duties September 15.
Mr. Rossiter will devote all his
time to the new work, He was appointed because of his familiarity
with oriental as well as European
Rossiter
Mr.
shipping conditions.
twenty years ago was chiefly instrumental in establishing the first regular steamship service between San
Francisco and the ports on the west
coast of South America.
In addition to his practical experience in ship operations, he has hud
opportunity to familiarize himself
with government war requirements
as a member of tho port and harbor
commission. He will succeed as director of operations, Edward F. Carry, who resigned to become chairman
'
'
of the commission.

'

not

LBASIO WIBBI
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board.

e.

mander" did
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Washington. July 1. J. H. Rossit- er, vice president and general mana
ger of the Pacific Mail Steamsnip
company, today was appointed direc
tor of operations of too snipping

,

make-believ-
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IS NAMED
ON SHIPPING BOARD

the captain.
marksmen stood up. They were the 'We have seven Canadian medical ofof
hillocks
clay! ficers ion board. The ship was charSecretary o' Clumps of grass and
Quantlce, Va., July
"Those, Mr. Secretary," cxplalnod tered by the Canadian government to
the Navy Daniels, with a party of
of
a
fow
youi carry sick and wounded Canadians
senators and Flench and a British officer, "ure
of war at expert snipers. What they have shown from England to Canada.'
British officers, had a taste
is not
It's the thing
"The submarine commander reitthe training trenches of ' tho t'niied you
that is being dono every day on the erated:- 'Yon have been carrying
State9 marines near here.
Western front. No men among all the American flight officers
The secretary stood at the edge of armies can
" 'I have been running to Canada
do it better than your
"No Man's Land," to all uppearnnces men."
for six months with wounded. I give
bare, except fur here and thero u few
on they watched
miles
further
Three
you my word of honor that we have
clumps or hillocks ot clay.
a barrage laid down by a battery of curried none except
patients, medical
e
thirty-fivwas
thrce-liirThe purty
told that
h
guns on some "German staff, crew and sisters.'
"eneand
the
it
between
trenches."
snipers lay
"The commander then demanded if
An observation balloon attacked by
my trenches" seveuty-- f ive yards awuy,
were any Canadian medical ofand that one sniper lay within thsee un uirplane, a gas attack in which the there
ficers in the boat and he was told
yards of Secretary Daniels. They party donned gas masks, bayonet there was one. He ordered, him to
didn't believe it.
charges over trenches and finally a come aboard.
An officer blew a whistle. Rifles review of the "Devil Dogs" completed
Canadian Itotighly lltindleil.
No
the demonstration of how our marines
cracked from thirty-fiv- e
points in
"
'Where are our otjier boats?' ask
Man's Land, and thirty-fiv- e
hidden fight.
ed the captain; Tho submarine comwas
'

tonight, and If It doesn't
and make you
straighten you right up ,br-feel fine and vigorous ' morning, I
want you to go back to the store and
get your money. Dodson's Liver Tone
is destroying the sale of calomel because it is real liver medicine; entirely vegetable, therefore It can not salivate or make you sick.
1
guarantee that one spoonful of
Dodson's Liver Tone will put, your
sluggish liver to work and clean your
bowels of that sour bile and constipated waste which is clogging your
system and making you feel miserable.
I guarantee that a bottle of Dodson's
Liver Tone will keep your entire family feeling fine for months. Give It to
your children. It is harmless; doesn't
gripe and they like Us pleasant taste.

R0SSETER

IBY

Head- -

spoonful

Listen to me! Take no more sick
ening, salivating calomel when bilious
or constipated.
Don t lose a day s
work!
Calomel Is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosis' of the bones.
Calomel, when It comes In contact
with sour bile, crashes into it, breaking It up. This is when you feel that
awful nausea and cramping. If you
are sluggish and "all knocked out," if
your liver. Is torpid and bowels con
stipated or you have headache, dizzi
ness, coated tongue, If breath Is bad or
stomach sour just take a spoonful of.
harmless Dodson's Liver Tone. 'Here's my guarantee Go to any
firug Btore and get a bottle of Dodson's
Liver Tone for a fow cents. Take a

(Offlcerf!.1
"'VVe. are not,' replied

Mtrf-berr- v.

l;

constipated and
achy read my guarantee. -

'

(By

If bilious,

Calomel sickens !

i

Monr-mans-

n,

Better Than Calomel For Liver

English. 'Come alongside,' It ordered.
'.'The boat was pulling down to pick
up a drowning man. The second officer stood up and shouted back: 'We
are picking up a man from the water.'
" 'Coma, alongside,'
repeated" the
brusque voices from the submarine.
The boat held on Its way, and forthwith two revolver shots were fired at
or over-- it... m v.....
" Tukcn to Conning Tower.
" 'Come JrUingside;' I will shoot my
big gun.' shouted the submarine commander. The jboat ,lay alongside the
submarine and the captain (probably
the man plckef up) was orderd on
board. Jn 'case he should be made
prisoner and kept on board, he gave
the second officer ,whd remained In
the boat, the course to Steer. He was
then taken to the conning tower of
the submarine where two officers
awaited him.
"The commander asked him sharply! 'What ship is that?'
" 'Tt Is tho hospital ship Llandovery Castle,'' answered the captain.
the commander did not
"'yes,'
'but you
attynpt to appear surprised
are carrying eight American flight

WlftfS

Moscow, June 23 (by the Associated
Washington, July 1. The senate
Press). A state of war has been
today by an overwhelming majority
In the province of Archangel. refused to yield to house opposition to
The province of Archangel extends an increase in the government's minfrom the Ural mountains westward imum guarantee for wheat to $2.50
A motion of. Majority
to Finland, a distance of approximateper bushel.
ly 909- - miles, and from Vologda and Leader Martin proposing to Instruct
to
the Arctic the senate conferees to abandon the
Olonets on the south,
ocean .about 400 miles. Tt contains
senate price increase amendment to
the ports pf ArchanKel and
the only Russian outlets to the the annual agricultural bill, was dek
Arctic ocean.
It was on the
feated 46 to 19.
coast that French and Firitish
The senate's action causes continuanto
troops were landed some time ago
ce-of
the deadlock over tho
over
Mourmansk
railway,
protect the
measure and
which allied supplies had been going prevents appropriation
its passage today, the begininto Russia,
ning of the government's"fiseal year.
Enactment of an emergency resoluWashington, July 1. In. the Rus- tion to provide needed funds for the
a
sian province of Archangel, where
department of agriculture pending the
state of war has been proclaimed, ac- settlement
of the wheat dispute is unto
from
Moscow,
a
dispatch
cording
der consideration.
lies the Arctic port of Kola, with Its
To Hold Another Meeting.
railroad guarded by allied and AmerAnother meeting of the senate and
ican naval forces.
house conferees is being arranged and
At Kola and for miles inland, along it is
to report a disagreethe railroad there are, acres of mili- ment planned
on the wheat amendment to
all
the
way
tary supplies, running
both branches of congress, leaving the
from locomotives and cannon to pro- house to determine
whether it will
visions. Most of these were shipped agree to an increase of the
from .America and from
England wheat price minimum of $2. present
when the Russian armies were ntlll
Senators from wheat growing states
the Germans.
fighting
the fight, against abandonment by
'
It la known that the (iormans have led
senate of its amendment, and on
the
been exceedingly anxious to obtain the roll call on Senator
Martin's resopossesion of these supplies, or if they lution, the senate voted as follows:
could not do so, riirctly to have them
Democrats:
For the resolution
taken over by Finnish white guards Ashurst,
Reckham. Fletcher. Gerry,
who have been acting under German
Martin.
Plttman,
King, McKellar,
prompting.
Robinson, Sheppard, Smith
The allies have realized the danger Pomerene,
Swan-soof
Smith
of
Maryland,
Arizona,
and determined to rave there stores
'Traminell and Underfor a rehabilitated Russian army wood Thomas,
17.
which could be depended upon to
Republicans: Hale and Sutherland
fight the Germans, have landed inn
2.
rines at Kola who have taken over a
Total for 19.
considerable part of the railroad runDemocrats:
Against the resolution
Is
An
thin
southward.
ning
tritnry
Chamberlain, Gore, Guion,
regarded by the allies and the United Pankhead,
Henderson, Hitchcock, Hollis, Johnas within
the son
Sattes government
of South Dakota, Lewis, Myers,
sphere of control of General Forh In Nugent. Overman, Phelan. Ransdell,
his capacity as commander In chief. Reed. Shaffroth.
Simmons, Thompson,
It has been deemed proper to give the Walsh and
Wilfley 20.
Internttionnl charoccupying-forceCalder. CumRepublicans:
acter.
Therefore American marines
Dillingham. Fall. France,
and bluejackets ore mingled with the mins, Curtis,
Gronna, Johnson of California, Jones
French' and British naval forces at of
Washington, Kellogg, Knox, ln-roo- t,
Kola.
Lodge, McCumher, McNary. Nel- r,
startthe
Finns
Several months, ago
Poindex-teed to seize the Kola railroad and tho son, New, Norris, Penrose,
Sherman. Smoot, Sterling, Wads-wort- h
claimit
runs,
which
territory through
28.
and Watson
ing title to it under their ancient statTotal against 46.
us as over lords of the province of
Senator Reed, of Missouri, In urgCarella, embracing the land lying
up to the ing the amendment, again attacked
westward of the White
Administrator Hoover. He said
Finnish, border. Tho allies instantly Food
most horrible example" of profgave warning to Finland that this "the
movement would not be permitted iteering Bhnwn in the federal trade
report last Saturday was
and It was abandoned under protpst. commission's
of the packers, who, he declared,
It Is believed now that the situation that
were
rather than permitAgain 'has assumed a critical turn ted "compelled"
by Mr. Hoover to make big
through the determination of the FinMoiir-msrls-

Vhoi Hunin

the torpedo' it is clear that every one
got away. Ong of the small boats,
culled accident boats, was held back
for those last to leave the ship. But
when all the others were away the
captain went to his cabin for an
electric torch, and returning to the
deck found that this also had gone.
"The submarine hailed the boat in

position to an Increase in
the Government's Minimum
to $2,50 Per Bushel,
fSY
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, July 2, 1918.
portion of the city, which came to a
grotesque ending very soon afterwards. Glimpses of official life were
charming, as well as a description of
a Journey to the highlands of Luzon.
War was brought close to the residents by the operations of Admiral
DELIGHTS
.,...,
s .
von Spce. whom
8S5m,mm
Mrs. Burlingham
...yis
had met in Japan, in fact, had helped
to entertain. The transformation over
night after war had been declared
SA ITI FE CROWD was, of course, marked. Men of all
nationalities who had mingled freely
in the hotels and clubs, at once had to
take sides according to their nationality. At Manila, Briton and German,
who
had been intimate
the day before, the following
Jells of Line in Far East and friends perhaps,'
had to glare at each other,
morning
in Philippines at Outbreak while the neutrals had to be careful
to offend neither by too great friendof War; Outlines Work Be- ship for cither. The
harbor was filled
with boats of many powers, who fearDone
By Hoover,
ing
ed to venture out because of the raids
Thus one
by vonSnee's squadron.
verbal picture after another presented
Views of tho war that were of protaMCIAk CBMIIFMHHCI to momnin jouhnau
Santa Fe. July 1. Delightfully nounced interest and certainly quito
naive first-han- d
Impressions of life in unusual.
What Hoover Has Done.
the Far East, in Japan and the
Mrs. Burlingham then tol of the
at the outbreak of the war, work
In the offices of the national
made doubly Interesting inside de- food administration at Washington,
scription of national food administra- how out of practically
nothing or
tion work in the national capital and worse than nothing. Hoover has built
buttressed important statistics that a magnificent organization, how out
every one should remember, In the of chaos was created order and all by
talk given Saturday evening in the persuasion,
appeals to patriotismreading room of the new Museum by rather than by coercion. Mrs.of BurJ4
V
ffhe
Mrs. Oeorgia Burlingham. who .has lingham also gave a picture
yiirSESSUE tlAYAKAWA"
of many
methods
I
made her home at so many places in unbusinesslike
1
li'truThe
Game
Qecrei
businessmen
who kept
A.y
recent years that one is entirely cor- American
were able to answer
rect in saying that she is from New neither books nor
: questions
about
their
the
simplest
York, Washington, Denver, Nagasaki, own
business. At least such was the
Manila, Juares, El Paso, or some
received from the thou-anport for her husband is in Impression
of report blanks turned in by
Uncle Sam's consular service, but she businessmen
AT TIIK "li" TOAY AM) TOM (il'.UOW,
from the Atlantic to the
s,
is so pleased with Santa Fe, its
acbeen
else
Pacific.
If
had
nothing
quaintness, antiquities, clithe questionings by the AT TIIK TIIKATKKN TODAY.
tinted with a beautiful young woman,
mate, that she' hopes soon to be Mrs. complished,
food
administration have brought
t
"H" Theater The
Is spending tremendous sums of mon
Burlingham of Santa Fe, for the sum- home to large numbers of businesscompany presents tissue
ey on her, so much in fact that he is
mer anyway.
men the necessity of khowlng somethe
star, In "The jeopardizing his banking business.
Conditions in Japan.
of their own business, of costs Secret Game,"Japanese
thing
ul.so a reel of "Weekly
With the interest of his employer at
Mrs. Burlingham was Introduced of. doing business and figuring put
Events See the World."
neart, tne private secretary tells the
by Mrs. Lindscy and immediately cap- what actual Income and outgo were.
House
Dark.
Crystal Opera
banker's Bon the manner in which
tured her audience with her engaging
Mrs. Burlingham
conclusion
In
Ideal Theater Dark.
the banker Is squandering his fortune
frankness that left no doubt about dwelt upon the necessity of food conTheater
Louise
aplijrie
The bunker's son
upon the shrew.
lovely
her opinion- on matters International, servation, the tremendous Issues that
star in "A Rich Man's takes steps to put nn end to the af
national and appertaining to food con- are dependent upon It, the patriotic pears as the
fair and save his father.
servation. Acting upon a suggestion fervor and unity of the American Darling," a Bluebird feature of
also a good comedy.
As a result of t he act ion of the prl
of Mrs. Lindsey, she kept food
people, and how she found that In the
Pastime Theater The
fioldwyn vate secretary in revealing the sestatistics at a minimum and west, the women especially, were
Mabel
of
Normand crets of his employer, even to his em
Corporation presents
told graphically of conditions in Jap- eager to comply with the wishos
an at the outbreak of the war, when the administration, were anxious to as the leading character In "Joan of ployer's son, business men throughout
a
also
was
in
wanted
order
that
know
what
Plattsburg;"
Keysctono
be
in Nagasaki,
comedy the country are debating the question
she happened to
'
of
"Mr.
Closes as to whether the Private secretary
Briggs
teaching a class of seventy young men they might do it.
IIouse.'V
should' be discharged or commended.
at the Y. M. C. A., and therefore came
Speaker Ilniindly Applauded.
Mrs. Burlingham was roundly apLocal business men are about equalas near sounding what is in the minds
AT
"15."
THE
of the average Japanese as any one plauded and after the talks answered
ly divided on the question.
a
W.
native
J.
Mrs.
of
still
Although
In connection wilh the above, there
Japan and
ever does. The1 picture Rho drew of various questions put by
Danburg and a loyal citizen, Scssuo Hayakawa, the will be shown a good comody.
the might of the thrift, the energy of Barker, Mrs. Walterto food
conservanoted
In
so
reference
lived
has
others
actor,
confirmed
Japanese
Japan was fascinating and
confidence in what Japan can do for tion work. Yesterday forenoon after long in the United States that he has AT THE PASTIME.
conferences with local women, come to look upon it as the land of , Mabel Normand
K "Joan
the allies when the' Japanese once several
she viewed the treasures of the Palace his adoption and one of the highest of Plattsburg," at thoappears
Pastime theater
really get into the front trenches. of
enthusiastic
waxing
Governors,
the
ambitions
of this well known player is today and tomorrow. As its name indi
Great admirers of the American over its historic Interest and
to gee the two countries firmly estabcates, the photoplay is a modern pro
schools, the Japanese nave adopted
was a guest of lished
noon
she
At
as
friends and allies. When duction, sponsored by Goldwyn and
almost ,bodilv American school ideals
luncheon at the executive reading over the scenario of his newat
honor
written
with the addition of military training mansion and in the afternoon left for est
by Porter Emerson Browne.
Paramount picture. "The. Secret Yet In spite of the presence of tho of
even for the youngest of boys. They El
the hope and wish
the
was
fact
that
this
Game",
ficers'
point
too have adopted many ideas of Ger- of Paso, expressing
training camp at Plattsburg,
returning to Santa Fe for the
ntrongly emphasized pleased Haya there is us strong note of .historic up- man military science but have a hap'
kawa. "I have no doubt. he said in peal as well. For Mabel Normand as
py faculty of taking out of each culspeaking of the production "that some Joan, the charter orphan, the drudge
ture the best adaptable to their conday In the
A soldier who can march
future, we of a drear institution, sees herself tho
ditions.
will see many of the scenes Mr. Fair- reincarnation of the immortal Maid of
farther and fight faster on a handful
of rice and a piece of dried fish than OFFICIAL STATEMENTS fax has Incorporated In 'The Secret Orleans, Jeanne of the village of Arc.
Game' enacted and written in the In this way the past and present are
any other warrior, is a formidable
annals of history." "The Secret Game" made to inject, and while there are no
factor in any war, especially if he is
is a distinctly
novel
production, scenes notlaid in thp present, the
multiplied by 3,000,000. is perfectly
throwing a new light on the Interna- orphan Imagines herself clad in mall
disciplined, fearless, and knows his
BRITISH.
tional
situation
of
Mrs.
this
In fact,
country today at tho head of a besieging army. Iter
Burlingham
weapons.
and tomorrow.
It is to appear In Imagination ,of course, takes definite
drew from the fine physical condition
this city at the "B"j theater today and form on tho screen and the child Is
tY HONNINtt JOURNAL SMeiAL LCAtCO WIND
of the Japanese soldier, the lesson
that It is important to balance raLondon, July 1. Field Marshal tomorrow.
actually seen by the audience In the
There will also be shown a reel of armor of Joan of Frame.
tions, to study menus and food so that Haig's report from British headquarEvents
See tho World."
"Weekly
Mabel Normand .tormented by spirthe necessary elements enter Into ters in France tonight says:
"In a successful local operation last
ach meal. The Japanese ration of
it voices; Ma bio Normand. spurred on
we
Albert
of
AT
northwest
a
captured
TIIK
such
LYRIC.
furnishes
dried
fish
rice and
night
by magnificent resolve,
and Mabel
There is rather a remarkable priNormand leading a victorious host
ration and gives the Japanese soldier more than fifty prisoners and nine
also vate
in the Bluebird Phoa power to endure fatigue and resist machine guns. During the night
are
new
theso
of
secretary
her manifold
a party of our troops rushed a hostile toplay, "A Rich Man's Darling," sche- gifts, disclosed phases
Illness that is marvelous.
for the first time unMorlancourt.
of
south
post
duled for the
Transformation Over Night.
theater today only der the sympathetic presentation of
"The number of German prisoners whose actions Lyric
Mrs. .Burlingham told
how ove
have caused consider- Gnldwvn.
in the month of June able
us
by
captured
in
A Keystone comedy of
discussion
clubs frequented
night, the peaceful port of Nagaeaki, was 1,957,
including thirty officers." by business men. This
with its 70,000 inhabitants, became
private secre- entitled "Mr. Briggs Closes House,"
finds
his
Infata great army camp, from which bethat
also 1)0 shown.
will
tary
employer,
tween dusk and dawn 2,000 Japs
AUSTRIAN.
sailed for China and drove tho Germans out of Tslng Tau according to
"About midday and In the after- PROMINENT
IK WOUNINa JOUHNAL (HCIAL L1A.IO Willi
COUPLE
schedule and precisely on time, as the
London.) Tho noon the enemy launched two heavy
Vienna, July
how
been
mapped out;
campaign had
war office today admits the attacks against Monte Di Valbella,
WED
Austrian
AT
SECRETLY
the harbor of Nagasaki Is probably complete evacauatlon by the Austrian but the enemy masses, mown down
the most impregnable In all the world, forces of the two important strategic by our artillery fire, were completeBELEN YESTERDAY
although land batteries and defenses positions of Col Del Rosse and Monte ly arrested by our infantry and
are so well hidden that no one can Di Valbella, on tho westorn end of forced to retire.
Pcuree H(ley, widely known
"Our airplanes daringly participoint them out.
the Italian front.
young attorney of Albuquerque,
From Nagasaki to Manila is not so
in all phases of the fighting.
The statement says:
pated
and .'Miss Dorothy McMillcn. a
"The losses suffered by the enemy
"Souheast of Asiago- violent fightfar, but the transition In customs' and
prominent society girl of this
temperament Is very decided. Mrs. ing has again' developed. Since the on Saturday an Sunt'y are ascerelly. were married In Helen yew- Burlingham arrived there Just as an maintenance of Col Del Rosso and tained to have been exceptionally
in
terday, actttrdiiig to information
the older Mtonte Di Valbella could only have heavy. Eighty-fiv- e
Insurrection was brewing
officers and
hero last nlglit. The cer- - 4
men were made prisoner. Our
been effected at the cost of great sacmn y was '; iierrorincd
bv 3)r.
rifices, the occupan's of these points losses, thanks to the decisiveness of
M.
A.
John
Zelgler, jKistor of the.
were withawn into their former main the attack and excellent
4
Lutheran
in
church
Helen. Tim
of the artillery, were very slight.,
positions at Stem pie wood (?)
couple was nocompanicil to Helen
carland
"Our
naval
aviators
and
"On
UtALS! USE LEMONS
the remainder of the front
by her sister and T. Vru Saolen..
ried out successful flights over the re- the fighting activity yesterday1 was
The couple left the city some.
gion at the mouth tf the Piave normal. In the Daone valley and in
what secretly yesterday morning
FOR SUNBURN, TAN
against military establishments and the region of Glulicaria we surprised
and obtained a marriage license
returned without losses."small .enemy posts, securing a few
I mm there tliey
at Low l.iiiiHj
'
went to Helen mid after the nere- prisoners and machine guns. In the
this
lemon
lotion
HI
Make
Try
an
Meugna region
enemy attack was
mony left for a Ixmcymooii In EI
ITALIAN
to whiten' your tanned or
Paso.
repulsed."
4
Mr. Hodey is a son of .ludgc B.
' freckled akin.
r mc Mim joumu meiAi umo
8. Kodey and Mrs. Hodey is a
wij
1.
Rome, July
GERMAN
Heavy attacks
daughter of A. II. McMillcn, pres- -launched against Monte DI Valbella
Ident of tlie ChunilxT of (mmere. Tlielr parents did not
Mr MORNIM JOJNl. araxAl U1KD WIKtl
Squeeze the juice of two lemons by, the Aiistrians were repulsed by
learn of their Intended marriage
Berlin. .Tutu
into a bottle containing three ounces the Italians, the' enemy masses being
(vln linrinn 1 Minn
The
after tlie ocremony.
by artillery fire, ac-- 1 the beginning of the German offen- of Orchard White, shake well, and mowed down
to
the official communica- sive on the 21st of March. 191.454 nl
Cordlng
young people liave not announe- you have a quarter pint of the best tion from headquarters. More than lied prisoners have
to
this
return
when
will
eil
tlicy
been captured by
freckle, sunburn and tan lotion, and 2,000 prisoners wore taken by the tne uermans,
to an official
according
complexion whltener, at very, very Italians.
statement from the war office. Of
small cost. .
, The statement says:
these, the statement says, 94,939 were
Your grocer has the lemons and
."On the. Asiago plateau bur troops British, 89.099 were French and the
store
or
toilet
counter
will
DECORATED.
any drug
yesterday morning opened action remainder were divided among the
of Orchard again. The .formidable Col Del Rosso Portuguese, Belgian snd American,
supply three ounces
White for a few cents. Massage this was carried with spirit.
Col Di xorces along he front. The statement
sweetly fragrant lotion into the face, Chelo was the theater of a bitter reads:
neck, sons and hands and see how struggle throughout, the whole day. - "After the conclusion of Investiga"In the end the bravery of our tions It has been found that the numquickly the freckles, sunburn, wind-bur- n
and tan disappear and how troops conquered the enemy's stub- ber of prisoners passed to the rear
clear, soft ad white the skin be- born resistance and the contested through our collecting stations since
...
comes. Yen! It Is harmless.
the beginning of attacking battles on
positions remained In our. hands.
March 21 up to the present, not Including the wounded passed back to
hospital
establishments, amounts' to
191.454.
Of these the English lost
94,939, including four- - generals and
about 3,100 officers:
,
"The French lost 89.099, Including
two generals and about 1,100 .officers.
The rest were divided
among the
and American
Portuguese,
Belgian
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Is the Lucky Number drawn yesterday morning entitling, the holder to
a $5.00 Laundry Coupon Book.

Mrs. O, C. Kirkpatrick, 301 South
Edith, was the holder of No. 17477
drawn last Monday.
Save all your numbers for the Lib-- ;
'
:
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;
erty Bond Drawjng,
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forces,
"Cannon "to the number' of 1,478
were taken and 16,024 machine guns
were brought back from tho battle
field :to booty collecting stations." '
Concerning events along the front
the statement says:
"Partial attacks by the British
north of Albert were repulsed. Be- ; tween the Alsne and the Marne lively
activity on the part of the enemy prevailed,, his infantry often advancing
on strong reconnolterins expeditions.
Near St.. Pierre Alglo and south of
that place the French attacked aftor
violent artillery ' preparation. . They
.
were repulsed."
.
.. German Bipfane Downed.
'
With the 'American Army Jn
France, July I,- (by the Associated
Press.) (Sub- Aviator Pitman.)
First Lieut David E. Putnam,1 of
Brook line, Mass., a member of an
American pursuit squadron, brought
down a German biplane near Regnie-vlllnorth of Tuul, last flight. This
n inv naiLfl vnvmy maw nine oiliciai- If crtil.:l to Lieut t : ja,
.
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IS RECOMMENDED
President Urges Action in Face
of Impending Strike of Oper-

ators

Employed

By

the
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Western Union Company.
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Insure Your
Home With
Paint
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Yon insure your home against damage by fire, although
Be ust as careful in insuring
of
for
decay
unpainted wood is a certainty.
aga jst decay,
The best assurance of protection lies in using '7"
fire is only a possibility.

.
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Scientists cay thr.t marc bouses hav to be rebuilt or repaired bcrtate of rut 4od decay
than because of lose bj lire.
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Washington.
July l. Government
control and operation of tho nation's
telegraph and telephone systcnls was
to congress today by
recommended
President Wilson.
In the face of an Impending strike
of union operators employed by the
Western Union company, nn effort
will Do made to put through Derore
the recess of congress this week
pending legislation empowering the
president to take over the systems.
Members of congress said today
that the attorney general had advised
tho president that ho is without au
thority under existing law to tutte
ovor the lines, and that if necessity
for action arose with congress in recess he would be without power to
act.
No Reference to Strike.
The president's views wcro com
municated in a brief note endorsing
the legislation but making no reference to the strike of Western Union
operators called for July 8 by the
Commercial Telegraphers' union af
ter the Western Union had refuse 1 to
abide by rulings of the war labor
board on the discharge of union operators.
A resolution authorizing the president to take over the lines probably
will be reported favorably by the
committee this afternoon.
Letters of approval also were sent
by Secretaries Daniels and Baker and
Postmaster General Burleson, whose
opinions had been sought by the Interstate Commerce committee.
Senator Shepard of Texas today introduced a resolution, indentlcal to
that pending In the house. It Was referred to the military committee.
Action on the resolution was deferred until tomorrow by tho house
committee and Chairman Sims Invited
Secretaries Baker and Daniels and
Postmaster General Burleson to appear then and further explain their
views.
Tho president's view was conveyed.
In a brief note to Chairman Hlms, of
the house Interstate and foreign com
meroe committee, endorsing1 a letter
written by Postmaster General Burle
son, urging legislation "at this mo
ment when the paralysis of a large
part of the system of electrical com
munication is threatened." Represent
ative Sims nail written to the ores!
dent, Secretaries Baker and Daniels
and Mr. Burleson, asking their opinion of a pending bill introduced by
uopresentative Aswell of Louisiana,
empowering the president to take
over telephone, telegraph and radio
systems. All three gave their approval. ,
Prompt Action in House.
Immediately upon receipt of the
president's letter the house committee
arranged to report the resolution to
the house with a view to its passage
before the recess.
It is understood that the president
has not concluded definitely to take
over the telegraphs and telephones as
soon as tho power Is given. He probably will await the result of the strike
of Western Union operators callod
for July 8 by the Commercial Telegraphers' union, because the Western
Union refused to abide by rulings of
Hie war labor board and continued to
discharge union operators.
Union officials claim
of
the 20,000 operators of the Western
Union will walk out. The comnniw In
sists that the strike will have no sub- sianiiai erreet upon Irs, business.
The resolution which xvatt Intro
duced by Representative Asweil of
uouiKiana reaas:
"That the president. If. In hlH dis
cretion it is deemed desirable In order
to insure their continuous
or to guard the secrecy ofoperation
military
and governmental communications, or
to prevent communication
by spies
and other public enemies thereon,
or
for other military or public reasons.
snan nave power to take possession
and control of any telegraph, tele- pnone, marine cable or radio systems.
and operate the same subject to those
conditions of law, so far as applicable,
which are in force as to steam rail
roads while under federal control."
Itiirleson Ntutc iHmltion.
Postmaster General Burleson in a
letter, which the president approved
as stating the reasons "truly," advised
I hairtnan Sims that the power and
discretion to act, as proposed in the
resolution, seems imperative to safe
guard public interests.
The postmaster general added:
"At this moment the paralysis of a
large part of the system, of electrical
is threatened with
communication
possible consequences, prejudicial to
our military preparations and other
public acttvles, that might prove seri
ous or disastrous. We are reminded
that there is not a nation engaged In
the war that entrusts its military or
other communications to unofficial
I deem it, therefore, my
agencies.
duty not merely to approve but to
urge the' passage of the resolution id
order that the president may act if
necessary, to safeguard the Interests
of the country during the prosecution
of the war."
Secretary Daniels wrote:
"I believe that such a resolution is
--
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It protects against exposure to heat and cold, wind and

wet. It dries in a tough, clastic film which resists decay and
adds years of life to the surfaces to which it is applied.
Harrison paint lasts longest because it is made with
scientific care from pure linseed oil,) white lead, zinc and
unfading color pigments.
Behind it is the successful expeiience of more than
century, backed by the du Pont guarantee of reliability.
You cannot afford to put off the protection of your
Iiome. Go to your dealer today. Get Harrisons paints and
Btart the painter on the job without delay.
FOR SALE BY ""

J. Korber & Co.
"Albuquerque's Bisr Hardware Store."
220 North Second.
Phone 878.

of high military importance and dur
ing tins period of war tho commaml-er-in- chief of the army and navy
ought to have the power to tako possession and control of any telegraph,
telephone, marine cable or radio system and operate the same subject to
thoBe conditions of law, so far as applicable, which are in force as to
steam railroads while under federal
control.

It was found absolutely

nec-

essary early in the war to take control of radio systems and I think it
is almost as Important that tho president should have the power to Control all methods of communication."
Now Tork, July 1. Theodore N.
Vail, president of the American Telephone and Telegraph company, said

today that the company would enter
no objection to congressional legislation, as recommended by President
Wilson.
"I believe in giving tho presldont
all the powers he wants in the matter
of control of the telegraph and ter
phone lines." Mr, Vail added. "I have
no statement to make now. At the
proper time this company will be pre- iuth(i io piace us position oerore tne
public."
,
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AFTER THAT
SKIN
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IPQIAM
Those Pimples. may be easily ban
ished. It may not be necessary lonirer
to endure that Rash. There may be
no need ror eczema's awful itching
to cause you distress try Poslam.
Poslam is safe. It is able to better
Mm
your skin's condition.
It . is ready
when you are.
. t
Once Bee its work. You will never
think of using anything else to heal
your skin. , Absolutely harmless al
J The
Croix, de Guerre .has been ways.
'
to Chaplain Duval,, atpresented
gold everywhere.' For free sample
tached to a regiment of V. 8. In- write to Emergency Laboratories, 241
47th St.. New Tork City.
.
fantry, for administering and giv- West
urge your sKin xo obecome clearer.
ing special cat's to the wounded un- fairer, healthier
by the use of Poslam
der flee durinj He present rlTt.
,

..

'

kJn '

Announcement
THE

CRYSTAL ICE

announces
that hereafter it. will
deliver ice to customers on
.the platform of its plant in
not less than Jifty pound
lots, at fifty cents a hundred
pounds.
-- This will be

a material saving

to our customers and we trust
that many will take advantage of
this offer.
.

"

Crystal Ice Company

fa

A

Mill""!'

P.

vjm

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, July 2, 1918.

FOUR
CHICAGO TAKES

Stallirigs May Try to Duplicate
Three Pitcher Drive for Pennant

FIRST

1

SERIES

DN CARDS

OF

-'

wiwtl

St. Louis, Mo., July 1. Wild throws
by Gonzales and Paulette, coupled
with timely hitting by Hollochcr and
Paskert and Deal's sacrifice fly in the
Blxth enabled Chicago to win the first
of a seven game scries from St, Louis.

I

1

y

Chicago.

3b

Zelder, 2b
Kllllfer. c
Hendryx, p

1

3

0

4

1

3

1

2

0
0
0

4
4

30

Totals

4

2
0
0 11
4
2
1
3

Paulette, lb

ss..

Hornsby.
Beall, rf
McHenry. If
Wallace, 2b
zCruise
Gonzales, c
May, p

tzPackard,

0

0

3

3

2

1

0

2

0

13

0

2

2

1

3

2
0
0
8
0

0

0
0
0

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

0
0
0

1

1

1

1

0

0
0

1

0
0

4
3
1
3
2

..'...1

0

0

0
0
0

3.

Boston 5: Brooklyn
Boston, Julv 1. Boston defeated
Brooklyn in the first major league
twlllrht game. The game started at
6 o'clock and lasted one hour and
twelve minutes. The attendance was
cons'deraMy less than the Monday
average. Tomorrow's game will start
at 3:15 o'clock. Score:
Brooklyn.
AB. H. 11. PO. A.M.

t

Johnston.
Olson, ss

......
If

Daubert, lb
Z. Wheat.

Hickman, cf
O'Mara, 3b
Doolan, 2b
Miller, c
Marquard, p
Robertson. p
xM, Wheat

. .

.

.

3

1

0

8

0

1

4
3
4
4
4
3

1

110

1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0-

2
0
1

0
0

-

2

1

2

0
3
2

1

0

4
4

0
0

0

3
1

1

1

1
1

0

0
0
0
0
1

1

0

2

1

0

1

0

0

0
0

1

Totals
....31 3 Bz23 14 4
x Batted for Marquard In Beventh.
z J. L, Smith out In the sixth, hit
liy a fair batted ball.
Boston,
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
0
4
1
3
4
1
Rawlings, ss
0
3
0
4
2
2
Herzog, 2b
0
1
3
0
4
0
Kelly, cf
0
0
2
0
2
3
Wiokland. rf
J. L. Smith, 3b.... 4 0 03 3 02 00
4
10
0
Konetchy, lb
0
4
0
1
3
0
Rehg, If , .
0
0
2
3
0 .1
C
Wilson,
1
0
0
0
p

.......

....

Ragan,

p....

3

0
5

9 27 10

0

32
Totals
Score by Innings:
001 000 0023
Brooklyn
5
202 000 Olx
Boston
Three-bas- e
hits Z.
Summary:
Htolen
Wheat, J. L. Smith, Rawlings.
base Olson (2), Johnston and Wick-lanto
Double plays Rawlings
Konetchy (2). Bases on balls outOff
3.
Struck
Robertson 1, Ragan
1, Ragan 2.
Innings
By Marquard
7.
pitched Marquard

d.

Pittsburgh 9; Cincinnati
Columbus, O., June 1. Exhibition
game:
BR.
1.

Score:.
Cincinnati

'

-

19
Pittsburgh
Batteries: Schneider, Ring. Eller
Shaw.
and Allen; Sanders and

New
poned; rain.

0

game post-

ia

'HAPPY' FELSCH PLANS
T0TAKEUP BUSINESS
fCtU. LtAMS WIK

fV MttftNHM JOUMNAL
Chicago, July 1. Oscar "Happy"
Felsch, center fielder with the Chicago Americans, is the latest player to
desert the world s cliumplons. After
receiving his monthly pay check today, Felsch notified Manager Rowland that he had accepted a position
with a Milwaukee gas company and
ball
planned to play
Saturdays and Sundays.
Felsch led the league last season in
fielding and was ranked as a .300 hitter. He is the fifth player to quit the
club. Pitcher Faber enlisted in the
Wilnavy and Jackson, Lynn and
liams went to work In the shipyards.

'

"Two-Bit-

"

Club.

1

.3

1

2

1
1
4

1

2

8

if,

0

1

4

2

0

0

. .

4

0
0
0

.

DANA

2

1

0

13

. . .

4

0
0
0
0

o
2

0
0

4
4
4

;

27-

-

12

2

VI. TO. A. E.
0
1
0
2
0

Phone 520.
3
0

.

(IIY I'.UIi I'I RMAN.)
Along about the first of July, 1814.
ognized as the most phenomenal drive
nized as the most phenomenal drive
in the history of basebull.
With a club far down in the second
division, with three good pitchers, n
fair Infield und a mediocre outfield
with a club that was neither powerful offensively or defensively, he
combined stratesy and baseball brains
driving his club through to tho National leafrue pennant, and finished
off by defeating the supposedly invincible Athletics in four straight
,
games In the world series.
Baseball critics began to wake up
and take notice when fltalllngs, early
in June of this year started an offensive which threatened to rival his record breaker of four years ago..

I

In fifteen games tlio Braves tncl
only three defeats anil clmiDcd nom
both
fifth place to third,
passing
Pittsburgh und Cincinnati in the
scramble. Then tho Graves ran afoul
of the Olnnts and lost four straight.
the
But in those fifteen games
for
an unlookcd
Braves showed
season
the
of
start
strength. At the
secto
tho
been
consigned
they had
ond' division by most critics. Tho club
didn't look powerful enough to get
much better than sixth position, dowdy and Maranvillo, the only real stars
of the team had been lost and Rudolph refused to report.
Later Rudolph joined the club and
the infield hole was filled by Herzog.

In
The Braves this year resemble
more ways than one the Braves of
but two
four years ago, although

Should he fail there Is a possibility of
an extended hospital visit.
Clancey yesterday announced the
Fourth Annual Cowboy's
which is to be held in Uis Vegas, N.

TEX PAHh ;er WILL'

M.

TRY TO RIDE BAD

2-- 4;

right-hande-

r.

......

left-hand-

Totals
NATIONAL LKAGUK.
I
W.
Chicago
New York
Boston
,

..

,.43

41
81

28
27 '
25
26
24

,

Cincinnati

Growers' association'!
have been formed during the past
at
week
Morlarty and listancla, In
K.stancia valley, according to a
th
"Tex" Parker, one Of the greatest rt.iort received by theareState college.
affiliating
These organizations
bronco "scratchers" in the United themselves
with the New Mexico Uoan
who
association
States,
has just completed ten Growers'
organized at Amonths in one of Uncle. Sam's relbuquerque on June 10. More than
mount stations, will try his luck at R.OOO acres of beans are said to be
planted adjacent to Kstancia and
riding Miss Jerry King's famous buck-e- r,
and recent rains have practi"Dunn Gone.' Sunday afternoon, cally assured an excellent crop which
marketed through the associahe
will
6,
July at Traction par.
hext fall:
Parker la the conqueror of the fam- tionBean
in Torrance, Santa
ous bucking horse, "Cheyenne Devil," Fe, San growers
Miguel, Mora, Colfax, Union
of Cheyenne, Wyo which turned up and Quay counties have signified their
at the remount depot at Camp Bowie intention of organizing and affiliatand shed tho pack every time the ing themsolves with the state organization.
hands tried to ride him.
According to f. A. McNabb, field
In
was
then
the service Hgent in marketing for the United
Parker, who
demonstrated his ability as a rider States department of agriculture, the
g
and after several
escapes, prospects for a ntiecessful year among
managed to ride the "bronk" at every pinto growers ure growing brighter
every day.
turn.
Parker, possibly inflated by' that
conquest, has made arrangements to U. N. M. REGISTRAR WEDS
try his hand at the "Dunn Gone" and
NORTH CAROLINA GIRL
believes he can ride, ihe bronco contest
rules to prevail. Although tho rider is
well known here tho horse is slightly
John P. Williams, registrar at tho
the favorite and many of the best
University of New Mexico has returnriders In this state, from painful,
ed from Las Vegas where he wns
declar "Dunn Gone" is
to Miss lrena L. Foreman of
This horse Is said by the married
Montreat, N. C., lust Thursday, the
horsemen to be n, reptica of the famous "Steamboat" a hnrse "which for Rev. Norman Skinner, performing the
ceremony.
vnsrs was
but which
The bride is a graduate of
sMeeumbed to Dick Stanleys the
Erie College, Painsvillo, O., and was
Frank Gotch of riding circles.
in the Montreat Normal cehool
"rV.horn" O'sncev,. probably the teacher
Mr. Williams is a gradubest known announcer In the rlrtlni? last year.
Davidson
Ndrth Carolgame today, BDent yesterday in this ate ofand was forcollege,
a time after his
e'tv and insnoctod
"Dunn
Oone." ina.,
with tho New
Clancv declared that Parker ,vll have graduation connected
York bureau of municipal research.
the time of his life riding
vicious For the Inst few mouths
ho has been
horse
registrar at the institution here. Mrs.
A
porno of Jl.Onn hPs been
Williams accompanied her husband'
und should Parker unreport In to
Albuquerque where they will make
e
he" will loave
r'Hn, the
their homo.
Albuquerque richer, than he came.

Pinto Bean

hair-raisin-

Ike

fln-ml- lv

tf

St. Louis

AMERICAN
New York
Boston
Cleveland
Washington
St. IiiIh
Chicago
Detroit

.

Pet.

18
20
33
32

.705
.672
.4S4

34

.443
.417

.467

35
35

.417
.393

S7

LKAGCK
W. ... L.
37
39

26
30

.40

31
S3

8

33
30
27
20

Philadelphia

-

Pet.

.687
.665
.663
.622
.485

-

35
34

,469
.429
.328

6

41

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
NATIOVAi, LEAGUE.
Chicago at St. Louis.
Brooklyn at Boston.
Philadelphia st New York.
Cincinnati at Pittuburgh.

AMERICAN

Tou have probably been In the habit through your body and nature will
of applying external treatments, try- soon restore you to health. Vou will
relieved of the droppings 0f mucous
ing to cure your Catarrh. You have be
used sprays, washes and lotions and In your throat, sores in nostrils, bad
possibly been temporarily relieved. breath, hawking and spitting.
All reputable druggists carry S. S. S.
But after a short time you had another attack and wondered why. Tou in stock and we recommend you give
a trial Immediately.
it
must realise that catarrh is an infecThe chief medical adviser of the
tion of the blood and to get permanent
relief the catarrh infection must be Company will cheerfully answer all
blwct.
n riven out or
There Is no
pie oiooa. The quicker letters on tha.surcw..
advice:- - j Ad.
yon com to " understand this, thsUhnge
s Swift Specif lo ,.., wnpany,'. 432
.
quicker you will et it outf--"
system. & & B which bal s, ,j
Laboratory, Atlu., Ga,

Totals
st-

L's

chlrK0

0

4

1

0

0

1

1

1

5
2

4
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

S.I

0

3
3
4
4

4
4

0
0

6

4

0
0
0
0

0
0
2

That there are fully 3,000 war gardens In the state of New Mexico this
the estimate of Mrs. Isnac
yar is head
of the home garden
Barth,
division of the food administration
for New Mexico. The men and women,
boys nnd girls of the state have responded splendidly to the anneal to
There are something like
produce.
140 war gardens nt Tummoart alone.
The small town of Willard has forty
war gardens,
Thirty names are reported from Lake Arthur. There ae
400 war gardens busv and successful
In Las Vcrfas.
Bernalillo county has
443 war gardens and nearly 40ft members of pig and corn clubs. Fort Sumner has thirty-fou- r
gardens; Quay
countv In general has mudo an exSo far as known
cellent showing.
Hachita, where they have to buy all
their water from the railroad. Is the
only rdace In tho state which has reported nothing doing in war gardens

ASSOCIATION
0.

WESTERN LEAGUE

1

7
1
6

2

0

1
1

0

7 27

10

2

1

7; Oklahoma City 0.
Sioux City 10; Omaha 7.
Des Moines 3, St. Joseph 1.
Wichita 5, Hutchinson 14.

Joplin

IN GREAT

DOGS

SWATFEST

The Second Ward Skunks defeated
the Third Ward Prairie Dogs in a
contest yesterday afternoon. The feature i of the game was
FOURTH OF JULY TO BE
three home runs l,y Max Montoya of
Skunks. William Reed, also of
CELEBRATED AT ALAMEDA the
the odiferous aggregation, distinguished himself on baacs. The conThe woman's council of defense at test places the skunks and Wild Cats
even.
j
This afternoon
In the' Twilight
Rafael rleaguc the Second Ward Sluggers will
o'clock Thursday afternoon.
Sena will net as chairman.
Play the Little Giants of the Fourth
This will he the first time the na- ward.
(
tional holiday has been celebrated In
Alameda.
'
.
;
,
Mrs. Ilurns' Ijctter, '
;
Snn ftftvn Regatta.
Here Is a letter that is certain to
San Francisco, Calif., July 1. The prove of interest to neODle In this
inability of San Diego to stage tho vicinity, as cases of "this sort occur In
ahnuar Fourth of July regatta for the almost every neighborhood, and peo-pl- o
.nti'in.. nkumninniihln tt ,ha ffintifir
should know what to do In like
.
coast will enable local enthusiasts to circumstances:
f, i
Savannah, Mo., Oct. 12, 116. '
enjoy the races In their own cay wa- tnra thitt vpnr Th San TklepanH will
"I used a bottle of Chamberlain's
come north to participate. Of the lo- - Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy about
nine years ago and it cured me of flux
dans will enter crews in the various troubles of this sort, give them a trial
the same complaint some three
events.
or
four years ago and a few doses of this
-Choice old AltaUa, Bright green
remedy cured me. I have recommended i Chamberlain i Colic rand
Diarrhoea Remedy ,tO: & mm of. peo''journal Want Ada bring results. ple since I first used IV'-v
hard-hittin-

K?

W.S.S

0

00020

000 200
000 000

..000

001 000

0203

For Gold and Silver
Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For
A

6

2

R3B,-03-

The food administration has announced that it is taking definite and
determined steps to limit retail prices.
Standardized "fair price lists" are to
be published in every settlement in
the country to protect tho consumer
from unreasonable price advances
of
Price
interpreting committees
wholesalers, retailers and consumers
will be established in every commun-itNewspapers everywhere will be
in publishing the
asked to
lists and consumers will be asked to
to
the
food
administration,
report
stores charging more than the announced prices.

War Savings
and

Thrift Stamps

v.

Mrs. C. A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charge of this by the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.
.

Tho state of Arizona is evidently
determined tn do its part In the feedper cent
ing of the allies. Forty-nin- o
Cleveland 4; Ot'troH t.
Its restaurants and hotels are pledgCleveland, July 1. Cleveland de- of
September
feated Detroit In the final game of ed to serve no wheat until 650
of
public
the series. It was Coumbes second 1. A total ofin275 out
signed
have
state
the
houses
victory of the series. Although hit eating
cent
per
the
.Ninety
pledge.
harder than
he was ef- 0 them are operated'by
foreigners.
fective with Cunningham,
men on bases.
Score:
R H E
violaDetroit
010 000
l'lo' 2 Mor than 800 penalties, forgovernCleveland
000 201 lOx 4 7 2 tion of ruleB and regulations
have
Batteries: Cunningham and Yelle; ing licensed dealers in foodstuffs
Cleaners-Hatte- rs
been imposed
during the past ten
Coumbe and O'Nell.
administration.
months by the food
About 150companios and IndividualsIn 220 West Gold. '
Phone 449.
have been ordered to quit business or
licensed commodities for a limited
unlimited period ana over uuu nave 4ii4AAAAA.AA.AAAAA4S
a money payment,
voluntarily made
abusually to the Red Cross, or have
stained from doing business rather
than call down more drastic penal'
ties. ,y
Sugar Bowls Gottinir
Germans lose 23 Pluncs.
Patrons of eating places in New
Ger,
London, July 1. Twenty-tw- o
Mexico are soon going to forget what man
were shot down., ten
and
control
of
out
sugar oo wis iook like. They are get were airplanes
driven down
ting scarcer everv dav. New Mortnn two German balloons were detsroyed
is saving sugar to preserve domocraoy
Sunday, acduring the air fighting statement
or 10 can tne kaiser.
on
official
an
to
cording
The ordinary consumer, should
issued by the war
aerial
operations
remember:
.
office tonight,
Two pounds of sugar to a perFourth fit. and Copper Are.
son at a sale. Is the limit.
Journal Wants Brlna Results
Three pounds per person for
thirty days is the limit for ordi- nary use.
Hotels are expected to make
THE VWM. FARR COMPANY
three pounds do for each ninety
meals served.
Wholesale and UotA I' Brain
li
Twenty-fiv- e
pounds Is the limit
FRESH AND KAIT MEATS
for one sale for canning purposes.
a
Sausage
Specialty
Housewives are asked to give
fnr Cattle and Bogs the Rullbt
the grocer an estimate at once
We ure tn a position to give X
Are
,
Market
Prices
Paid
on their season's need for can- more vnlne for the money tho
I
ning.
In
soy other BUUUDlNa
(9 this
Grocers are asked to send tn
Tldtilty.
their certificates without delay to .
I
Office With
A. J. Maloy, head of the grocery
division of the food administraRooflm
Oils.
Mnlthold
PalnU,
Glum,
tion at Albuquerque.
.' - .
' Soft drink dealers will be Cut down
4V
LUMBEF
July 1 to 50 per cent of their allow- J. C. BALDRIDGE
ance. Heretofore they have been alPHONE 911
COMPANY
lowed 80 per cent
For Ice cream where served at the
same stand with candy and drinks the
allowance will be (0 per cent.

Administration

State News Bulletin

I Hudson for Signs

:

OUT-BA- T

By Getting

May shipments of cereal foodstuffs
to the allies from North America ag4
700, 27R tons as against
O'O gregated
tons for Anril. Wheat and wheat
1
0
products led with a total of 371,253i
2
0 tons.
,
1

Stolen base Leibold,
Summary:
Weaver. Sacrifice hits Maisel, Johns.
Sacrifice fly Gedeon. Double play
Maisel to Gedeon to Johns. Bases on
balls Off Houck 2, Danforth 2 Innings pitched By Houck 7. by Rogers 2. Struck out By Houck 2, by
Danforth 2. Passed ball Schalk
Score Second game:
R. H E
pt- - Louis
001 012 0004 12 2

Food

SKUNKS

UNCLE
SAM

DUKE CITY

At Kansas City 2; Columbus
Toledo
At Milwaukee

At
At
At
At

HELP

With never less than twenty-fiv- e
and often ns many as seventy-fiv- e
women present, the food administration kitchen at Roswell, where demonstrations are held every Tuesday, is
probably the most successful In NewMexico. Tho women of the commun2
28
4 27 12
0
ity have shown an intense and grow
Chicago.
interest In the work and great
A B. R. H. PO. A. E. ing
practical benefit is being secured.

Batteries: Davenpdrt and Severeid'
Benz, Wolfgang and Jacobs, Schalk.

id

But You Must Drive It Out of constant use for over rifty years, will
tho catarrhal poisons out of vour
Your Blood to Get Rid of It drive
blood, purifying and strengthening It,
so it will carry vigor and health to the
Permanently.
mucous
membranes on Its Journeys

Murphy, rf
Lelbold. If
Weaver, ss
E. Collins, 2b
J. Collins, cf
Oandil. lb
McMullln, 3b
Schalk, c
Danforth, p

chllKO

AMF.R1C.W LKAGUK.
New York at Philadelphia.
Boston at Washington.
St. Louis at Cleveland.
Detroit at Chicago.

ment, the use of better seed, the increase of wheat acreage and a general
going over of the wheat situation in
this state. This is regarded as one
of the most important meetings of the
year and a large and representative
attendance is earnestly desired by Administrator Ely.
Where Ice cream Is sold exclusively
75 per cent will be allowed. Icecream
Is still regarded as an essential food.

.......
........

TEAMS

PINTO BEAN GROWERS
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
ORGANIZING IN STATE Rrooklyn

HORSE Oil SUNDAY

0--

right-hande-

West Central Avenue.

1

0102

100 000

114

0

'

FILLINGIN

Genuine-Goo- ds

Are First Class

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
5

18

1

Prices Are

.511010

Philadelphia

You Need not
Suffer from Catarrh

t,:-l,u-

0

0
0

Two-bas- e
hits HanSummary:
Three-bas- e
nah, Pipp, Oilhoolcy.
hUs Miller, Jamieson. Stolen base
Marsans.
Sacrifice
hits Marsans,
Hannah. Double plays Baker, Pratt
and Pipp; Hannah and Peckinpaugh;
''P.UDOLPr'.
Shannon and Oldring; Gardner and
Oldring. Bases on balls Off Caldwell 1, off Adams 6. Innings pitched
1,
By Gregg
members of that .famous organization
by Adams 7, by
1.
Holmes
still remain.
In 11114 three pitchers, entered the . Struck our By Caldwell 7, by
burden of the work, Bill James, Dick Adams 1.
Two
Rudolph and George Tyler.
d
St. Ixmis
were
and one was a
Chicago
winlacked
Chicago, July 1. Chicago
southpaw. This year Mailings is
the
most
with
three
of
his
games
punch today and St. Louis won
ning
double-headeboth
of
a
In
games
the
Rudolph
pitchers,
and Fillingim and the southpaw the opening game Danforth held the
visitors to four scattered hits but erNehf.
Heaixi and Ragan aro doing some ratic playing on tho part of Schulk
of the pitching, but should Stallings cost him tho game. Score:
'
St. Ixmls.
s;nrt a drive a la that of 1914 RuAB. R. H. PO. A. E.
dolph, Fillingim and Nehf will do the
1
4
5
Tobin, cf
hulk of his mound work.
3
2
0
One thing Railings lucks that he Maiscl, 3b
3
had in 1914 !h an Interchangeable out- Demmltt, rf
1,3.
1
0
Hendrix, If - ; ... . , , 3
field to be used against right and
3
1
0
pitchers. In 1914 he used six Gedeon, 2 b
...33 0 0 121
outfielders, this year but four are get- Johns, lb
line-uss
0
p
Austin,
0
ting Into the
regularly.
Nunamaker, c ... 3 0 1 3
3
0
Houck. p
0
0
0
0
0
0
Rogers, p
STANDING OF THE

g

,

:

0
0
.3

1

5 v

0

At

2
8
7 27 13
. .33
Totals
x Batted for Peckinpaugh In seventh.
xx Batted for Adams in eighth.
9
New York
410 110 101

devil-hors-

Join tho

1

.

0
0

c

Shannon, ss
Oldring, 2b
Oregg, p
Adams, p
Mil en en, z
Holmes, p

0

2
32 2 8 27 14
Totals
z Batted for Wallare in ninth.
in
ninth.
tz Batted for May
Score by innings:
013 0004
000
Chicago
000 101 0002
St. Louis ..
hits Balrd,
Summary: Two-bas- e
Paskert, Hornsby. Three base hits
Hendryx." Sacrifice hits Holloeher.
Sacrifice
fly Flack.
Mann, May.
Double play Deal, Zeider and Merkle
Ease on balls Hendryx 3, May 4. Hit
by pitcher By May (Flack). Struck
out Hendryx 3. May 1. Passed ball
Kllllfer.

0

.

.......

0
0

3
3

,

3

40

McAvoy,

1

.

0

Philadelphia.
AB. R.
1
3
rf

1

1

1

.

Totals
Jamleson,
Kopp, If
Walker, cf .
Burns, lb
Gardner, 3b

2
3

.

5

,5
.3
.3

1

E.

0
2

0

h
J'iilti
Eodie,' If
Marsans, cf
Hannah, c
Caldwell, p

0

4
4
4

See Us Today or Tomorrow

AB. R. II. PO. A.E.

16
A
0
2

W,R!

!.

,1110
.310110

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

1

6 27

'

2
4
4

St. Louis.
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Suits and
Gents' Furnishings

Philadelphia,
July I. New York
routed Oregg In the first inning and
won as It pleased. Score:

AB. R. H. PO. A E.
1
3
0
0 0
0
1
1
4
2 ' 0
0

Holocher, ss
Mann, If
Merkle. lb
Paskert. cf

Peal.

imi

'il

I

Score:

Flack, rf

To Save Money on
i

aact. Lto

journal

E
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Opening Game of Seven,
Monti

1

Presents Easy
Philadelphia
Victim for Batting Fiervds
of New York Who Score in
Each of Six Innings, 'A1-

Throws and Timely Hitting iii Sixth Inning Enables
Cubs to Wallop St, Louis

tmr

ONLY 2 MORE DAYS

T

GREGG
AND W I N

Wild

in

YANKEES
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Wall Paper
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Hudson for
Picture Frames I
.
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Wallace Hesselden
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LUMBER

A convention of New Mexico

thresh-erme-

n

men with threshing machines

and representative grain
from
all counties of New Mexico art called to meet In convention at Albuquerque July 7 to confer with the
food administration on better thresh-lo- f
methods, economy, price adjust- -

LUMBER

General Contractor
firm

I The Superior Lum
Mill Co.
ber

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster
Albuquerque Lumber Company

Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, July 2,
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HUNSTRY TO BE

WTH

FRIENDLY

By S. W.' STRAUS
President American Society Jtr Thrift

One of the
most gratify
iug manifest
tions of tbe
present era of
thrift develop
ment is the
way this virtue
la being prac
tised by our
An
soldiers.
evidence of

STATE POLITICS

YANKEE TROOPS

Americans, However, , Reject Balance of Power Will Rest in
Their Hands Owing to Mil
Overtures of the Eenemy;
lions of Males Losing Their
Pershing's Communique
Tells of Activities of
fy

POTHIH

.rwwf""" w

-

Men,-

--

July 1. Except for increased artillery activity on both sides
in the Chateau Thierry region, Gentoday
eral Pershing's communique
said there was nothing to report for
yesterday from the American fronts. .
Descriptive tntormation of activity
In the different sectors occupied by
In Ihrt
tViaw
ini-ii- '
u'
''
' ma u irivlin
' " " fnrraa
second section of General Pershing's
u ronows:
communique,
"Section A: Except for the increase
of artillery activity on both sides In
the Chateau Thierry region June 27 o
28 there wwas no special activity other thn that of the hostile air forces
and of the artillery on both sides. The
German artillery fire was lighter than
on the preceding day. Shrapnel and
gas were used in moderate quantities.
A large part of the hostile fire was
concentrated on our lnle in the general direction of Bouresche.s and triangle farm. The activitly of the German air forces was marked only by'
the frequency of the reconnaissance
flights made. German machine gun3
Washington,

A

1

were Intermittently active at the
points mentioned In yesterday's report.
Behind the enemy's line activity was
normal. In patrolling activities, there
occurred an encounter between a hostile patrol of about twenty men and
one of our ambush patrols. After a
hot skirmish near the La Roche woodB
the hostile party, having suffered

losses, withdhew to his own lines.
Knciny Slums Nervousness.
South of the Marne, between the
evening of June 27 and the evening of
June 28, It Was notileable that the
activity of the enemy had increased
while a certain nervousness on his
part was also observed. His artillery
was constantly active throughout the
breadth of our sector and as on the
preceding day, paid special attention
to our positions on the left, in the
last named region the use of shrapnel
was again marked. German airplanes
were again busy along our front, .although somewhat less so than on the
days preceding. Very energetic efforts
are being cade by the Germans to
prevent further crossings of the river
on the part of our rtoops.
"In COntrnat tr. iha oottoi... n.l.11.
has recently prevailed in the sector
occupied by our troops in Picardy
the day extending from noon, June
mi noon, june 27, was uneventful.
The hostile artillery, Instead of scattering its fire over the whole of our
sector, fired a greatly reduced number of shells on a few localities, notably the Coullemell wood, the Serelle
wood, the country surrounding Broyes
and our positions near Cantigny. Gas,
high explosives and shrapnel were all
used. In some cases the enemy was
apparently attempting to adjust his
fire. The enemy's
trench mortars
were In action for a short time
during early afternoon. A few German
airplanes appeared during the day.
A German patrol attacked one of our
outposts during the early morning
but was driven off by rifle
fire.
Balloons.
In the1r,laKltt
Muthotise sector our troops
experienced on June 27 a cuiet day.
The only unusual event was the falling in our lines of a number of small
propaganda balloons dispatched by
the enemy. The German
delivered a scattering fire ofartillery
normal Intensity During the early morning, the
late afternoon and the
his
machine gun delivered evening
occasional
bursts against our lines.
"For our troops operating In the
vicinity of Colmar the
days of June
to
were marked chiefly
the
attempts of the enemy to raidby our
lines, on the night of June 25 to 26
a large German patrol made a determined attack which was
repulsed after two hours of brisk fighting.
The
condition of the ground, as
on the morning of June 26 it appeared
gave clear
evidence that the rwn,n.
. . . . .....
Ijau Dim- tafned casualties, a fact lr.which
was
further borne out by the amount of
material left behind. This material
bags of grenades
each baa-- e,gnleen
i
rnn'ilnhma
ri- flos, wire cutters, knives, gieiiaugH,
masks,
caps and two lengths of gas
steel pipe
charged with explosives, which were
obviously Intended for blowing up our

n

..

la

at

'

Polls,

:

r

.

men of this state, and probably of the
entire country, will rule the government from now on until the end of
wartime conditions waB admitted to-

datlons of a mahogany bunk, and few
wno like to loll in the upholstered
private chairs by day have been
u'riven by the extra expense to go back
to the less dainty day coaches, t'hougn
ca,s nave not yet been cut
out of the travelling schedule to any
noticeable extent, it is prophesied that
they may soon be stiictiy curtailed to
make room for cars that hold more
people.
Cuba ret Cost.
Just because an alderman happened
to have to pay fifteen dollars for a
few rounds of drinks at a cabaret tno
other night, all the proprietors of tho
dance, dining and drinking resona
of the whitest white nay In town have.
Just been jacked up for general regulation by the whole board of irate
city fathers down at City Hall. When
gins, whirls, songs, jiizz and mirrors
make the price of ordinary drinks run
over a dollar, the legislators from the
outer edges of town propose to see
what it is all about, and the reason
Feeding four hundred thousand why. Since the gilded gentry who opautomobiles, over half of which are erate these expensive Joints have
gotten away with everything
now touring this state' purely for the
they really set out to do. no one bepleasure of the few people an their
rublieves that any alderman or any
padded seats, enough gasoline,
amount of aldermen can cut down the
ber, oil and labor to move the mightiest army abroad is now being used high coat of cabaretting.
motor
up on highway holidays, the
figured
experts here have Just
Though at least a third of this growfor
ing motor movement is necessary and
truck transportation, delivery
visitation,
professional or businesscounts
solely
most of the rest of it
for the amusement of the touring
class, that still takes its pleasure
while our army makes forced foot
marches abroad. It is pointed out.
While no one begrudges the motorist
in
an occasional pleasure spin even
officthese trying times, tho federal
to
count
ials, who are Just beginning
the cost, have convinced many people
here that, next year at least, the
or
lav MORNIN0 JOURNAL BPICIAI. LIAfltO WIKIl
time will come for some sacrifices
the Joys of Jaunting.
Washington, July 1. The United
lake Luxury.
Stutes
has formally precost sented government
the Turkish government tho
In spite of the almost doubled cars,
that
Turkish
of travel by parlor and sleeping
report
troops attacked
vehicles and sacked an American
hospital at
long lines of these luxurious
the
from
rails
on
the
Tabriz, Persia, and seized the Amerigo rolling", out
evto
loaded
can
with
a request
capacity
consulate
there,
terminals here,
now re- for an examination.
ery day and every night. It is
Corroboration of the facts of the
ported by traffic experts. Apparently
is Tabriz Incident have
been received
no one who must travel overnight
accommothrough Spain, supporting the rumor
ready to give up the costly
sent from Teheran by Minister Caldwell. It was said at the state department today that the character of
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To Lift Chinese to
Women's Rights
By the Movies

TV K

men- -
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'"urning They
,e?h''0me klUen" " the paT
package of cigareClntnfol'our
barbed wire
entanglements. Our sol
BOt
n
these
Uons!
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atten-Wome-

Work
Mpi.ia
"Raiding activity has not been above
normal on either

Oerman artillery 'has

tZZ?
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iVn Srt?

-
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marked
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His machine gun fire has consisted Of intermittent h..r ww auu
MJIllH
tered shots distributed on various
ew nana grenades have
fallen in front of our trenches. The
German.- - airplanes confined their ac' "'"'
' 1
f
tivity to reconnaissance duty. Most
I
;
of them remained over our lines
only
for short periods and some remained
1
at a high altitude. In some cases our
.
batteries succeeded in
driving them off. The German bal!
'
i
loons showed normal activity.
I
4
. '
"Behind the German lines the most
i
.
,
interesting leature was again the ap1
pearance of considerable groups of
men and women engaged In
agricultural work in the fields, making hay.
The proportion of women Is apparently, large. Individuals and small
small groups passing from post to
post, signalling our observing Jines
nu yenorming other duties were
':-noted. There was also a movement
Of wanni triloba anA IhU.
In v
matter of works, the enemy is'showlng,
uuiiniuentuie
in
activity
those already constructed andrepairing
In mak- inC additions Sit Bnvarn I nnln,
AUCZ LEft
V.W
fl. ...'
works are of the customary sort. One
Alice
a pretty Chinese girl
Lee,
ma
"i
wormng parties was Oroken up
with the Worjd Film corporation, has
.by our grenade fire on June 27,"
gone Into the movies largely because
Lame Shoulder. ,
she is a reformer and an educator.
This aliment is usually caused by 8h wants
to learn every detail of the
rheumatism of the muscles. All that
is needed I absolute rest and a few business; so she can put on pictures
applications of Chamberlain's Unl-"- -. for a woman's right propaganda.... In
r:Mra.
,l
Try.

IK

J

...

anti-aircra- ft

,

ff

F
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TURKEY

the Turkish troops responsible for
the Indignity might have Important
bearing on the attitudo of tho United
states in the matter.
reply depends
Upon Turkey's
whether the ally of Germany Bhall b
added to the list of American enemies.
It is thought possible that the troops
which raided Tabriz were Kruda or
other irregular soldiers operating
without orders or the sanction of the
In that caso
Ottoman government.
the Incident might not assume great
Importance, particularly as so far as
has been learned there was no loss of
American lives.
All Americans were reported out of
Tabriz Home time ago. The Spanish
consul was In charge of the American
consulate and It is supposed that he
also was looking after the Interests
of the hospital, a Presbyterian lnstl

'"alur

r'nii .'VZJ?
"ur
t

pol-ci-

day by political leaders who have
been conferring in this city on the
pressing problem of shaping future
policies to meet the suffragette situaWith millions of men voters
tion.
soon likely to lose their voice at the
polls by absence abroad, a big balance
uf party and political power is sure to
be attained by the holdets of the female franchise, it is pointed out, while
all male bossess, candidates, office
holders and campaigners must meet
the women's wishes or fail to win any
success or power. Since almost every
woman will weild her ballot with an
eye and an ear ever toward her men
folk fighting in France, the deepest
students of politics now declare that
no general upheuval in the political
world will result; but that the rule
of the people, led by the women, will
only grow gradually better and firm
er.
Great Giving'
Fully five hundred dollurs has been
lent on Uncle Sam's war paper and
given outright to war welfare work by
every man, woman ond child in this
metropolis, according to final figures
that are Just being compiled here.
While over two billions of dollars
have been subscribed to the Liberty
Loan and W. 8. S. issues by practically
every ono of the five milion people
living in Greater New York, almost
a hundred millions more have been
donated to tho Ked Cross, to various
overforeign relief funds and toofthe
the Naseas and home activities
tional Catholic War Council, the Salvation army, the Y. M. C. A and other similar organizations. As the record
of the brave services of priests, chaplains, and Salvationists come back to
this port, New Yorkers are preparing
to open their pocketbooks even' more
to back this work that succors and
steadies their own boys as they offer
their lives for freedom.
Highway Holidays.

by the

morning

amount of military insurance
which hail been
caken out by our boys. Considerably
more than two million of our righting
forces are now carrying insurance
with the government and the
policies thus issued agwejtHte close to
eventeen billion dollars. Our fighting
men re carrying an average of a little
more tnan
,u(Xi worth ot insurance
each, which certainly is a magnificent
testimonial to their apprection of thrift.
The maximum amount allowed by the
government is $10,000, so that In
hundreds of thousands of cases Our
boys have availed themselves of government military insurance to the limit
of the allowance. Approximately
11,000 applications for this insurance
are being filed daily.
Thrift is growing? more rapidly
among the farmers of t he United States
than among any other class. This is
reflected in the Liberty bond sales.
About ifo of the farming population
of the country bought bonds of the
first issue, while 3Ufo of the rura pop

toPKCUl COSSKI.1 ONOCNCI TO MORNINO .IflUSHALl
New York, July 1. That the wo-
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Germans of liauld
was a complete failure,
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.that the Germans
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BILL INCREASING

ulation participtted in the third loan.
In these days of high prices and unusual public demands it is essential
that thrift be practiced intelligently
This can be done only by means of tho
budget system. That, is every man,
woman and child should begin today
to keep a budget of personal expenditures. When possible it is well to
make up an advanced budget by apportioning the known income to one's
various needs and uses. There are few
persons who can not, at least with approximate accuracy, tell what their incomes will be during an ensuing month.
A budget thus should be made, providing for necessary expenses and for,
a reasonable amount of savings.
In
addition one should keep an accurate
account of all expenses day by day.
These are simple devices which take
but a small amount of time, yet they
will prove of great belp.
To jive
otherwise is like sailing the sea without a compass or traveling a strange
road without consulting the guide posts.
Make out your budget, and then
Stick to it.
It is one of the best ways of getting
out of debt and keeping out.
You will be surprised also how fascinating the thrift hibit becomes and
how soon even with the saving of small
amounts you will find yourself the possessor of a comfortable nest-egA great many accusations are made
against money, and it is responsible
for much injustice in the world, but
when you earn it honestly and save it
intelligently it will prove one of the v
best friends you possibly can possess.

ROURS OF LABOR

RAILWAY CONTROL
BY GOVERNMENTS

SEEN
Italian

IN

Authority

EUROPE
Declares

It

Will Mean Added Hardship

to Countries Already
dened by Long War,
( AmiN

Bur-

liilril Presi Corrwipondrnce.)

lav aoaNiNa journal afaciAL lbasio wirki
Wnshlngton,
July 1. President
Wilson today vetoed the legislative,
executive and judicial
nppopriation
bill on account of a provision Increasing the houis of work for government clerks from seven to eight
hours per day.
In his veto message' the president
said since at the outset of the war he
bad called upon all employers to sec
that there was no change In conditions unfavorable to laborers, he did
n"t. feel
justified in assenting to a
measure In which tho United State
icseir makes such . ctinnge.'
An effort to override the veto In
th" house was defeated, 246 to 60.
The messago follows:
"At the outset of the war I felt it
"v ci"ty to urge all employers In the
United States to make a special effort to see to It that tho conditions of
labor were in no respect altered unIt has
favorably to tho laborers.
been evident from the first how di
Is
to
war
of
bear
the
this
strain
rectly
upon those who do the labor whichunderlies the wholo process of mobilizlng the nation and It seemed to
me at tho outset, as it seems to me
now, that !t is of the highest import
ance that the advantages which have
been accorded labor before the war
should not be abstracted from or
abated.
"Having taken this position in an
earnest appeal to other employers I
do not feci Justified in assenting to
a nieasuro in which the United States,
as an employer, changes the conditions of the labor of its own employes
unfavorably to them, and I feel tho
freer to take tnis position Decauso i
have .not learned from any quarters
that the employes of tho government
In the district have been slack In their
labor or have demurred from doing
any of the necessary additional tasks
whb-tho time and exigency requires.
On the contrary I have learned that
they have cheerfully done additional
labor and have not needed the compulsion of law."

d
the United States government of
of 2,000,000 tons of iron ore
bought by Great Britain, France nnd
Italy from Sweden was disclosed today by an executive order of the president, directing the secretary of commerce to pay $6,000,000 for tho oro
to the British government.
Tho purchase price, which will be
pnid out of tho unexpended balanco of
the president's flOO.000,000 War
emergency fund, includes storage nnd
by
transportation costs incurred
Great Britain and also transportation
costs In getting the ore to the this

hsti5I

one-thir-
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In Ihe tinned States District Court fnr th
District of New Mexico.
No. 272 In ilaiikruplcy.
BankIn the Matter of Loul. Carl t!lcllt,

Home, June 10. Dr. Maffeo Punte-leon- i.
who is considered an authority
Judge-oColin Nohlett,
Tothe Honorable
on systems of government, sees great
the District Court of the United States
of New Mexico.
tho
in
District
Ihe
nations
for
lor
European
danger
Ihe
Umls Carl (llellu, of Albuquerqueot In New
e
tendency toward government
County of Hernallllo. and Stat
y
re.pootfnl
.H.lrlot.
Mexico I,, said
control of railways. He says that af
that on the S7ih day of April, Wis.
ter the war the United States will
shake off such "parasitic, ideas." In
an interview with the Associated country.
Thau ttny CAPSULES
Press, Dr. Pantaleonl said:
irnuperlor to Calitm
:
"(lv,-t- llio Ton "
"Government ownership of railways
of Copaiba, Cubcbs or
is only one of the many afflictions
Chicago, July 1. The "educational
Injectloni.and
RELIEVES In (MIDI)
sure to bo Imposed upon this poor old jubilee", of the Methodist Episcopal
fifteen
which was instituted
24 HOURS tho V- Europe after the war. With the war church
for
to
raise
$20,000,000
ago
lamt dinasu withthe government haB become almighty months
out Inconvanlenco.
Methodist educational institutions by
f.
with us. The government how does
flfM hv all rfrmfriT!.
July 30, IDIX. hns oollectert $27,1)00,-000- ,.
enIts
war
aftctr
the
and
everything
it was announced today.
croachments will be appalling and
to
us
ruin."
near
bring
Culled SUk c Young.
"Tho United States is run on different lines, It was founded on other principles, and while it may be harassed
after the war by the bogies of govern,
nient control, It will shake them off.
Tho country is too young and strong.
Parasitic government control Ideas
attacking It will be no more than lice
on a big, healthy dog.
"If I had never before been convinced of the futility of government
control, this war would certainly have
convinced me. I am now sure that
the less government a nulion hus the
better It is for the prosperity of Its
A government is always
people.
robbed, always too late In what It
docs, is always betrayed by its employes.
"The war waste in Italy has been
about eight billion lire. It is a well
known fact that privately owned Gorman railways have always paid greater dividends than those owned by the
government there. In Franco the
Western railway, as controlled by the
government, is a miserable and costly
war-tim-

July 30th, 1918. for furnishing the
necessary materials nnd labor to construct, erect and complote the school
building in accordance with tho plans
and specifications, prepared and furnished by Trost and Trost, Architects.
A certified
check equal to 2 per cent
of the estimated cost of the building
will he required with each proposal
as a guarantee of responsibility of the
bidder. Checks will be returned as
soon ns the Contract Is closed. Tha
right Is reserved to accept or reject
any or all proposals. A deposit of Ten
($10.00) Dollars will he required for
each set of plans and specifications
given out, which will be returned to
the depositor when tho plans and
specifications are delivered back to
tne Architects. In good condition.

PROPOSALS FOR CONSTRUCTION
OF SEWER SYSTEM, WATER
SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTING-SYSTEM- .
Department of the Interior,
Office of Indian Affairs, Washington,
D. C. June 12, 1918, scaled proposals
plainly marked on the outside of tho)
Boaled envelope, "Proposals for sower
system, water supply and distributing
system at the Toadlcne School undor
the jurisdiction of the San Junn
school, Rhlprock. New Mexico" and
addressed to the "Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, Washington. D. C.'
will be received at the Indian Office
until two o'clock P. M. of July 18,

for furnishing

1918,

materials and

labor for the construction of a sower
system, water supply and distributing
system In strict accordance with the
plane, specifications and instructions
to bidders, which, may be examined,
at the Office of the paper or periodical In which this advertisement appears, the United States Indian Warehouse at Chicago, Illinois; St. Ixiuls,
Missouri; Han Francisco, California;
and the Builder's Exchange. St. Paul,
Mlnhosota, and at office of the Superintendent of the San Juan School,
Shlprock, New Mexico. For further
Information apply to the Superintendent of the San Junn School, Cato
Sells, Commissioner.

Men Wanted for the

Naval Reserve

Follow the Flag; Join the
First Line of Defense

failure.

Your

Co-operati- on

Will

Hasten Victory
Many opportunities and advantages are offered
to good men. See the world. Attractive service;
good pay. Any information regarding enlistment will be cheerfully furnished at

I

Navy Recruiting

.

Station

-

-

noticls.

Order of Notice Thereon.
In tho I'mtetl states District Court for
tho District of Nuw Mexico,
No. tn In Bankruptcy.
In Ihe Matter of William Stanford ratter-son- ,
llankrupt.
on
On this ilxih day of June, A. n.. 191
reading the petition for discharge of Wilorliam Stanford. Patterson, bankrupt. It Is
dered hy the court, that a hearing be had
upon Ihe same m th 2nd day of August, A.
w. witson, a
l'JIS.
before John
D.,
of said
court,
Referee In Hankruptcy
at
In
said
district,
at Albuquerque,
and that
In
3
tho afternoon
o'ciuck.
In
tho
be
thernof
nolle
published
Morning Journal a newspaper
printed In said district, and that all known
creditors and other persons In Interest may
a linear at the sold time and place and show
cause, If any they have, why Iho prayer of
the said petitioner should not negraniea.
nd It Is further ordered hy the court,
all
that tho lleferoe shall send by mail to and
known creditors, copies of said petition
addressed to thorn at their places
order,
his
U. S, BUYS IRON
of residence, as stilted
COLIN NKHLETT.
U. 8. District Judge.
ORE FROM SWEDEN (Seal.)
A
true
copy,
Attest:
WYLY PA KSON8, Clerk.
IBV MOMNIN4
JOURNAL CRtO.AL bUIID WIRB
A true cop
JOHN W. WILSON'. Hefere.
Wnshlngton, July 1. Purchase by

Arguments CKcd.
"One of the arguments advanced In
favor of government ownership Is that
thereby a nation gets a steady cluss of
employes who pay debts, raise famitution.
lies, live modestly, and do their work
transmit
Snanish
The
government
for relatively small pay. This is a
ted the confirming report to the stato fallacy, too. The whole
world is ruled
aemana
and
the
Saturday
department
by chance. The greatest wealth in the
for an explanation fom the Turkish
disworld, its crops, depends on the
government was Immediately
patched through the Spanish foreign weather. If you give a class of peooffice.
ple in a nation a sure thing, remove
their chances of money loss, you do
so at the expense of the other people,
NEW BRANCH OF SANTA
of the farmers, for Instance, who must
FE IN WESTERN TEXAS
take great chances. In other words,
you increase the risks of the majorBUSINESS
FOR
OPENED
ity for the benefit of the minority."
"Besides, this class of people, with
the sure
on small pay wind up
Amarlllo, Tex.. July 1. The new by not thing what
they are paid.
line of the South Plains and Santa Fe It is not earning
their individual fault but that
railway, running southwest from Lub- of the system,
y
bock, Tex., to Seagraves. was taken
"I repeat, and with the experience
over by the operating department to of
many years of Europe behind me,
day and regular train service estao that
miles
everything a government does
lished. The new line t sixty-fiv- e
long and will be operated In connec- must be badly done, and the degree of
tion with the old South Plains line badness depends on the average caninnine from Lubbock to Crosbyton.
pacity of the nation doing It. The
This line ooens ud a good livestock postofflce and government
telegraph
and
in
and farming section
Terry
and telephone systems of Europe
are
Gaines counties and will also bring monuments to
inefficiency and waste.
a railroad market nearer to Lovington
"The
prosperity and welfare of the
and other New Mexico towns in La
county. Brownfield. in Terry county, whole world in the near future deIs an old settlement that this new pends upon the fight which honest
road has given a good start. Much and intelligent people make against
Improvement In the way of substantial the follies of government control."

buildlnar is- in progress.
The road is well built with easy
grades and curves. The steel is heavy,
pound laid on good
being eighty-fiv- e
ties. The bridges ere well canstrticiea,
In short, it Is built for good service
along Santa Fe plans.
"The country along the South
Plains and Santa Fe line Is in good
shape," said, General Manager R. J.
Parker today. "They have had a fair
amount of rain and the grass is good
and the farmers are looking for good
crops. Though last year was serious
to stockmen and farmers, the rains
so far this year are giving the farming
and livestock Industries a Dew start'7

,iat past, h
was duly adlu'lsed bankrupt
under ihe Act, of ('ongrfs
to bankruptcy; that he has duly surreuiUred all,
MTlfK III-- ' MKNr MfcKTIM; OK KH his
and rlKhts uf property, and has'
properly
IIIM1S.
of
fully eompiird wlfh all the requlrem'-ntIn Hip Ii3trl,t
i.
Ihe t'nllrfl
said Acts nnd of tbe order of the Court
Uir I lie lumrirt of Now
lollchinff his bankruptcy.
No.
'.n In llankriiutcy.
Wherefore h prays that he may be deIn IhA Mutter of licorgx
K.
Wriitlrwr, creed bv the Court to have a full di4hanta
lixnkruiH.
all debts provable against his estate
.ill
To t lie t'rcilltors of Ocirue t WeUllnsiT,
under said bankrupt acta, except such dents,
Httnkriipt :
are
hs
excepted nv law from such
Nolle ih hirehy sleen lhal on thr- - :'lih
I.OIIS CAUL O IK I. IT..
ilny of Jhiii., A. !.. IMS. li aula
K.
Hunk nipt.
(i,.ie
Welrilniior
i
duly ailjuilkiiled h bankrupt, lated this STth day of June, A. !,. 1918.
unit turn ihn firm nueiing .,f in .i,.,1it,,u
will tie hold on the Ulh ilay of July. A. 11..
Order of Null- - Thereon.
lIS, ul ID oeloek In the forenoon, nl In the Tinted Stales ldslrlct Court f tha
ahloli ilme kiIu ere d Horn may atlehu. piov
of New Mexico.
i'lstrlct
lhlr, ohitinij, xppulnt a trustee, examine the
No. Z'tt in .Hankruptcy.
tianknijit and iruimact aueh other bullions in the Matter of I.ouls Curl C.lelltz. Hank-rup- t.
may piojierty eonie licfore unlet meeting.
JOHN W. WILSON,
On this ItSth dav of June. A p.. 1311. on
Hoferee In Hnnkruplcy.
rcadln Ihe petition for discharge of Louis
Alhiuiiieiiiur, N". M . July 1, mix.
Carl Ulellls. bankrupt. It Is ordered by th
court, that a hearlna be had upon Ih same
t'KTITION
HAVKKIITS
KIIK
Ills-- (
A. !.. HIM. be-fn the 3rd day of Auinst.
II VIM. K.
John W. Wilson, a llcfere In BankIn the I'nlleil Stales llialrlet t'omt for the
ruptcy of said court. r Albuquerque, in said
iMsll'let of New Mellco.
district at 1 o'clock In the forenoon; and
No.
;t:i In IJHnki-upti'yhit notice thrreof he published In Ih
In Ihe Mailer of William Stanford palter- Morning Journal a newspaper printed In
son, llaukrupt.
To tne. ilonoraiile t'olln Nehlott. Judise of said district, and that all known creditors
may appear
th Xlsli'iet (Vuil of tha t'niteit Mates, and other persons In Intorest
at Ihe said time and place and show cause.
for the
of New Menlto.
Ihe
prayer of tha
why
William Stanford i'attenon, of Allimiuer-qu- If any they have,
aid petitioner should not he granlert.
In Ihe County of lleruallllo, and Slate
ordered
by the onurt.
And It la further
of Now Memeo. in eald dial-le- t.
respeetf ally
hat the Hefere shall send by mail to all
that on the Xrd day of May. known
represent
creditors, topics of said petition and
I u,1. IilsI pant,
he was duly ndJuilRerl bankorder, addressed to them at their places
rupt under th Acts of (.'entries relating to this
of residence, as stated.
bankruptcy: that he has duly surrendered
COLIN NBHLKTT,
,1 his properly and rlnhls of
'
property .and (Seal. I
I', . l'lslllct Judge.
w
has fully compiled, ith all Ihe requirements
A
true
copy,
ttest:
of said Aets and of the orders of the Court
WTI.Y PARSONS. Clerk.
touchtriK his bankruptcy.
By A. L. .INN. Deputy Clerk.
Wherefnro he prays that h may be
A trite copy.
Attest:
by the Court to have a full discharge
JOHN W. WIIJ50N, rteferee.
from all debts provable aRtiinHt his estate
under said bankrupt acts, except such debts
CTiov
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
morosAi.s vxh
WILLIAM STANKUKl! l'ATT KIISIIX,
ok ;i i)i: schooi, bi n.nixo.
llankrupt.
Trost anil Trost, Architects. .Com
Dated this lllth day of June. A. !.. HUH
New
Subscribed and sworn to before mo this merce Hiiililing'. Albtirnicrnuc,
Mesico. .Tilly 1st, 1018. Sealed pror
lie luih day of June, mis.
Archithe
V. SIMMS. Notary Public
posnls will be received at
(Sel.) JOHN
Ilernalllln County, New Mexico, tect's Office until 2 o'clock P. M. of
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LITTLE TALKS ON THRIFT
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Tho Joy of Living.
To enjoy life we must have good
health. No one can reaonably hope to
get much real pleasure out of life
when his bowels are Hniro-na onnA
share of the time and the poisons
that should be expelled are absorbed
into the system, producing, headache
ana indigestion,
a rew doses of
Chamberlain's Tablets will move the

Room 26, N. T. Armijo Bldg., Albuquerque

,

bnwAla.

atrenirthn tha

tMsHAn.ni

give you a chance to realise the real
'
Joy of living. Try It
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farms have been swept bare of
labor by private recruiting agents.
This practice will be ended and this
year agents will be prevented from
going on farms and taking away harvest labor at' the time it is most
needed.
There will be no conscription of labor, nothing compulsory
upon tho
workers side other than as the "work
or fight" order affects those of draft
age, and there will be no attempt
made to prevent any worker from
changing his job or applying for another one if .he wants to. The re
straint will be all on side of tho labor- recruiting employer. For instance, It
will be impossible for a streetcar company which boycotts its own employes
because they wear union .buttons to
go out into tno rural uisiricis aim
coax farm hnnds out of the food
fields.
Another thing, if the workers re
ceive labor appeals from the United
States employment service they will
know that there is dire tieod. Writing about the employment service,
President Wilson says: "It must also
protect labor from insincere and
thoughtless appeals made to It under
the pica of patriotism, and assure
that when it is asked to volunteer In
some priority industry, the need is
east-

I

The Aeeodated Preae la erclaalrely
entitled to the uie for republication
of all new credited to It or not other-wla- e
credited In this paper and BUM
the local newa publlahed herein,
THE JORNAL takes and print
elxty hour and thirty mtnntea of
Aaeoclated Preaa leaaad wire
eervlce each week. No other newa-pap- er
publlahed la New Mexlc take
more than twenty-fou- r
hour of Aa
,
Tl
Mrvice Dunog a wttK,

A SANE FOURTH.

depended upon his whims and tempers.. Though he gracefully eignifled
to his circle of literati not to curb
their wit through fear of his displeasure, he mercilessly brought to earth
any daring spirit who, taking advantage of the permission
given them,
gave full rein to his fancy. Ho
scorned their fear of him, yet tortured
any deviation from the attitude of servile" flattery.
"We have no hesitation
saying," writes Macaulay, "that the
poorest author of that time in London, sleeping on a bunk, dining In a
cellar, with a cravat of paper, and
a skewer for a Bhlrt-piwas a happier man than any of the literary inmates of Frederic's court."
If at any time previous to the outbreak of the war the Russian government had presented to us a statue
of Peter the Great which we had
specially honored by itg implacement
I can Imagine how derisive Germans
would have been, both of the gift,
and of us, for the distinction we had
shown It, "Peter, the autocrat, the
barbarian, the Tartar," they would
exclaim, "a gift to democratic,
America!"
Measure for measure, I think there
is little to choose between the two
Peter or Frederic. Peter took his
death cold. It is claimed, by rescuing a peasant woman from the Icy waters of the Neva- There Is a statue In
Petrograd or there was commemohis
rating this act. Peter holds In unarms the dripping form of the
conscious woman. It is a work of art,
instinct with beauty and spiritual values. If that group had symbolized
the permanent relation existing between czar and the Russian people,
moral grandeur would have kept pace
with the spread of the empire, carryto heights
ing the Slav civilization
which baffle the imagination.
Can we imagine Frederic risking
'

freedom--

preaching

-

real--

This is nothing more or less than
getting our war larbor problems down
efficiency, placto a real
TUESDAY
JULY 2. 1918 ing war work above all others, where
it rightly belongs and where it must
DEITSCH LA I) UXTEK ALLES. stay until tho day of final and comar

It was not many years ago that
young American and British doctors
went to Heidelberg, Berlin, Munich
and other German cities to complete
their medical studies. No physician
was really ready to practice until he
has "studied in Germany." The same
thing applied in a measure to musicians. One who had not studied there
never could expect to be a singer, and
there was an end of It.
Scientists said the Germans were
great: they .had the greatest doctors,
the greatest philosophers, the greatest this and he greatest that and Vienna had the loveliest women on the
face of the earth.
Without inquiring Into the subject
the world took it all more or. less for
grunted. One can't argue with a German, anyway. The only way to make
him change his mind is to fight him.
Nobody was thinking seriously about
fighting In those days (no one outside
of Germany, at least) because there
wore bo many other things more
pleasant to occupy one's attention.
But the Germans went doggedly on
instilling the virus into us, and we let
them get away with It. If the war
hadn't come we probably would have
been thinking of them yet as we did
five or ten years ago.
But the war did come. In less than
six months everything was changed.
The German nation showed Itself for
what it actually wasIn the eyes of the rest of the world
the men of that nation became
with Huns, brutes, butchers,
everything that was despicable and
craven, everything that was gross and
coarse.
Attila was a Fauntleroy beside
Hindenburg and von Mackensen. The
Turk, who was everything unthinkable before the war, was no worse than
his ally the German soldier after the
war began. The buuhmen of Australia was a mild tempered child In comparison with Fritz.
It will require a good many, years
for J)cutschland to erase the name
she has carved for herself. It may
-

take centuries.

After August 1 no employer with
war business who has a force of more
than 100 workers will be permitted to
recruit common labor and all such
employers will be required to use the
federal employment service- In time
it is proposed to extend the federal
agency's employment field to Include
skilled labor. It will from the beginning regulate and control employment
work by governmental
In non-wcontrol over raw materials, fuel and

transportation.
The iew
be conducted

labor-suppl-

In

y

program will
accordance with the

THE SOIA FOUNTAIN
commissioners did root go far
wrong in tabling the proposed ordinance to make paper receptacles com
pulsory in the city confectionary and
cool drink shops. No one denies the

cases.
The action of the confectioners
forstalled the
themselves, however,
need of action on the part of the commission. If the soda dispensers are
to give their patrons a choice between
glass and paper receptacles there can
be nothing fairer than that.
There is still such a thing as individual rights, although they are
more restricted every year. In
Germany they do not exist at all. No
one has objected seriously to being
)ld by legislators what they shall and
shall not eat and drink- but when it
comcg to being told how they shall
do those things it would appear a lim
it has been reached.
The contention that a great many
children go to soda fountains and that
they are unable to distinguish a receptacle with germs on it from one
that hasn't any on it may be, dismissed with the reply, that parents

are responsible for their offspring and
should accompany them to the soda
fountains until the latter reach the
age of discretionMoreover, every

mother knows
children are constantly exposing
themselves to germs in a number of
ways more hazardous than by frequenting a soda fountain.

AIVRESI OF DEB9.
Few People will deplore and a great
many will commend the arrest of Eugene V- Debs at Cleveland Sunday.
The four times socialist candidate for
the presidency was arrested in connection with a speech he madei at
Canton, O., the middle of June.

government

haB

shown a proneness to let leaders with
obstructive tendencies go to and fro
over the country spreading their propaganda of dissention and objection
while minor acts by Inconsequential
persons have been summarily punished.
Debs is quoted as having said he
was as guilty as Mrs. Rose Pastor
Stokes, who was convicted in Kansas
In
City a short time ago of activity
work to defeat the prosecution of the
he
war. On his own admissions
is
should have been arrested then. It
thorthat
by
however,
not unlikely,
govoughly Investigating his case the
ernment has obtained more evidence
be used to
against him. which will
better advantage now.
In any event, it to a favorable sign
that the department of Justice has
among
begun rounding up the leaders
the conscientious objectors, pacifists
are
and other organizations which
-

-

-

give.

Such

a

group would symbolize

the doctrine of might makes right
terms-Wha- t
when reduced to its lowest
a fitting decoration for the environs of the Potsdam palace or the
vicinity of the Brandenburg gate in
Berlin! It would display much more
originality than the group which pictures William I as Jupiter, and
li s father as Mars.
If persons sympathetic with the
German cause think we have judged
Frederic by too narrow a standard,
and have heretofore been lacking in
magnanimity in removing his statue,
I should like to ask them if they approve our nation's paying special honor' to Napoleon's memory? The suggestion would probably horrify them.
But measure for measure, one is no
more unworthy of such distinction
than the other.
What they see with clear vision
concerning Napoleon we can see concerning both men that the character
and career of one as well as the other
was the opposite of what we, as a
nation, have taken for our standard.
That neither is worthy, as an exemplar to either soldier or civilian, to
our leaders of our people.
Any representation,
therefore, of
such men has its place with us only
in a gallery where even a rogue Is
appraised solely on his merits as a
work of art.
W.I-lia-

m

MARY LE1GHTON MILES.

Your War
Bonds

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

importance of the board of health to
a city, and its recommendations
should be followed in a great many

four cardinal principles:
1.
War work must have men at
cost
any
2. ' Withdrawals of workers from
industries for war Inbe
equalized.
dustries will
3.
The volunteer principle will be
the purIndividtacitly or actively obstructing
followed in dealing with the
governmentof
the
poses
ual worker.
4. Only fit men will be sent to war
KEEPING Fit.
Industries.
resources
This means that the labor
The soldier must be In good physof the country are going to back up ical condition to do the best fighting
most
the fighting resources In the
he must keep fit.
It
manner.
and
capable
him
efficient
The general who commands
labor
wholesale
of
means the end
re......s
General
fit
has must keep
"stealing" and "poaching" that dismiri rather miss a meal than nis
the
for
been largely responsible
and the general
No .,tineun exercises,
organization of the labor supply.
is In the "pink of conditioYi."
always
reap
commander-in-chie- f,
presi
longer will private labor agenciesIn one
The
a profit by tempting workers
fit by giving two
keeps
Wilson,
dent
to' leave their Jobs
me
part of the country
hours each day to exercise, in
and go to another section, often far open air if possible.
n i i.mt as Important tnat we, oo.uk
distant, under promises, many highly colored, of higher wages.
in the home line trenches, keep fit,
Inadequate as the Immediate sup- for we, too, must carry on day In and
to
on. IU
ply of unskilled labor Is, from 25
day out until the war la
c waste,
rendered
r
been
It
of
has
cent
work
lost
health and
days
per
idle because It has been rushed from and the nation cannot Countenance
place to Place by the recruiting waste during war.- Anf by keeping
''
,:.
agents.
fit, we releasa so man! more doctors
Farmers will b one of the essen- and nuAe.
olt
tial producers to benefit- - In many
Onjy the fit mancan do
sections. notaMy in the- south and wh.Wh is his best. '
al

ber-seck- er

plete victory.

Heretofore the

WAR LABOR,

his precious self for the sake of a
peasant, or for anyone, in fact but
himself? He would cane a burgher
on the highway if the unlucky man's
appearance or conduct roused his
,
rage.
I have wished that the burgher-canin- g
episode could be reproduced
in bronze The irascible Frederic with
cane upraised, the abject Berliner
making no effort to ward off the blow
or to lessen Its force ready to receive meekly what his master has to

Frederic the Great Typified Barbarity
But Differed From Present Kaiser

SMITING THE JEWS.
(New York Commercial.)
Wireless disputches from the Russian government received tn London
atrocities committed by
describing
German soldiers, state that "the most
were
acts
savage
perpetrated in Jewish villages."
Surely, Jews in America will now support the government
of tho United States in waging war
against the enemy of their race who
is murdering and despoiling
their
brethren in their old homes- Uhlans
are the aristocrats of the German
army. These crack cavalrymen were
the ones who committed
outrages
such as flogging and then hanging
Jews In the presence of all the villagers. Will Israel kiss the hand
that smites in this fashion?
-

As several weeks have passed since
the statue of Frederic, the Great
was cast down from its
pedestal in the war college ut Washington and relegated to governmental
attic or basement, the incident might

seem to be closed.
But are the reasons for the removal ciearly and generally understood? Tho fact that we aro at war
with Germany is no reason In Itself
for the removal, for it is
that Frederic, long since "dead and
turned to clay," had no part in precipitating the war or in determining
Its methods, except as William has always taken Frederic as his great exself-evide-

emplar.
If those who accepted for our nation, this gift from the kaiser and the
A STUDY IN CHARACTER.
German
people had only turned from
(New York Tribune.)
exploits of the ruler, Frederic, to
Fritz Bargenshrakcr had run a long the
the character of the man. himself,
way to the shelter and had allowed
they could easily have seen that he
himself little time to get there.
was not the type which our nation deFor a long whilo he did nothing lights to honor. We should then have
at all but breathe, though he ciearly been saved the mortification of acwished to speak. You couii sue that knowledging our mistake by the re
he had a sorrow that was soully
struggling for utterance. For a while
he shook his head sadly, but no more-Ibooking agent.
was not the mere pain of runHeaxt:
That which a man never
Fritz
at
aKe.
ning,
Bargenshraker's
knows he has until it has passed out
that was troubling him; it was grief of his keeping.
Fire: Tho favorite plaything of
grief that sought some solnco in utterance. At last the words came, manthough gustily.
"I am disappointed in the English,"
IKMiS MAY UK DRAFTED.
he said.
(Cleveland Plain Dealer )
,
'Ach!" said Hans
Toledo Drafting of dogs for war
who had beaten him by a neck.
service was predicted here recently by
"Of course. I never liked them," several members of the Ohio Humane
Fritz went on. "They are our ene- society at the opening session of the
mies. I always thought they were state convention.
But now, now I
accursed by GodMany of the eighty delegates atam disappointed in them."
tending tho convention protested the
Hans.
said
"So,"
practice of army officers in testing
"I never thought they would drop gas masks by "trying them out on the
bombs on Coblenz," suid Fritz sor- dogs."
The convention, however, finally
rowfully.
"Ach!" said Hans. "It is a good decided that, as the government has
German town."
drafted soldiers and placed masks on
"They know it," sulci Fritz, "and them and showed the wisdom of doit."
on
bombs
yet they drop
ing so in combatting Hun atrocities,
the federal government
also may
"They are bad-- said HansAnd sorrowfully Fritz Bargenshra-ke- r draft dogs later on.
said again, "I am disappointed In
them."
ESKIMO WRITES FOLK TALE.
"I knew they were bad," said Hans,
(Kocky Mountain News.)
"because they said such bad things
Alaska
"Adventures of
Nome,
our
good Znppollns. Their
against
a tale of the
said
newspapers
((inartful things."
wanderings of a character In Eskimo
"Against our good airmen, too," lore, was the only article published
said Fritz, "when they go to. London." in a recent issue of the Eskimo, a na"Ach," said Hans.
tive school magazine issued here. The
"The accursed English city," said
written by a native, is believed
Fritz. "How natural It is to bomb Jtory, as vivid to the natives of this
It!"
country as the stories of Ulysses
"Ach!" said Hans- "How natural." were
to the Grocks and the Sagas to
"But to drop bombs on a good thct Norsemen.
Baid Fritz.
"How
German town,"
Joe Sekonlk, an Eskimo, the audreadful! I do not understand it."
much time
is said to have
thor,
"Alas! We shall have to make re- gathering his muterlalspent
from the old
prisals," said Hans. "We shall have folk of the Kavalina section near
to drop bombs on Paris."
here, who heard it from their fath"Or Switzerland," said Fritz.
ers. According to the tale,
"Or Holland.'
,
the hero, was the fath"Which Is so unlike our kind Gerer of the Kavlina tribeman way," said Fritz.
The hero wandered Into many parts
"Ach, so unlike," said Hansof northwestern Alaska,
meeting
in them," strange adventures,
"I am disappointed
fighting hostile
wailed Fritz.
natives and finally kllliYig a giant.
"So," said Hans.
The tale tells o' life of the early Es"How much the dear God will have kimos, of their belief in magic and
to punish them for!" said Fritz.
their harsh treatment of strangers.
"How much!" said Hans.
"And they abuse our good kaiser,"
DOCTOR MAYO TO FRANCE.
said Frit.
(Minneapolis Tribune.)
sense
we
of
"And they say
have no
Dr. William J. Mayo, noted surhumor," complained Hans.
of
Minn., will be
geon
"Humor?" said Fritz, "what Is hu- placed in Rochester,
charge of an American army
mor?"
hospital near Paris.
The report was. brought here by
A GliOSSART WITHOUT
surgeons who had attended the American
Medical association convention
When a woman finds Bfie
has given herself to a man whom she at ChicagoTho hosplta-- is now nearly comdoes not love. 2. When a woman
finds she has given herself to a man pleted and will have 20,000 beds,
which will make it the largest hoswhom she does.
Doctor Mayo is
A well meaning fellow pital in the world.
Ambition:
whoch reach ofttlmes exceeds his expected to sail for France this sumt
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our motives.
a friendly na-

tion, as Germany was supposed to be
in 1904, by declining its gift? Certainly not. Accept it, but place it In a
museum along with the effigies of tho
good and bad of all ages, where they
all share alike the "acid test" of admittance, being neither tho character
nor accomplishments of the subject,
but the artistic excellence of its representation.
Frederic, the Prussian king, was
sponsor for all those things to which
our government, our institutions and
He symbolizes
ideals are opposedmost of the things which our ancestors came to this country to avoid,
and the dust of which they, and the
succeeding legions of
shook off their feet on leaving European shores.
Frederic was. to be sure, one of the
half dozen greatest soldiers the world
has ever produced; but if he were
"tho greatest warrior that ever huck-lc- d
sword," that should no of Itself be
a reason for our honoring him. And
if, to his great military ability, there
were added unusual talents as an administrator it should still .profit him
nothing In our special regard, unless
he possessed the fundamental virtues
of honor and honesty.
But he was thoroughly perfidious.
He broke one treaty after another
which he or his father had solemnly
covenanted.
In the first half year
of his reign he invaded a neighboring province without warning, and
seized it in defiance of the most exHe thus unpress and binding?-pledgeleashed forces which did not run their
course till more than 20 years had
passed.
"On the head of Frederic," writes
Macauey, "is the blood which was
shed in a war which raged during
many years in every quarter of the
globe; the blood of the column o
Fontenoy. the blood of the mountaineers who were slaughtered at Cullo-deThe evils produced by his wickedness were felt In lands where the
name of Prussia was unknown; and
in order that he might rob a neighbor whom he had promised to defend,
black men fought on the coast of
and red men scalped each
other by the Great Lakes of North
America."
Mr. Roosevelt, In his speech of acceptance at the war eollego, spoke of
Frederic's "undaunted resolution, his
Inflexible tenacity of purpose, his
grasp of lofty (in the sense
of towering) possibilities, and his unflinching, unyielding determination In
following the path ho had marked
out." Those terms are equally descriptive of the present kaiser.
Between the lines as applied to
Frederic, we can read of the worldwide havoc which his "undaunted resolution" and all his other qualities engendered, while between those lines as
applicable to William we can read
of the martyrdom of Belgium, "the
crucifixion of Serbia," the degradation and spoliation of Russia, the
and bleeding white of
blighting
France, and the presence In every
part of our country of the kaiser's
agents, Inciting to arson .treason and
murder. And all this Is the name of
Gott mlt uns!
Herein lies the chief distinction between William and Frederic, with the
difference all in Frederic's favor. The
latter never asked nor claimed the "approval of God In his career - of Intrigue, robhery and bloodshed, while
William, shocks the ears even of the
usually Irreverent by his claim of bewith God in his career
ing
with fire and swocd.
Much has been made of Frederic's
love for literature and music, and
gathering about him a coterie of brilliant men- The same energy his
father spent in procuring giant
for his army, he spent In drawing to his court wits and men of letters. Though he greeted all newcomers effusively, they were soon doomed
to chagrin and disappointment.
Whether life was endurable or not

bonds are like money, hard to identify when
lost or stolen. It is not safe to keep them at
home or in the office.
Wouldn't it be worth a few cents a week to you to
know absolutely that your war bonds a will perhaps,
or some correspondence of a very private nature, a deed,
mortgages, stock certificates,, certificates of deposit, insurance papers, maybe some jewelry not in use, were
stored in the Safe Deposit Vault of this bank where
neither fire nor flood nor burglary could reach them?
Nobody but yourself or an authorized representative
can ever have access to them.
Gome in and see the advantages offered
by a private safe within our' vault.

home-seeke-

The Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
"The Bank of Personal Service"
ALBUQUERQUE,

War Savings Stamps

Uie

"Two-BI-

t

llzi

Crow Club,

N. M.

Buy Them Often

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

.

.

TO THE JOURNAL

Tobacco Fund

n-

How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good, Old riiaivi ivuii a vwnwvui
Br special srrstiKemnnt Th Joumtl Ktiarantsm to dsllvor,
through an arrangement with tobacco manufacturers, two dollars
worth of tobacco, (or every dollar subscribed, to our soldiers in
France and on the way to France.
The package (SOo worth of tobacco) are tut up la attraotlya
In every package we put a return postal card
patriotic packages.
with your name and address so that you will get word back from
the battlefields from as many soldiers as you subscribe 21 sent
'

.

.'

pieces.

TOBACCO IS MIGHTY SCARCE

Near the Trenches.
COBB'S "PATHS Or GLOBI"

rnOM IRVIN

"As I recall now, we had come through the gate of he sohool
house to vhere the automobile stood when a puff of wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront. brought
to our noses a certain smell which we already knew full well.
" 'You get It, I see.' said the German officer, who stood alongside of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
miles when the wind Is strong' and he waved his left arm toward
It as though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains why
tobacco is so scarce with us along the staff back yonder in Laon.
"All the tobacco which can be spared Is sent to the men In the
front trenches. As long as they smoke
and keep on smoking they
oan stand that"

No Matter How Small

;

th Amount Send It m.

nil

out
Our boy are going to need tobaoeo'ln great qnaiitttles.
the coupon
is None Too Boon ...and make It generous!
Bring It, or mall It, to The Journal Office.
now-Tod- ay

THE JOURNAL,
He

-

Hunger: A state which, more than
any other- has been responsible for "TACKING DOWN THE EDGES OP
the world's advancement.
A FIGHT"
f.
Grammar: The arch enemy of
(Irvin R. Cobb In the Saturday Eeven- 2.
The militarism of Philo'
Ing Post )
signs in
logy. 3.
were
along the
Things
stirring
the park of diction.
The Blue Book of front. Miles away we could hear the
Directory:
Demos.
battery heavies thundering and Jrum
The Joint occupancy of mlng, and once in a lull we detected
Mardiage:
3. the hammering staccato of a machine
a house. 2. Human tanglefoot.
A ceremony In which the party most gun
tacking down the loose edges of
One towel for a fight that will never be recorded in
concerned Is veiled.
tWO. : .. ..
with the earnestness and
Dentistry: One of the three revered history,
sciences of this century, the other briskness of a man laying a carpet In
two belns; tonsortorogy and chiropody.
hurry.
,

ITndertsker:

moval of tiro statue
nent location whith
misinterpretation of
Should we affront

Safely Kept

sol-di- es

Pk.
pkr

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

."'"..

No. I. Fopttlat

1 Foiwh pip. tokaoo. fcarUMi mall vatae
no.
pk,.
I Pprt arsrotU tobaoos karlfts rotall vsIm at We.
!
ekewlas toaeeee mafias mall vatae
Ke pk No. L IMpetar
Sfe

No.
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MOTHER CRAY'S
CVYZET

powders

rOK CHILDREN,

OMy
A

'
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1

-- J

BRINGING
f-

International New Servlca.
copyrirnt, nil,

UP EATHER

-

J

2

f

Z

1.

WOOF!!

that

2

-

.

Yost Elswe a

WsusiH

M01HHH

'PROFITEERING
CHARGES

place... ....

MOBNIN

JCOSNAL

New York. July

groups, causing recessions of two to
'
.
lour points.
Other domestic happenings, such as
additional adverse railroad earnings
nnd the president's approval
of a
congressional measure to take over all
wire lines of communication provoked
moderate liquidation of i rails and
other investment shares.
The market was unsettled from the
outset, United States Steel being the
center of several hearish drives at an
extreme reaction of
'Shippings, oils, motors, coppers, tobaccos, leathers and various miscel- laneous issues which are known to
i have amassed large war profits were
carrlod down In the final dealings and
standard rails recorded net losses of
one to one and a half points. Sales,
,..
460,005 shares-Bon
were Irregular, Liberty issues yielding with foreign war flotations. Total sales (par value) aggre- -

3.
:

gUlRtl

.,

4,0VD,UU.

United States-- bonds (old Issues)
were unchanged on call.
dosing pricesr
American Beet Sugar
71
American Can
45H
American Smelting & Refining 78 U
American Tel. & Tel..
. . 97
American Zinc ,.
.. 19
Anaconda "copper
..
Atchison
.. 84.
Baltimore & Ohio
.. 54
'

Butte & Superior California Petroleum

r.

Pacific

..

. ,

.

V'dfe '
aaanf-- .

u

0 TV

.......

-

v

rar

120

carsi Louisiana, Arkansas mid
Oklahoma, sacked Triumphs, $2. BO ft'
0.0; same white, $a.50; Virginia
s

?B.50(fi)7.oo.
Poultry rA live,
2SVc; springs, 38

hicher.

44c.

..

Industrial Alcohol...
United States. Steel
Utah Copper . ;

NF.W'J'ORK MONEY.
New York; July 1. Mercantile paper, four and six months,per cent;
sterling 60 day bills, 4.72
per cent;
commercial 60 day bills on banks, 4.72
per cent;
Commercial GO dav bills.
-

4.71

per cent; demand, 4.753 per
per cent, i

cent; cables. 4.76
Rar silver, 99
.

c.

(

;

..

43

..

89
83
23

. .

..

..167
..121
..122
..104

,

;

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

Chicaco IJvCKtock.
Chicago, July 1. Cattle Receipts
is.uuu. uooa peer steers fair v steadv
others slow to lower: nualltv noor:

knives ateaay.
Hogs Receipts 46.000. Good hoes
mosuy steaav at Katurdnv's oversee:
best demand for good lights; common
packing grades slow. Butchers, $16.86
trun.iw, ngnt, I .u ft 1 V,10 parking,
$16.05)16.65; rough, $16.75lfl.00:
bulk of sales, $lM5w17.05;
pigs,

..24
.. 91

Bell

boy. at the Alvarado Hotel.

n.u.

1

28

ANTED

.

Vfe

..23
..72
.. 87

HELP WANTED.

'

6SH

... 97

,.

New York, July 1. Cotton futures v.AA'TUlJ Uo'8 with wheels. Bryant Declosed steady. July,
livery, 223 West Cupper.
2.80; Oct.,
about IS years old for shoe
$24.91;
Dec. $24.47; Jan.. $24.35; WANTED HoyWest
Central.
ulning. ill
March, $24.30.
.. ANTED Single man for milk route.
Mntthew's Dairy. Phone 4iO.
NEW YORK METAL.
WANTEtAmllker; i"sTrarm band. Ap.
New York, July 2. Lead Quiet.
ply BesemeJCs Dairy, pat Jorth Fourth.
WANTED A shoemaker that understands
oput,
machinery. John P. O'Neill, Oallup, N'. M.
Spelter Firm.
East St. Louis deWANTED Woman cook. 160; carpenters aid
livery, spot $8.67.

.

. .

Texa,
S.

...

. ,

-

-

Why not buy a .small ranch, move
on to it ami cut your living expenses
to a minimum during those war times.
We have a tract of 7 ucres, with a
good
house, adobe barn, fine
young orchard of 250 trees Just comInto
Land is on muin
bearing.
ing
ditch and is all under cultivation, only
2
miles from town. Owner must
leave inside of a week and will throw
furniture, farm 'implements, garden tools, horse, buggy and
harness, everything goes. Kor price
and terms, see
.,

to.

Sheep

';

Receipts

'

17,000.

Market

strong to higher. Best western lambs
selling at $18.00; natives at $18.50,, -

laborers,. Employment Atsncy, 110 South
Third. Phone 164.
,
WANTED Good clerk to wot It In Keeral
can
who
store,
speak HpanlKh. gend references. O. W. Bond & Brp, Mercantile Co,
Bnclno, X. M.
CidVEHNMENT NEKDS 2(1,000 CI.EHKS at
Examination-ever- y
WaBliinKion.
hre' In
July.. Experience tinnecensary.. Men and women desiring government positions write
for free psrtlculars to J. C, Leonard, (former civil Service Examiner,) , 105 J Kenols
lildfr., Washington,
vv'ANTED
At once' an experienced sules- -'

Spanish fluently. Also a bookkeeper. Do not
appiy unieas ) "u nuvv ou ,fjiuri 11.11 experience and know that you' can hold a re
sponsible position. Give full particulars in
first letter as to experience and salary
wanted. Address Bond-SargeCo., Grants,
M.

Fuinaw.
AATlili Girl for general housework.
West Coal.
The
WANTED Competent saleswoman.
......
Economist.
WANTED Girl for general housework. Apt
w J14 Htmth Rycamore.
WANTE1)
(ilrl fur housework; no iuundry.
1107 North Twelfth. Phone 131 a.
WANTED Housekeeper, good cook.. 104
pnullr Cedar, Phon 2131-,AN"hED A girl for general housework.
Rexemek' Dalry.r Phone am.
For general houaework; no oook.
WOMAN
Ins.- - Address Box
Albuquerque,
TELEGRAF'H Y, Stenography, Bookkeeping,
.. Boat. room and tultloo-.mso.. earned
Maekay Business College, .Lot Angelea and

:.

rresno.

-

BUY oil lenses near
drilling wells or on favorable geological
structures
or anywhere there are oil indications. Can finance drilling proposition. Want to got if touch with
men who will do leasing on commission.
Dox 38. ICust Las V egas, N. M.
.

STOI.KN Two lliri'e-v-ur- irm
mulos, weight about 0(T Doundi
each, branded H oh left Jaw; tnmr seen
r
June
Jl
Hiwar.l offered
Niitra,
tor dflliery or noiili.-mliiO.
by Mr.
ai..uncino,

,

C9V4

..118V4

;

Mate.

XKW YORK COTTON.

Mexican-dollars,-77c-

.. 68
.100
.. 82

Inspiration. Copper
Tnt, Mer. Marine Pfd. Ctfs.
Kennecott Copper . . . . ; . . ,
Louisivlle & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
,
Miami Copper . ,
Missouri Pacific
New York- Central

rewind

:

i hi) un
hi IIA hlai--

Fow's,

.'

,
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FOR RENT

..81

At

WANTED

li

TcVfiST a

iPrt.ns)

.,.. ....

......

I

Ten acre ranch, convo
with
and 5Mfa
for City property. Owneib
after the farm, What hu uf- fer, around $2,500 or It

THIRD

AND 0

M

A' HEAL

New,
HrloR,' Dand lent- ures, Klre nuice. Hasement brd- wood floors) guod port-hes- ,
ees.
vit lor s.l,7JJ. gooa terms.

'

...

...

.1

r

1

I

I

'

'

iL

.

,

I

'

:

--

.

sizes fruit Jars, S cents each.
A large Clark Jewel Gas' Kange;
remember we jvant to buy what
you have for sale.

Albuquern
requliTS the services' of n ced
furniture salesman, Mus
ish. Apply by letter, g
periences.
.

FOR RENT.
Nortk.

rurnll

y'o,

for

mi

Jj

STAR FURNITURE CO.

ll'l

'

118 W. Gold Ave.

Phone 409.

SPECIAL RATES- MM fa Wlmk mi
'"'lFSsIkuisii
"Call

;

Prfig's
1583--

.

J.

WANTED.
Fur-ifo-.

sick; runnins wafer. C0SUI
FOH KBNT-rRoo- ms
na
th;
aummer
i'ai6s; .no Mcll; Ov Rule
oK HENT Furnislied four-roomodern more.
no
91S
sick. Inquire
North Second.
cottage;
.10 UHANDE HOTEL Ito't.urt- KOR HUNT Throe-roohouxe. gluused In
ments, 619 West Ce'ntruJ hard
sleeping porch; furnished, inquire at 417
West, I'roprltretjs.
,
'it tt Eighth.
1MHKH1AI, HOOMB
Nrr
mts;
Soutll.
rates by day or weak;, ov Uis,
s
west
ii
ventral,
FOIt ItENT Mccly rurnlslied tiunguiow
for July and August. Call at Sl West FOR RENT Nicely furnlnhejooms
oy tre wee it or montb; also room
Gold between 6 and U p. m.
housekeeping. Elmhrner
FOIt HENT One furnlsheir tour.room house for light
401 South Seventh. Apply at Z14 Wtat f irst ana TIJeras.
Oold. Also four-roounfurnished house at
6ouUb
411 South Seventh.
FOR RENT Furnished room! Sll- lilghlanOB. ,
ver: no sicR, no children.
HUNT
moaera KOR RENT Moely furnisneoT
Desirable
roorf.
vlt
furnished cottage. Phone nat-J- .
First class board. 703 West
FOIl RENT Furnished two. room cottage Km ItENT Furnished roonl-pinwuh sleeping poroh, 1021 South Walter.
porcn. 4M South Third. HhlV.
FStl BENT Four-roohouae"" two glassed FOR RENT Nicely furnish
bed
In porches. Water paid. $14. Phone 16a2-- J.
room olose In. Phone 143 outh
.
,
rirtn.
FOIl RENT Three-roofurnished callage.
Inquire 17 Bonth Broadway. Phone I1S4-J.
FOR KENT Three furnish
122
West l,ead. Inquire at resi l the
H ItEN'T' New four-roomodern house
Krwuoq
furnished
Hnkery.
completely,
large
sleeping
:
KOR RENT Furnished rooi liuhl
porch, fhone C3LS-734
Coal stove
trrreo-rooHUNT
nouseKeeping.
Mew
furn-lahc.ii Kieephtg
cottage
n Mecond. "
porches. 1400 Houtli High 'oui
1
1'ult
e. ;
RENT
Two
2l
e
p
rclr,
beds.
tjsjt
West
itVessIng' room and other
KOIl JtKNT Furnished "lo.tuge,
niodernT
!3!-W- :
glassed oorches; . University car lines. Hold, Phone
FOH. RENT Ono room
Phone 881, mornings. 1524 Host Central.
urn
- modern eon
FOH
modern bungalow. oernnueeKeeptng.
month. Old West Coat.
Completely furnished; twe porches;, deslr-abl- "e
RENT Nicely furnish! with
iilt
neighborhood. Call HQ South Cedur.
large sleeping porch; firsLoard
Full liK.VT Modern three. room, complete next
uoor.
009 West Oold.
ly rumisnea nouse with sleeping
Ideal location. 1128 East Central. porches;
II. A.
Hlgbiatuia,
Thorn. Plrona Bit
FOR RBNT-rurnli- h.d
roooJ South
General.
'
waiter.; Phone 202.
For runt- - -- Eignr; room
tnnilern hnn
"OH RENt FuTldnhed ron
nest, gaa mna garage. . pnnne 1.
preferred. 101 Sosth Walfei
Mode7nfour-roofurnished'
, ,H REN
Large room eepln
house, sleeping porch, aarnee and arnari FOR RENT
porch; Ideal for tiro.
,
"
l( tral.
Ireatlnn. Phone 117(1.
KOR
Room
RENT
wlllr else and
rvR RENT Modern houses
rooms
board for woman. 11J Norths hone
some furnlshei. Good (oeutioifi.W. H.
lftt. " Wi West Gold.
.'OR
RENT Nicely furnish room
n
K RENT!
house, furnished or
suitable for twov Phone 16 South
unfurnished, close In. Newly pnpered and Kdllh.
painted. City Reaity Co. Phone 77s, .
FOR RENT Rooms furntshl ouse- a.
.house.-3 rooms upFOR
keeping, large sleeping p Houth
stairs. 3 rooms down stairs, nloelv fni
suitable for two parties. No children. Walnut.
Phone C.'4 or cali'lm West ftolii.
'.. .,
FOR. KENT Roms with si porck
with, or without board Pi
En si Central.
FOR SALL Livcgtock.
l'fjii HENT Pleasant room beplng
FOR KALE Jersey milch cow Phone lit.
porch: iiath; , In private fail other
FOR 8 A I.E lrresli - jersey heifer. Phone r.."mers. 2113 North Edith. Ptf--

tl$

HisAe

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screened sleeping porch.' Four
blocks from West Central. Closo
in.' Some cash and $18 per' month
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate.. Owner having town,
and will sacrifice. .See National
Investment Co., 102 North Third.

:..

1

Aonu.

"jt.

c For Saul,

M Mcf'M.'fJH
J 10 tV. (ii.ltt.
rlre and Auto InNurance.

Worth Heoond. Alliuquerque
KOH HKNT-Moo- ero

Dwelling..

the

'1.

'

foil KENT Furnlshee,

once competent laundress;
one who will take clothe home; colored
A
B.
Herndon.
Mrs. 1.
woman
preferred.
;
one 239.
.
, ' . . Kansas City Livestock.
.
,
F-U-'
and
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
, Kansas City, July 1. Cattle Re. WANgTE
'
' Mi assort;
short hours and' good wages: KOR SAl.EToggenliurg gout.
12,000.-- - Market higher. Prime
good
ceipta
Wet Wash .laundry, ,304 North
milk strain; '.years old: Will trade fot
Chicago, July 1. Bearish crop re- f"d steers. $17.35
18i25; dressed beef Apply
i ,
11S5 North Fifth,
Broadway..
small
pony.
a
and
favorable
had
weather
ports
steers,.' $11. 6017.00; western steers,
FOR BALE .Extra fine, ..young pedigreed
weakening influence
todays onuthe $U.Of- - JS.A0) cows, $C.6012.60;
WANTED
Potltion.
K
stock
ZeaNew
Flemish
breeding
Giant.
corn market; Prices closed unsettled. heifers, $3.001314.25;.. stockers and wa K i
BelaLsn hares. William
fcrj I'ractuul nursa wonts . position
land, and Rufua-Re- d
c J net
c to
lowetv with t July feeders, $7.50 14.25; calves, $8.00
Kn
i,tertion to leaving the city for the Oestreeh, Sr., 24 .North Eleventh Street,
to $1.47
..and- - September 14.50.
$1.47
.
.
rare journal
,
i..
aummer. rAddress Hox
Alliuqiierquef, N.
$1.!'1. OaU lost c to lc. In proMarket WAKTKD-rFosJtl- on
Hogs
Receipts ' 8.000.
Rio Grande dukoc nut; com- ,by . first , iilass,- freightvisions the outcome varied from t20c steady.- - " Buik. $16.40it'18.C0: heavy.
; PANT Of Albuquerque, S. M.; LARGEST
ranroanyears
erpenclerk
Hevaral
rate
decline to 27c advanee..--A- n
estimate
enee: eeneral and locat 'office famllar ,wlth breeders or purtute.
red migs In the
B0ig 18.65;
light, '$10.3016.55;
hv a leading authority that the on
Interstate nS state commission ruies anu hpecial Bargain prices
jiinh
j.
$J6.006.75.
760 in.' Duroc Boar '.'.....,
One
Some
2r,o.0
DoosKeeiinig
ditlon ot ithe wboleiij crop' was 8M pigs.
Knowieuge
regulations.
Market
8,000.
Sheep Receipts
Address"" Tf. "R. W
One 404) lb , ,...'.,'.., i, . ;
.... , loo.dl
ilao use typewriter.
aealnst 81.1 a year ago did much to steady.
Lambs, $15.00 18.00; tyear-ling- s, Journal.
one 160 ib
,,,
handicap the bulls in the last half of
12S
10.
$12.00
One
$14.0016.50:
wethers,
, 35.00
oenetmiui
the day. Besides oiigniy,'
;
0.00
One 100 Ib
.
;ewes., $10.O0H.00.
PERSONAL.
mlnn were renorted In many sections. g14.50;
....
BRED
12.60
WEANED
PURE
PIC38 at
H
,j
2.0
scrub
Mexican
Native
Lftrd showed notable strength w- - V
'
pigs
Denver Li vostockj'
mcn
City office 12H South Third. Phone 12S.
Ingr to the fact that deliveries
Denver, July 1. Cattle Receipts
9 miles eouth, phone 240J-FBank
Ranch
naa
on
a
scaie
were made today
Dig
2.800.. Market steady to strong. Beef
'.
reference, FIRST NATIONAL.
passed into strong hands.. . Ribs held steers, $12.00
16.80 cows-an- d
heif
j
weak.
dull
and
was
but
pork
steady,
ers, $8,001-- ? 12.00; stockera andfeed- - PLANS COMPLETED

7

I

--

ILL

STOLEN.

p

-

Tl-a-

l.ve

'iuil nasi) In Tfltls cam-on'
at Combs Hotel,

:

OOC-J.I-

AH

w

LOST.

wrft

66

Erie.. .
Oreat Northern Ore Ctfs...
Great Northern pfd

IT.

ut to
crack.;

V"

m

Government bonds, heavy.
Railroad bonds, irregular.
Time loans Steadv.
41
days,
.. 39 K 6i'6.'!4 pej cent; 90 days,Sixty
6ift6
. .
47
per cent;, six months,
per cent
Call money was stronger,. High, 6
f.6H
... 32 H per cent; low. 3
per cent; rulin
.. 16 V4 rate, 3 per cent; closing
bid, 4 per
. . 21
cent; offered at 4
ner cent; last
.. 90
loan, 4
per cent

.

Company
Union Pacific ,.

.182

..
..
..

Chicago,. Mil... & St. Paul..
Chlno Copper
Colorado Ktfel & Iron
Crucible. Steel . . ,
Cuba ,Cane. Sugar

Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania ..
Ray Consolidated Copper
.
' Reading
Republic Iron & Steel
Southern .Pacific ; ,
Southern Railway

.

28

..148

Central Leather
Chesapeake & Ohio

,

n

A.' L MMdm

Eesl estate, Insurance, Loans
111 kuU Vourtb ftreet
.

,

Canadian

-

t

Livingston

terests attracted: more than passing
Importance today to the "profiteering'1-chargeof the federal trade commission, persistent r fferlngs, especially of
the stocks comprising the sewral war

NICE.

M!ISSrtCOLIMMS
......

rCIAL ISASSD WISH
In-

A

'.,

...

.,,

-

adobe, pebble dashed,
modern, lot 75x142, cement walks,
$1,700
brick, city water, Inside toilet,, electric lights, new REAL ESTATE, FIIIR INSURANCE,
'
LOANS.
floors, newly papered and painted;
'',-,- .
near shops; easy terms.
Phone 166.
210 West Gold.

,

t

.

iVr,'

V

i

$2.600

"A

I

JLZ.

JOURNAL

2
frame,
modern,
Sleeping porches, completely furnished, suitable for 2 families,
rent for $30.00 per month;
rd
ward.
$2,600.
frame, bath etc.,
, Bleeping porcn line uliade trees, ce
ment oiock garage, good barn; completely furnished; 4ih. ward.
$2,300. m- shingle bungalow,
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
floors,
glussed
Bleeping porch,
garage; 4th. ward.
$2,&00.
stuccoed bungalow In
University Heights, modern, fire-

Securities Comprising the Several War Groups Record Recessions 'of 2 to 4 Points
on Sjpck Market,

EACKUF:

here!

I

$2,000.

GAKIOQNET!

come

:

SALE

TODAYS

CAUSE

V

HAN

I

i
IS

weautS

McMANUS

GEORGE

BY

x.

door

(
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Tuesday, July 21918.

r

General.

KOK RENT Nicely
furniiodern
room
for light housekeeplnl 177S.

FOR SALE

Purt,

OR HALE

New and second
Iture
bought,.. sol d anti.excJianKri ryblll
Furniture Co., 124 North Hec.ia 4U.

BUSINESS CHA
uom

combined, Chatlt. mi .West ave.,
'd Towp.
'pH KAiiE-- Owing to III heul sell
Bee
my pop-aowagon' at a
m.
Parker, Elms Hotel, from 10
KOU SALE--8msaw mil Ilrgaln.
Capacity six to eight thou tel.
good condition and now runn ly of
timber, Address P. O. Box
nger,

Conk
nights.

wages $10.

MRS,

GEO,

Can go home

AT

'

Il ANN'S STORE,

R0SLINGT0N,

Phono 1049.

1

SALLIvrceIlaneou.

FOR

lloavE ... &
new
Foil..
Lonih engineer's transit, UuQ. P. 0 Box
'
N.
HS, Hprlnger
i l
roitBALE' riecond nana
cheap.
.
Livingston, 218 Houth Hecond. '
FOR' SALEZeKnia aBeTwondarberry plants,
IS cents a doaen. Phone 2407-K.
I ,ace
curtains
W ANf E
washed and
stretched, 16o per pair, PhoneK06.
Toll KALE Movliof picture machine com-- plete $76.00; good saddle $.'0.00. Riding
boots $8.00. 204 West Oold.
KOR BALE
(Hussed in sleeping potclt size
8x10 can be moved very eaay. Phone 2015,
Address 210 West New York.
SALE Horse, buggy and two sets of
harness, one heavy. One saddle 2 buggy
olea, t heavy, 1 cart. r,'.0 North Hecond.
.
ROOF
Ma per gallon. Roofs under our ear will
Impruve from year to year, w can put oa
a new root that will last as long as the
building. The Maniano Co. Phone liVi-,
s
iio South Walnut, .
ERIE carbon root paint and root cement
top leaks; lasts five years. .Us Damst
ready paint, flour paint, Valapar, Jap
cold Water kalsomlne, and be satisfied.
Kele her. 408 W. Central. Phone 41
Thos.
-"
KOR SAirE Vnierfian addng and- listing
machine, brand new and
guaranteed
visible printing; red total and all latest
features, Remarkably low prior. 12.00 cash.,
balance small knonihly puymept. Address
l'. Kwald. Elms Hotel, or I'hone Skh.

ONS
D.-

-

FOR SALOCentrifugal pump and
motor. With pressure .control.
Weuimaa. oars Economist.

WANTED

Miscellaneou.

'

OLD TOWN.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS
JOHN

W, WILSON

...........

Attoraey
Cromwell Batldlnl
Phon 1171
UODICK
BOUEV
. Attorney at Ijiw
i ;
Bult
t,
Library Building
DKNTtSTS .
DR. t. B. KRAFT
Dental Snrgeoa
ftootas t. Barnett Building
Pkoae Ms
Mada by stall
Appointment
-Room

1$. 17 and la.

T

b.

0w

r-

r. corr

Roods

1

Dentist
atellnl Building

'

PHYSICIANS ANlTgCBUBONF"
PR. MAROARRT O. CAKTWRIOHT
Practlca JLUalted to W'omene aad 0UI
dren's IHsoase .
II n B. Central Phon 171.
Alou.aer,n. It. at
OR. TUIX BAKES - . ,. . Prsetlo Umlted lo Fy, Bar, Men aavfl
THROAT
Office Hour! 10 to If ; I to I
Slate National Bank Building
' ... .
DR. SARAH COKER
..
Practice Limited to Children.
1
Offlo Room
and i. Wright Blig.
Fourth and Oold.
Hours I p. m. to I p. m.
Residence Phone 1071.
Offlo Phone HI

FOR

SALEPoultry and Egji
Afeconia'

koTISaU?

722 East Iron.
FOIl RAI.K

chlienand

West Hunts Fe. SALE Forty H. C.
laying hens, phone 17SI4.

KOR

loIt'SX

l."E

S.C.'rTT.

rooster

While

Re'oTliXlsrouT
C.

Htock. eggs, and chicks.
P. Hay. 2.1
,. ANTkD Higtiosfpnte paid fqt old gold vrth High.
anil FOR SALE Entire flock Navajoa, was
anit platinum., tools' of nll Kind
slightly need clothes. I'hone 1285-J- . S. flaus- combed R. I. Redi. Mr. U B, Thomas.
717 East Hateidlne,
v
FOR SALE Beaiitltui spencer sweet peas,
'
tolors
assorted
stemmed.
fragrant,
long
FOR SALE
76c jjer hundred. Order In advance. ' Hlo
Grind IndustrlAl Bchonl. I'hone 240S-Fl,ToR' H t!"LEFo r d1 'uTrTXi nrlcan Gara g e
'
U North Fnnrth.
HHVHEHT CA8H PHIOB PAID FOR JlNK
JUNK CO.. KoR HALE A Kprd truck In good coiiuit"
BY THB . SOUTH WKHTERN
sen
114 WEHT LEAD. PHONE 111. ' WH AIJSO
tinn; win
cheap. Phone: 2198-J!
BI'T OLD A0TO8. ,
FOIl' SALE Saxon roadster In good condiHpeolal
HA VW your, mattress ..renovated.
tion, fall evening! after alz, 1024 Kast
.summer rates June 'only, $3 up. Albu- Copper, phone 1870.
querque Irfattrea Co., 1011 South, Second. MH HA
ear, (oinI romfi?
.
471.
Plron
,
lion. A bargain. Herryhlll Furniture Co.,
WANTED-aeoond-and
man's and - hoys' 'li North Second.
clothes, shoe and underwear. Also trunk Kolt SALE riulck Hunt six. 1IJ model,
and suit case. Call til. CMcago taoond- in good eondltlnn. HI!) North Fourth.
hand store, SIT Bonth First
.
Phone IS.'. 7 call for Singleton.
a
2o
60.000
from
to
WANTED
'bags. Pay
each. 600 ton scrap Iron. Pay from
FOR
Houses.
to
per U). Patriotic duty. St. Louie
KOH SAI.E Nice liiuhe, furnished and a,
Junk Co., 401 South First street. Phone i7;
good paylnb business, 14,000, half cash.
WANTED Careful kodak rinlshlng by mas
Twin dally aerrlc. Bungalow, Journal office.
Met- - photographers.,
FOR
SALB
Send
In University
My realdenc
satisfaction
guaranteed.
Remember,
to.
Height. Bleeping porches, garage,
your finishing, te reliable, established firm,
UK-- J,
too
Terms
If
or
Phono
master
necessary.
Hanna st Jlenna.
pumotrspners,
FOR BAL B Fiv(-romodern bitt.Kaluw,
01
In trail- - monthly paywllf
For Rent Rooms With Board. ment
If detlrnU, Phone 2M4 or ftddreM H.
.
.
i,
and oarw Journal,
UiM'jn, Willi tleupJuK Pore
Kolt TiET
j
'
' ,
heard. 410 East Central. '
HIUH plass board and aieepibg poroh aitb
TYPEWRITERS.
roam at summer
(St. at Souttt Mail
"
Klik; lit All
'" '
Phon Kll-Wi..
J.
"
repaired. Ribbons for every machine, ai.
REST
desirable
iHt,
ro()in. aleeplng buquerquo TypwrlUr Exchange. Phon
Very
'
014
. purim, hot ami cold water, 1st class;, table 121 South Fourth.
;
hosnl. Oasa de Oro 11 West Oold...
FOR RENT Sleeping porch and furnished
.roonu, labia hoard, aire, Abbott, Ml North
.
Walnut. Phon 110. '
OAH.Y AUTOMOBt-TAQatFor convales.
lfj JARDIN" ERCONDIDO"
.
Six-hoCoolest
cents. tometklng av lltrt better.
Psesen'gar ; Service .;'
place In city. Pleasant surroundings. Rates
Leave
m.
p.
Cltyf:e.
reasonable, isol West C"Mal. Phone 1112.
Leave Mogollon
.ttOe p. an- -' ... '
SHADY NOOK ranch offer excellent room Cars meet all , trains. . largest and heat
auto
and hoard. Just the place to get strong.
equipped
livery In the southwest.
For rate phone ?4JF-4- r free transportation
BENNETT AUTO CO.
Accommodation now available, Mr. R. B Silver OR y. .
New Vexlwv
'i nomsa
MRH. W. H. Rf
of .the txckhart Ranch
-tias 'moved to-t- l
gokth' Edith street where
TIME CARDS.
I
sh
health ,' seeker
prepared to tag
Phone Mil

Automobile.

SALt

rie.

PASTURAGE.
'
Oats were under more uniform
ersi ?$8.O011.60;
roti kknt one of the bestl store
calves, $lj.00
I;
FOR Y': CAMPAIGN
,.
.
'.
1.6.00.
''.
building and best located kneral
ing pressure than corn.'
; i
yOR RENT 60Pastura wito waler , in city merchandise
'
In the city. Bee Jain at
In adrana.
'Rmlts, tl.
per month
Closing prices:
Market
1,000.
.".'i,
J17I-r
"
Phone
Washington
1M.
;
.
wie
Sept..
JOUNNAL
Apartments 102 lntraK
.i
steady,-- Too,, 116.60: bulk. $16.00a
'n
$1,47:
CornJuly,
.-.pnnne sexs.
Oate July. 72c; Aug.. 08c. .1
., ,y.
Tex.. July 1.
Paso.
16.26;
El
d
MONEY
LOAN..
Pork July, $43.80r Sept., $43.75.
attenn-ewnicn
TQ
900.
Market
Sheep
and
Receipts
MiscAous,
FOR" REfft
Lara July, $26.77; Sept., $25.90.
the ' southwestern conference, of
steady. Lambs.- $17.00 17.50; ,ewes.
" Ribs July,
-$23.60; 8ept., $24.00.
; i
f!2.VU
1Z.75.
HOV.gEtr and Rig to Jemei
the .
C.:Aheld in Ban Antonio,
FOR RENT Office Rooms.
stem is. oarela, iMr
M
last week, reached .here .today .ater
' 'kansas
wMsAASSieAeAsoes
t
AU Loafers, h
the work of organizing' the
FOR ' REN1 -- ADrtmenta. FOR RENTi-Oen- tle
h
city prodcce.
Vp
Rounding
completing
drlrtng
In. auM
bug.
FOR
...i
. ! J
op single. Call
El pasoi Tex., July! li Police start- campaign for raising the southwestern
hnurst Phone
i gyi V 0 far '
ij ,u:'M'
Upataira, over Woo'.worth s store ......
Kansas City,' J"uly 1. Butter
ed a campaign today to arrest all loaf- quota ot the Y. M. C. A. War fund
West Marquette. inqtilre. at
.RENT Jwjiatalre fflca room, fine ATCHISON. lOPftlh-RAN TA Fa, KAJtt
1S 8outH
seconds, ers in El Paso-i-n
FOR SALfc Aee.1 P.'' KOR
Arizona's allot
Creamery.
compliance- - with the
location,, next to ""
til" South
...
,., WAK
37 "cy packing, $2ft ..
or
' ;. Poetotrice.
''. '
Mar-'"'
was
Work
order
Provosts
;.".
was fixed at $zvi,uuv ana
of
Fourth. ; ,
fight
.,'
'",".
ment
i
FOR
o
Uot
RENT.Tw
8ALB
ana
FOR
North
Hi
foot
apartehal.
Kggs Firsts, 14c; seconds. 27e..
All loafers, In Pledged i by- - the Arizona delegation
office No. ,
ment and " leenini' rooms.
.front connecting
nirhiue! from Central sVre. east front. llla--J FOR RENT
Class.. .... , Arrlvaa
Departs,
Hens,
24ci.V , roosters, pool rooms,, around moving picture present. Norman carmirnaei or cur- Poultry
roam ..over Qoldeo, Rul , Store,, Inquire
...The Reout ........... 7:10pm. IiSOpm.
UANTE D1 Young lady .with
85
v.
X
40c.
broilers,1
ty' theaters and automobile' garages' and ton was selected as cnairman or the FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping apart,
am.
California
..11:45
18c;
Limited
aire position r stenographi I rtf ftntttp zs
11:41pm.
M V
'
amomotnie manus are to be placed in Arizona delegation and was named
ments. AlhunoemiM Unt., - i ,
KOR" RENT During period of war eutte' of 1. Fargo Fast
xrn.i. erenoes.
,.,.....10:45 am. 11 :1k am.
mv. ., v. .
'!
f I! CHICAGO PRODUCE.
4
office room, desirable tnT' dnrror or I. The Navajo" ...... i.i 1:10am. 1:1 ana
Jail unless they find employment at with Charles E; Walker of Tucson, secono.
RAIJ5 Good
FOR
the
His
with
s
Dr. Sheridan. Third and a. ,.
':.'
dentist.
APPly
Roathtoaad.
Chicago, Juiy;' .1.. Butter 'Market once,, ,m ,, ., ,,.,,
e
RENT
of
fJH
as
the
members
and
district
Furnished housVeellng and
house oiif lis:.
barn
Arts.,
'
'' ''" '
..... 10:11 pan.
801. Bl Po
,steady. Creamery, 87043c'
hulldln
tut Room to build hew houae In frfcdi to. 'Antral:
single' reoms. new ' modern.
the Ari- - u toK.
...
.
107.
Paao
11:41am.
El
Market
Expre
Receipts
i
lis wqrtn aevepth.
hlgherr
Eggs
Cliamborlaiu's TaWftB.
ration on cur mm rmine jaessorta delegates here today, were: W.
r?
'
's1 4.3
..
tsswss. t Flrsts.,4350; orCHIROPODIST.
Earth
W?OR
RIONT
nt
tablets-rar'"iii
Three
or
tj
four room furnished
Thesei,
W:
Intended
H.:
Dowell
espec
of
Price
W
Douglas:
10. The Boout
TrlSwn.
1:01am.
apartments, modern: ther!00 block Seuth
FOR SALE Hart
dinary firsts, 3 2 fit 4c; at mark, cases ially for stomach troubles, biliousness of Tucson. Bracey CtirtlS'of Ttogales,
evyyyw'vVyWAlwvsHefAweA.
reC'dru Tiliil
lalluuses
CWROPOiHfiT
'
:00 pm. 1:40 pa.
.
The Navajo
I,
Included. 310S4c.
reNn
soreness
snd constipation.. If you have any Norman f?. f!armlchael of Clifton and Sixth. Inqtiirj Raroy hotel office. ' lie'a'after
moved
pom.
a
Dal
wlthou,
tUK HAI,KMMI sell
Limited... 0:00 pm. T:4pm.
t. California
Potatoes Market higher. OM re troubles of this sort, give ethem a trial Charles R. Walker of Tnesoti.
THB WASHINGTON,.
1
West
ranch all m,w7ieat-anmoving. Bunions treated. lngrwlng naOa
nifif
t, Santa Fa Bight,... I:ltan,
pia. ''
s
free. Satisfaction
,.traL 'ine xiaess- - modern family apart. n Wmi COMOer Phnrri. 12.
ceipts 12 carsji Wisconsin, Michigan
ured.Tour,rt:ifXamljMd
a.- McNary of El- Paso was meat
what a, first
fer
James
'Slri-Vm'mim.K.l-- t
yourself
son
B.
U he atate. For well peut-- t
Chase,
"'...'
bulk.
guaranteed. Call and see me.
1,76CPV0 Inlasii tneHtclnsi w'll rln fnr vnn Thaw electee. wie chairman of the southern
and, Minnesota
t:00
to.
Kansas
and
nak.
Chleago,
A
Phont
t
(8.
.
aty
Ploas
Csairal.
only.
..
tamriand
partment
rarnlhe
Its
Hvu'v
Wt ". r.
. ,
Ntw rMlpton!ycot
fame, saeica. $3.10,
HOI. lUasMa
Journal.
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'
i
t nut CaMen, Itat Boas
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
S18 WEST CENTRAL

AVE.

VISIT CAMPUS IN

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinners

PREPARA

aWrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

PHONE

GUARANTEED.
ALBUQUERQUE,

815.

111

ALMOST

0

FITTED
RIGHT

SHED

BIG CELEBRAT

Jf. Jl.

EYES

TRACK WORK IS

HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS PICTURES AND MUSIC

DR. KING.
SPECIALIST
be In his orfloo THURSDAY.
5'ItlDAY and SATURDAY this week.
508
West Central Avenue. Photic
685 for Appointments.

The newest triumph of the girl who never
disappoints Gold wyn Preserits

iVHl

E COURSE

1- -2

If you know the grocery business, enjoy the work
and want a job, apply at Ward's Store today.

Stands and Booths for Exer-- ( raceThe grading and banking of the
course at Traction park was alcompleted yesterday. An incline
cises, on Evening of July 4, most
bunk has been ranged at each curve
e
Will Be Ready for Decora on the
track and the entire
track graded and rolled. The repairs
tion Thursday Morning,
were inude with red clay and gravel
which

;

The committee in charge of the evening celebration for July 4 at the
'Diversity of New Mexico campus
made a visit to the grounds yesterday
morning in company with contractors
instructing the latter in he work to

goods.
No.

done.
The speaker's stand and a band
stand, will be erected
Wednesday
These together with the
morning.
booths to be placed in Rodey .hall
where the general reception is to be
held immediately .after the main exercises on the campus will be ready for
decoration Thursday morning. Stands,
at ,which ice cream and soft drinks
are to be sold with the idea of re
questing persons to buy but merely
for the accommodation of those who
intend to make a picnic of the ob
servance.
Picnickers, will furnish their own
lunch. Music will be furnished
for them from 6:30 o'clock
the" time the exercises will start.
The complete program of the exercises will probably be announced
today or tomorrow. A leader for
eaoh of the six allies will give a short
address in the language of his own
colony. The raising of the flag of the
nation, which,,the speaker represents
and the singing of the ally's anthem
will preceed the speech of the foreign born speakers. Mrs. E. L. Bradford, who will hav charge of the mns-Ica- l'
part of the program, has already
star.ted rehearsals for those under
her direction.
lio

WARD'S

STOKE

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT JONES

HOMER n. WARD
815 Marble Avenue.

Coat and South Walter.

Phones

576

Phone

T YRIC

THEATER
TODAY ONLY

JL

.

LOUISE LOVELY in
A Rich Man's Darling"
WE
REELS.

BLUEBIRD FEATURE IN

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY REEL.

Tomorrow and Thursday'MY OWN UNITED STATES'
IN EIGHT REELS, FEATURING ARNOLD DALY.

which forms a hard coating'
wilt no: slip. 'i'he repairs of the track
are under supervision of Foreman
Clyde Tingley.
v ith Die
completion of the track
work all will be in readiness for the
automobile races Thursday afternoon.
A number of tne racers huve been trying out their cars each evening and
cirone racer completed the half-mil- e
cuit In 40 seconds, which lowers the
recent
time made at the
professional
races by 2 seconds.
don't tell the law; but the
Shh
betting on the outcome of the Fourth
of July's races Is heavy. Principal interest centers in the race between
Jack O'Connell, driving a Hudson
and Galles driving a Cadi
Super-si- x
llac eight. The largest bet was l,uu
favoring Galles in the principal race.
The bet was snapped up as quickly
as announced.
The Highland Sluggers, who will
play the Estancla nine ajt the park
Thursday afternoon, have been doing
some good practice work and have
so as to
strengthened their line-upresent a formidable array against
thff Estancians. Word cames from
the latter place to the effect that the
Sluggers will meet the surprise of
their lives Thursday when they com- -

bottle Catsup

15c
55c

Queen Olives, qt. jar
Armour's Salad Dressing

MERCHANTS

J

25c
Helnz's Fig Pudding, can.. 55c
Dried Beef, enn
15c
15c
Hnndwicholn, glass

jar

i

Matieucci, Palladino&Go.
GROCERIES
BOl W.

I

J

AND MEATS

Tljeras. I'honea

495-49-

Undertakers

75.

WILL CLOSE
ALL DAY JULY.

t

Members of the Retail ' Mer- chants' association
will close
their stores all day Thursday in
observance of the Fourth of
July, it was announced by C. O
Ackerman, secretary of the as- sociation,
Members
yesterday.
will try to have other merchants
not members of the association
close their stores also.

3

PHONE

STRONG BLK COPPER
AND SECOND.

, n.,.1
apartments. Mrs. Coripl
Theresa Vota. Thev were mrrV.7
June 18
Frances Malouf left yesterday for
Madrid, N. M., where he has accepted
a responsible position. His
wife will
remain here for he present bnt
probably will Join her husband In the
future.

"er

'fB

UL"f

a Kti

Yey

scarce- -

ens, wno lives on East Cen.

)..

LOCAL ITEMS

'

d,

war on
ur

bsAfyeste

I.

,

.

gentryVeggs

SPRINGER
HAULS

ANYTHING

Hawkins, gunner, (Jnajaplon, Coo,
roy anil Ran Jose Market: 55c docen.
Join the
'

Two-bteJu- b.

a .BryBHt't Delivery
von

Phone

w.

&-

evert :

s:j,

i

rvnvx
Vm

Pay your

Ooppa.

;

,

TIME OF THE SHOWS.

GONZALES BROS.

ARMIJO'S TAXI UNE
Two large ears at your service,

TONIGHT, 8 o'CIock

Do not full to see "Zadora"
only one in captivity. Proceeds
to help meet war fund pledges.
General admission, 1 cent;
all side shows 1 cent.

shortageFEE'S

STORE

LUMBER
428

"Weekly Events"

TEACHER
Whiting Building
Tuesday and Friday Mornings.
Phone 185

Rooms
.

DR.

21-2-

3

MARRON

ALONSO

821H WEST CENTRAL

Phone

..........

Auction Sale
TODAY, July 2, at 1429 West Central Ave.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 P. M.
A. E. HUTCHINSON has heen called to service and lias Instructed nic to sell his entire house furnishings to the highest bidder
for cash on the above date.
Note the following articles to be sold: Mahogany library tabic,
two inuhoguny rockers, South American red gum dining room suit,
Clrensslon walnut dresser and chiffonier, oak dresser, bods, springs,
and mattresses, four rugs, kitchen yunge, heater, dishes, cooking
utensils, icele.s refrigerator, porch swing, garden hose, fruit jars and
canned fruit nnd many other articles not mentioned In this ad. This
Is a sale yon can not afford to miss if you arc in the market for good
stuff. Be on liund early as we will start the sale promptly.
condition and will stand
These goods arc sanitary and In A-l

Sundae Saving Stamp,
Included, 50c.

GRIMSHAWS

Second and Central
"Grimshaw Wants to See Yon"

SHOP

AND
DELIVERY
OLD STAND

hi I iticn

,

,

nuy. ,

;

I

WANTED

THE ROYAL
DRY CLEANING

COMPANY

Experienced Bookkeeper. Prefer
man not subject to draft.

J. Korber & Co.

MOVED to 420 West Gold Ave.

tow baggage troubles. Phone

831.1

$1
SUITSLEANED,
wiUSI .23.
)

Four

r'.

1

FOR SALE

Enjoyable time ai. Whitcomb
Springs the Fourth. Anyone wish-in- g
dinner there
Phone SO
t
HIGHLAND PHARMACY.

All workers will
meet at Chamber of
Commerce at 6:30
P- -

m.

JULY 4th

rvttzid

COv

"
-

CVr!a
t--

Co,
1

t!I

1100

USED CAR SALE
Look Over the List You May
Find Just What You Want.
One Oakland . Touring,
'

5 -- passenger

..$130
Overland ..Touring,
$275
One Overland Roadster. .. .$450
One

$050
One Buick' Touring (Light
6)
.$000
One Studebaker Six,
senger
$850
MANY
BARGAINS
AMONG
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER
.
One
'

Buick

Touring.

passenger

7-

.......

KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone 710.

CO.

D
B1S-51-

Hahn Coal Co.
PHONE

Cot

about

pounds, single harness, Columbia
buggy and surrey. Must be sold
within ten days. Inquire at 1101
West New York Avenue, or Phone

.

And attend Patriotic celebration in a body. Every- -'
.
,
body in uniform.

OerrUlos Lump

A good family horse

1540--

ATTENTION!

TELL rHENRYV"0ELiVERY

Contract

'

.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer

-

Persons who wish to renew or take
out memberships In the Red cross
Dentist
Rooms 1 ami 2. Whlttnc Building can do so by calling at Strong's Book
Store, O. A, Matson Jk Co., Grhnshaw's
v
Phone So. 684.
or Mrs. II. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
. Corner
Second and OttUL
the chairman of the Membership committee. No. IMI.w.
JoiiTThe& Two-Bit- "

Bm.

'

close inspection.

Red Cross

B. M. WILLIAMS

Red

Adults 15c, Children 10c

831--

War Stamp Special

BUT

-boras.

.10c

to 6 Admission
6 to 11
1

1.

PIANO

day

1--

IJvery

sv w m
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Gertrude Thompson

As I will be out of the city my office will be closed for one week from
DR. H. J. DAVIS. '
July 2.
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W. O. W. Bldg., 210 H W. Central.
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SEE THE WORLD.

to sugar

Owing

NOTICE

CALL

TOMORROW

FIVE PART PARAMOUNT.

NOTICE

Avenue.

BATCH1

TODAY AND

"The Secret Game"

Will Hold a Penny Pike in the
Sunday School Rooms

NOTICE!

and night Cheap rates by the hour.
PHONE 414.
L
W.8.S.
ALVARAD0 EGGS.
On sale by leading grocers the
morning after theyaro laid; 55c,
Orders taken tor service flairs.
women or American Army, 223 West

FREE

2:30, 4:00, 5:30, 7:00, 8:30, loTou

WE SHOW ALL THE PARAMOUNT AND ARTCRAFT PICTURES.

J.

PHONE

... 1 :00,

First Presbyterian Church
C. E. Society

ALBUQUERQUE
.Phone 421.

Party going to Upper Pecos by
auto can take three passengers; very
reasonable. Start Thursday morning.
Phone 1432--

ETRIc"sH0E

Adults, 10c; Children, 5c
Adults, 15c; Children, 10c

B
THFATFD
I lILn I Lll
bsf

"PENNY PIKE1

er

NOTICE!

CITY

Screaming
Comedy

"MR. BRIGGS
CLOSES HOUSE"

WW

Admission
Admission

MATINEE
EVENING

There will bo a Fourth of
July picnic and dance, at the
Alameda Bridge Grove of Trees.
Everybody invited unil expected
to attend. Lunch and refresh-incut- s
will be served.

Two-Re-

Keystone

Picmm

SOWwyn

PICNIC

FURNITURE

W. S. 8.

Also

MABEL

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Red Cross club. You are
Rod Cross dues. This is needed.
duty you should not
TrimMe!
and asddie

bet

:

Two-Bit- ",

By Porter Emerson Browne
The Screen's First Big Patriotic
Comedy Drama.

Open

(told

IN

Plattsburg"

Fourth of July

-

frrecinct

--

pi ATT.;Rr7Pf;

M ERSfIlDER VAMiB

ii

'SB

NORMAND

line-u-

Mother-Daught-

Normand

FRED K. ELLIS,

Injured, she having received a laceration of the left arm and a badly
CANDY
bruised right knee.
One of the cars had stopped at the
will close
6:30 p.
crossing to receive and discharge passengers, when a second car, which
m., during July, Auwas following, ran into it. Miss Ivey
was just boarding the car when the
gust and September.
crash came. She was thrown violent- GIRL SCOUTS
MEETTO
ly to the ground.
The others who
Saturday
received minor Injuries were passen-o- n
PLAN FOR PICNIC SOON
11.
until
the head car. They were
nights
wn about the car by the Jar of
iti;l
The Girl Scouts will meet at the
thri lonision
autoist who came along soon af- - armory at 3:30 o'clock this afternoon
he crash took Miss Ivey to the at which time they will receive in,or ur. w. K. Lovelace for treat- - structions regarding the part thev are
cnester A. Wheeler, motorman to play in the Fourth of July celesecond car, resigned his nosi- - bration here Thursday. They also will
rwun tne company immediately make plans for a picnic to be held in
tne accident. Fenders of the the near future. This picnic is to be
FOR SALE
a reward for their excellent work
fvere badly damaged.
the
.
during
H. 8. 8
congress
Hoosler Kitchen Cabinet
Each girl will have her mother as a
Tnw CTiincwT
nc
Kitchen Table
vi i u uin i ur
guest at the picnic.
Wilson Heating Stove
J. L. Phillips, leader of the Bovs'
'ARSITY, JOINS ARMY:
lion Bed, Springs and Mattress
and Girls' clubs of the county, will attend the meeting this afternoon and
Chlhl'rt Rocker
3WESTERFIELD in navy will
make arrangements for such
Child's Desk
girls as desire to take canning lessons
Curtains '
J,
eg Richard Barton, son of Su- - wun me regular clubs which have
Lawn Mower, Etc.
oeen
D.
fcndent
E. Barton of the Sanper
organized in this work.
312 KELEUER AVE.
ta
shops and student of the Uni-o- f
vers!
New Mexico, enlisted in the
REDUCTION
IN
PRICE
I'U'd'
artillery of the army at the lo- ruiting station yesterday. BarOF ICE ANNOUNCED
ns a student at Washburn col-- t
tun
!Se
Topeka before entering the
HAY FEVER
.
Others wno enlisted in the
Tar:
The Crystal fee Com
Its alleviation and cure, by my
arm
besterday were Frank H. Miller, Journal, announces a material reduc
combined treatments of OsteopaIn
cavuiry, ana waiter Sebring in tion in tne price of ice. namely: In
and Finger Surgery.
Id artillery. The three
the
left for not less than
on the thy, Medicine
lots,
O. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
a i'I fose last
platform of the plant, ice can be
night.
who enlisted In the
Office Stem Building
bought for 60 cents per hundred
were William Arthurnavy
torn
Wester. pounds. To those who use a large
Phones Office 8S5. Residence, US
k a machinist's mate of the avia quantity of Ice this will affect quite
frill
tion
waae H. Stagner, as a sea- - a big saving, and consumers should
ns;
na uaston Mandell in the radio take advantage
ilia
of the reduction.
scr
tne navy recruits also left Wagons will make the rounds as
Let Us Send a Man
for
usual, and ice from the wagons will
last night.
be delivered at the present price
To Replace That Broken Window
R.
W. V
RO MARTINEZ
PE
Glass.

Corporal Charles T. Olllnger, who
was in charge of the armv
station at Gallup for several recruiting
months,
was here vesterdav.
Mo lutf
night for Las Vegas, where he has
ueen iransrerrea.
Electrician S. C. Hass of the El Paso
navy recruiting office, who has been
in Albuquerque
for several rinvs nn
recruiting work, will leave today for
egas. He Is making a recruit
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafu.
tour or tne state.
Martin & Thorn. Taxi. Phone 273. ingMrs.
Ida McCune Donovan, whore-turne- d
Born, June 27, to Mr. and Mrs. J.
here from Roswell
L, J'hillips, who live south of town, a weeks ago quite ill. Is
well
son.
un me roaa to recovery. reported
She is stopDavid Kosenwald has gone to Dentping at the home of Mrs. Amy Houghing, N. M., where he will enlist in the ton, 420 West Lead avenue.
Miss Grace Stortz, Miss Florence
army.
A. 8. Walkup and Will Springer left Seder, James Wait and E. Stanley
Seder
returned Sunday night from
yesu day for Los Angeles. They are
Roswell, where they gave a concert
traveling oveland.
Yesterday morning a son was born in the Presbyterian church. Thev
to Mr. and Mrs. Hoy Burrowes, 805 made the trip by automobile.
K. A. Donan arrived here vesterdnv
East Central avenue.
John Feikert has gone to Pinetop, from Denver to become manager of
Ho
Ariz., where he will be connected with the Sinclair Refining comnanv.
succeeds F. J. Walsh, who has been
the Apache Lumber company.
to
transferred
,
Minneapolis, Minn., to
Mrs. B. Mansbach, 1023 West Cen
one of the firm's houses there.
tral avenue, who underwent an oper manage
S.
Dr.
G.
Von
Almen, formerly of
a
anon
ween ago, is convolescent,
Mrs. Roger G. Reidy left yesterday this crty but now of Roswell, has received
a
commission as captain in the
for Allentown, Pa., where she will
visit for some time with her mother, medical corps of the United States
He
army.
expects to be called to
Dr. and Mrs. A. Q. Shortle and Dr.
It. S. Peters have returned from San active service within the. next few
.
ta Fe, where they spent the past week days.
Assistant District Forester Don P.
F. B. Kchwentker,
agent for
returned last night from a
me pacific Mutual general
Life Insurance Johnston
motor
to the Panchuela ranger
company, returned yesterday from t station. trip
Forest Examiner Ward Shep-artrip east.
who
has been in the Santa Fe
Col. John B. BorradSile left yester
day morning for San Diego. Calif. national forest the past few weeks,
Johnston here.
accompanied
where he will visit with his family
Mrs. Joseph Barnett vesterdav nur- until uctoDer
l
L.' D.- Lowary and family left last chased a Patron membershiD in the
Red Cross for $100. This Is the sec
nigni ior uienwood .Springs, Colo., ond
Patron member obtained bv the
where they will spend the remainder
state chapter, the first being Mrs.
JJjECLARES
of tne summer.
Police Sergeant N. M. Miller, who Joshua Reynolds. Mrs. Geo. Wheeler is
U
CITY
LuartHS
of the membership com
recently underwent an operation for chairman
appendicitis, has resumed his duties mittee.
dro J. Martinez, justice of the
Sergeant Chester A. Lee of the
on tne police department,
13' ot thls county.
engineers (forestry regiment).
Sergeant Jacob Tyne of the local Tenth
a
r on loarers and id- recruiting station for the army has in f ranco, has been tocommissioned
word received
lieutenant, according
returned from Santa Fe, where he at
the district headquarters of the
went on an inspection trip.
issued a fnrmni
service
forest
here
Lee
ment In which h instructed .his
yesterday.
cam
wno underwent an
a
&1)1a find t ha Aatx
as
in
and
has
been
private
the
at
nana
operation
Presbyterian
iFVVn me precinct, to report every
torium several days ago, was reported France since last September. .
Dersl In to the local selection board
to ne doing ravorablv last night.
of
Assistant District Forester H. H
lounty, who is found loiterlnit
AND
DEATHS
FUNERALS
id
Chapman left last night for the Santa
saloons, pool rooms and In the
Fe national forest, and from there
s f Old Albuquerque, who are
win go to the Carson national forest.
Clarence Smith.
mployed In any lawful vocation
Mrs. Canfill of Magdalena, who unrn a living.
Clarence Smith. 26 years old. died
derwent an Operation at the Presbyte- at his home here at 6 o'clock yesteris Is the second blow nt Innf.r,
rian sanatorium Sunday niorninu. day morning.
Idlers. The chief of police recent- He la survived by his
was reported to lie doing well last parents, who live In Coushatta,
La.
aerea an loarers and idlers reg-- d
night.
Before eominff to Albuquerque he was
at police headquarters and this
City firemen yesterday quickly an- engaged in the timber business In
n all probability will also be turn.
swered an alarm to 808 Park avenue. Shreveport,
The body will be
ver to the local board.
They found an ordinary mop burning sent to Coushatta for funeral services
W. 8. &
which was quickly extinguished with and burial.
chemicals.
M.
LECTURE
i.
Ill
SERIES
The Woman's Missionary Society of
Mrs. Ruth Helm Jackson.
the Central Avenue
Mrs. Ruth Helm Jackson, wife of
TO BE OPENED TONIGHT
Methodist church
will meet at 8 o'clock this afternoon H. W. Jackson, president of a trunk
at the home of Mrs. J. C. Jones, 716 manufacturing company at Kansas
e first of a series of lectures on
South Edith street
City, died at her home on West Iron
us phases of the war will be
A. E. Jones, passenger brakeman avenue early yesterday morning. She
n at Rodey hall on the university
on the Santa Fe coast lines, has
was 34 years old and had lived In Algone
to Chicago on a vacation
pus at 8:15 o'clock tonight. Pres-- t
a year. The body,
trip. He buquerque for an
David R. Boyd will be the
will visit his mother at another
aunt, Mrs. (Augusta
Illiby
nois town before returning home.
iker, subject
Nordell, was' sent to Kansas City last
"Peaceful
being
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coriel have night by C. T. French. Burial will be
rica, Armed Europe and Mllltar
returned from their honeymoon trip in Kansas City.
.
Germany." The general public Is
and will make their home in the Stern
ed, no admission being charged.

i

1

"Joan of

210 SOUTH SIXTH STREET

'

pany of New Mexico. He succeeds O.
J. Duran, who leaves today to take
charge of the California state agency.
Mr Duran was in charge of the agency here for several years.
Mr. Mersfelder- has for the past
four years been the , general field
agent for the company and during
that time has come to
recognized
as one of the foremost life insurance
agents of the state.
In l9u Mr. Mersfelder was nominated and elected, without opposition, to the position of superintendent
of schools of Curry county. He served
an entire term and a portion of another. Then he resigned to- become
the state director of industrial education. In 1916 he was elected to
the state senate and still holds that
He is
known
position.
widely
throughout the state in both educational and insurance circles, all of
whom will delight in his promotion.

Several women and a young girl
were cut and bruised when two street
cars of the City Electric company met
in a rear-en- d
collision at Arno street
and Central avenue yesterday after- -

V

Fifteen young men for
buglers for Railway Regi'
ment. Apply

L. C. Mersfelder
yesterday took
charge of the state managershipcom-of
the Kansas City Life Insurance

HRSCRASU

Mabel

0

SOUTH FOURTH

WANTED.

AS STATE MANAGER
OF K. C.UFE CO.

MINOR INJURIES

4

8

Strong Brothers f
PROMPT SERVICE.

iua

S7&

1

1

Benny Cordova, lightweight boxer,
who is to meet Jack Torres, welterweight, has been training some and
declares he is hard as nails' and will
show the fans some unusual speed in
the five round exhibition bout.

SEVERAL RECEIVE
8 ox.

107

p

bat Estancla's

il

GIELITZ

C.

THE TAILOR
Solicits the patronage of his Old
and New Customers
Now 0Kn for Business nt

half-mil-

Commence to assemble your Fourth of July wants
Tomorrow is the last chance
today, the
all stores will be busy. Think it over, we have the
U. S. Food License

LOUIS

M2

TODAY AND TOMORROW

5

W. Central.

Gallop Stove
OerrUlos Stovs

1

v
7
ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAD.
Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, KsUt Kindling, t.i

t

.

